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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES 
Before a merger and acquisition (M&A) the target company value is defined by financial and 
other specialists. When it comes to human capital, the human resources (HR) department is mostly 
involved with the human resources due diligence (HR DD). Human and organizational capital is 
one of the most expensive cost factors, and it would be only natural to expect HR being best-
prepared to analyze and evaluate it. HR could add tremendous value to the process, but obviously 
they do it so little (Aguilera & Dencker 2004: 1355–1370). Intellectual capital is the driver for value 
creation, such as human capital, culture and leadership (Rosenberger 2012: 11–14). But M&A expert 
opinion is split. There are those who believe HR should be an integral part of an M&A project, and 
those who think HR should better stay out. Those opting for HR to stay out, focus on the financial 
aspects of M&A and rely on their own capability of asset evaluation. Especially if HR comes from a 
traditional role and serves as administrative and technical expert, this might be the case (Griffin 
& Schmidt 2002: 9). The involvement of HR in M&A scenarios is still low and HR is rather per-
ceived to give ad-hoc advice instead of profound strategic input and pro-active change manage-
ment support. 
Other M&A experts believe that HR professionals should be prepared as competent facilita-
tors in M&A projects being trained beforehand and/or building a team with company-internal and 
external change advocates. Most would agree that HR professionals should at least be kept in the 
information loop. Only few financially driven analysts might argue that HR professionals should 
keep out of the whole M&A business because they only trust consultants and specialists to bring 
the project to a successful end. How come that those dealing with human capital every day are not 
regarded to add value to M&A projects? It is a very crucial phase in a company’s history and also 
requires intuition and high confidentiality apart from professional competence. Top management is  
responsible for the integration and also communication process of the M&A and decides about the 
level of HR involvement (Towers 2002). But there is only little trust that HR would meet top man-
agement expectations. Staff co-operation and motivation are decisive in an M&A project because if 
the mood switches to resistance, the project could be endangered. Organizational and change man-
agement expertise provided by HR could help to go against these risks, but HR competence is 
questioned and merger management tends to rely on external specialists. Additionally, external 
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key specialists for DD on human and organizational capital rarely recruit from an HR background.  
In a metaphoric way the situation of a company facing an M&A project can be compared to pas-
sengers boarding a plane. Imagine the company being a passenger plane taking the M&A destina-
tion and top management being the pilots knowing the route. In this case HR was the flight attend-
ants to take care for the passengers respectively the staff of the organization. Do the passengers feel 
safe? Do the pilots trust the flight attendants to be in control of the situation when on their M&A 
route? This might not be the case if flight attendants seem to be badly prepared, e.g. when they lack 
information about flight conditions or rough storms ahead that might possibly come up. Passen-
gers, respectively staff, would probably not have boarded the plane if they had known in advance 
how insecure and inexperienced flight attendants really are. Instead they just trust the airline, but 
also pilots, that they have taken care to ensure safety. Often HR flight attendants are not in control 
of the situation and this is alarming since they function as interface between staff passengers and 
top management pilots. What if passengers would panic and a chaos broke out? Could they calm 
down staff and restore trust into pilots and airline? Coming back to the M&A scenario, this is often 
the case with HR. Somehow staff and top management have to trust on HR, but they either do not 
know if it is worth it or they are just not aware of the risks that go with it. 
One reason for HR having a hard time to meet today’s challenges lies in missing strategic 
alignment and the lack of implemented performance measurement categories to track results (The 
Boston Consulting Group 2008: 1). If HR expects to be taken seriously as business partner (BP), the 
main focus needs to be on strategic partnership, change management and operational excellence 
(Capgemini 2006: 93). Global trends like the digitalization of the business world, an increasingly 
virtual and international work environment, an over-aging society and skill shortage entailing even 
stronger key player retention, require countermeasures. Talent and leadership management, for 
example, are evergreens which have been and will continue to be crucial to success. But still HR 
expertise is insufficient in relevant fields (The Boston Consulting Group 2008: 1–3). Change and 
learning organizations are ascribed rising importance, and with it, corporate culture has also be-
come increasingly important. HR is often not able to translate nowadays’ challenges into its own 
business landscape by analyzing the situation and providing long-term solutions to merger man-
agement. In an M&A context, the need for strategic management comes on top and is absolutely 
crucial to top management. Some experts say HR neglects the role of corporate HR in terms of in-
ternationalization and globalization. They see an emerging agenda to be filled with developing 
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senior and international management including succession planning (Scullion & Starkey 2000: 
1061–1081). 
Today, HR rarely is a sparring partner to the board in terms of strategic alignment, high ser-
vice quality plus cost efficiency and process effectiveness. Consequently, HR is no candidate to be 
shortlisted for M&A support. If HR improved in core business, its reputation would be strength-
ened. Readiness and appropriateness of concepts could decisively influence success or failure of 
M&A. If actively involved, HR could be the internal key player for staff motivation and trigger the 
process along the whole M&A project (Krone 2004: 36). The assumption is that if HR performed 
better in day-to-day business, it would be taken more seriously and involved more frequently. 
Which are the performance expectations asked of HR in the context of M&A and what are the les-
sons learned afterwards with respect to positioning, strategic alignment, defining and measuring 
key performance indicators (KPI) or pre- and post-merger role-taking? Retrospectively, those in-
volved could have drawn conclusions from past M&A projects and identified development poten-
tial. If so, this would be a basis to realign and reorganize for the next M&A. As far as the organiza-
tion is concerned, there are different approaches for HR structure and design including products, 
workflow and infrastructure. It could be assumed that HR has positioned itself differently after 
M&A because, in one out of four cases, the HR BP concept is triggered by M&A (Capgemini 2006: 
32). If so, HR could better facilitate M&A by operating in a strategically proactive way and devel-
oping creative and innovative cultures and linking internal processes and structures to outside 
changes in the marketplace (Brockbank 1999).  
HR is in a difficult position in general since role expectations are manifold. The challenges are 
to be a visionary and strategic partner, process optimizer and business partner, functional specialist 
and system stakeholder, consultant and coach, mediator and social partner (Oechsler 2011). When 
it comes to M&A, role expectations become even more demanding (Harmon 2009). Along with the 
usual business goes the task to develop key strategies, manage DD, support the change processes, 
deliver new organizational design, manage communication and the learning process and addition-
ally recast and reinvent HR itself. Since an M&A project requires crisis management instead of rou-
tine business, HR is only believed to cope with it in a professional way if day-to-day business has 
come up to the very satisfaction of top management. Actually it is the main task for HR to make the 
vision tangible and concentrate on the development of the organization (Siegenthaler 2011: 4–6). A 
merger may not only come along with restraints, but also bring life to an organization if carried out 
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and accompanied properly by HR. Therefore the objective is to analyze HR-relevant success factors 
in the context of M&A, define performance indicators and develop a model for practice in accord-
ance with these outcomes. Since M&A is a complex scenario with many interdependencies on vari-
ous levels, the focus is on the contribution HR could make. The common basic assumption is that 
HR support is not sufficient for top management and that it is far from adding value to M&A pro-
jects. Literature research over the last decades has given proof of this by numerous studies full of 
HR development needs and how HR can better position itself and anticipate constraints. Thus, the 
objective is to show how HR could systematically approach an M&A scenario defining strategy and 
outcome and thereby delivering additional value to top management.  
 
1.2  METHODOLOGY 
The problem definition gives an impression of how HR is perceived in today’s business 
world. Given that HR has lost reputation over the last decades and is seen critically by internal cus-
tomers such as other departments of the organization, the objective is to draw a clearer picture of 
the reasons and possible ways out. In order to not only rely on literature research, expert views are 
intended to enrich the theoretical foundation. The role of HR is to be discussed in the context of 
M&A because it is a defined setting in a given time frame and thereby sets a limit to the field of 
research. Chapter one introduces the subject by defining the problem, setting the objective and 
providing methodological insight. 
Since HR deals with human capital embedded in a business setting, global trends, business 
needs and economic outcome are highly relevant. There are numerous challenges for HR due to 
globalization and those discussed in this dissertation have a strong correlation to M&A projects. 
Three mega trends presently influence the business landscape and force HR to adapt or better an-
ticipate obstacles and risks. These are digital transformation, change in fluid organizations and 
converging cultures. Digital transformation refers to a fundamental change in the way business is 
done. Digitalization influences many business areas and the changes retroact on the people work-
ing in this environment. Business communication is strongly affected due to major information 
technology (IT) progress which also requires changes in internal customer communication. Fluid 
organizations affect the current working environment because the concept of closed, static and hi-
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erarchical systems is more and more fading. An M&A project implies change and is to be conduct-
ed differently in fluid organizations. These organizational landscape changes require changeability, 
i.e. the ability to change, and raise the need for HR to transform the business accordingly. Converg-
ing cultures boost the need for intercultural competence and cultural fit. Ongoing globalization 
requests HR to deal with corporate culture issues and it is a must for HR to have or develop com-
petence in this field. Moreover, this also strongly coincides with the skills needed in an M&A sce-
nario. In recent years this has come to the fore so that corporate functions have to fulfill manage-
ment expectations even more. A state-of-the-art HR department must align strategically, has to 
integrate its operating into the overall business model and offer business partnership. This auto-
matically leads to the question of how to measure and demonstrate the economic outcome of hu-
man capital and create value. It is not the intention to discuss financially driven human capital 
models since HR would probably not be the driver for the incorporation of those into company 
records. Instead, it is to be regarded from the standpoint of HR and the impact it could take. Per-
formance measurement is only to be discussed with regard to the research outcome. The HR-
relevant economic outcome in the context of M&A has to be measured on the basis of human capi-
tal and integration performance management. If HR created value in an M&A context, it would 
become more visible and could renew its tattered reputation. Thus, chapter two focuses on today’s 
HR challenges. The simultaneity of global trends, business needs and economic outcomes have 
culminated in multiplex challenges for HR because it has to change fast and steadily.  
The increase in M&A also results from globalization and is a special kind of change. The fo-
cus lies on the role HR takes in an M&A context as it can be business-critical.  The way HR has been 
involved in this process is one indicator for the standing HR has within the organization. Since the 
setting has a defined goal and a limited time frame, HR performance can be investigated more easi-
ly. In this dissertation the situation is analyzed from an HR standpoint and thus straightforward 
concentrates on HR DD and post-merger integration (PMI).  
Chapter three analyzes HR involvement in M&A scenarios. It gives an overview on M&A, 
followed by the two main HR-relevant parts in M&A which are HR DD and PMI and closes with 
different types of involvement HR has to cope with. The overview of M&A gives an insight into 
economic reasons, definition and processes. The conceptual design of an HR DD as well as its ob-
jectives and risk factors are explained in order to sensitize the reader to special constraints HR 
might have to face. Even if HR is not involved in HR DD, it will be in PMI, officially or unofficially, 
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because the post-merger blues infects many companies undergoing this change. Cultural aware-
ness, change communication, participation and implementation are crucial factors for success and 
failure. And again, HR is requested to stand up to a variety of organizational needs in order to 
manage the M&A project successfully. The focus lies on HR-related issues which could, but need 
not be mandated to HR. Since former research studies have proven that HR-related success factors 
are not sufficient, but necessary for overall success, HR has no other choice but take the challenge.  
HR-related success factors in M&A projects in a global and multiplex environment are de-
fined on the basis of literature research. The research part in chapter four is to prove primary and 
secondary research assumptions. How HR is perceived in the context of M&A is the object of re-
search examined from different viewpoints of experts and HR representatives. The empirical study 
is to underline former literature research findings with respect to global HR challenges in M&A 
scenarios. The research part deals with the role of HR in practice which is investigated empirically 
on the basis of qualitatively structured interviews given by M&A experts. The research approach 
includes research questions, assumptions and the choice of scientific method to be proceeded with. 
The research design consists of the interview setting, target group definition, interview form 
presentation, research phase and analysis. After that, research findings are presented and evaluated 
according to research assumptions. The discussion of findings is subdivided into the categories HR 
positioning, HR organization, HR controlling, PMI as well as HR success and risk factors. In the last 
part research results are summarized and a connection is made with the impact HR could have in 
M&A. The list of topics to be explored in this context is not complete, but nevertheless the items 
chosen are crucial for success and therefore sensitive to HR reputation. The research results will 
reflect that HR is situated in a highly challenging situation in the midst of extremely demanding 
stakeholders. Consequently, HR is asked to pinpoint performance gaps and has no chance to work 
around this challenge. In return, the M&A scenario can bring about the rise or fall of HR know-
how.  
As the intention of this dissertation is to find a way to enhance HR reputation noticeably and 
sustainably, consequences for practice are deduced in chapter five. The outcome of the research 
part and literature study is a model which is supposed to include value drivers to establish meas-
urable long-term performance of HR. Since this dissertation focuses on the sphere of influence HR 
has, it is reduced to PMI, but expects HR to directly align PMI goals with M&A strategy and also 
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make the connection to DD results. It provides a framework which combines integration compe-
tence and implementation efficiency and focuses on crucial but HR-relevant influence factors. At 
the same time the goal is to make the process transparent to top management and commit to the 
goals and measures defined. The parameters chosen are KPIs which are economically driven to 
show HR’s contribution to overall business. In this dissertation the top management perspective is 
partially taken to better understand how to improve HR performance and reputation alike. There-
fore, a leverage model and controlling tool are developed taking into account HR’s optimization 
needs and HR-related risk and success factors. In order to handle PMI successfully, the HR strategy 
has to be aligned with the future business model, and the project organization has to be set up ac-
cordingly in close co-operation with the steering committee. HR-relevant integration competence 
refers to success and risk factors of which three are chosen: project management, team transfor-
mation and information dialogue. The implementation efficacy of HR is demonstrated by a strate-
gic tool, a controlling cockpit and a work approach which corresponds with the new work envi-
ronment. Out of these three fields the leverage model is designed as a prototype and combined 
with a controlling tool to deliver sustainable results. This research-based solution model serves as a 
basic blueprint for HR and needs to be developed for each individual M&A case.  
Eventually, chapter six concludes with the role of HR in the context of M&A. It provides an 
overview on the most relevant HR-related issues and outlines a possible change scenario for HR. 
Furthermore, it gives an outlook on related fields of research. The dissertation closes with the theo-
retical explanation of the model which so far has not been put into practice. Thus it is to be shown 
whether this model is helpful to improve HR reputation in the long run. 
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2. CHALLENGES FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
2.1  GLOBAL TRENDS 
2.1.1 Change in Fluid Organizations 
Globalization enforces cross-border M&A and this requires an understanding of how to deal 
with multi-functional teams and intercultural working standards. Global competence includes a 
complex understanding of interface management and remote teamwork on top of intercultural 
competence . The HR function will have to up-skill in order to cope with social media networking 
that boosts global connectivity and creates transparency within the workforce (Belker 2013). Com-
pany borders become more permeable and develop towards virtual organizations with networks of 
intra-corporate functions, external suppliers and subcontractors, development partners and also 
customer interfaces with only little management influence (Capgemini 2012). Amongst others, 
globalization and massive re-engineering are the reasons for this development. The number of vir-
tual enterprises grows and other forms of networking and business co-operations are induced 
(Heilmann, Alt & Österle 2005). A virtual enterprise in this context is defined as a loose, dynamic 
pool of business units or several legally and organizationally independent enterprises which take 
advantage of the co-operating partners‘ core competencies in order to create a common value chain 
process (Schuh, Millarg & Göransson 1998). The network can be characterized as multidimensional 
and based on information technology in a synergetic and complementary way. But even if the de-
gree to which an enterprise operates in virtual networks is insignificant, borders start to dissolve. 
The impact on organizations will be the shrinking of basic teams, an increasing involvement of ex-
ternal project specialists, the out-sourcing of service units and at the same time an increase in tem-
porary workers ensuring low costs (Capgemini 2012). 
Change is nurtured by the knowledge society which is characterized by the belief that today’s 
employee capital lies in the necessity to learn continuously and possibly graduate twice or in one’s 
40s for the first time. Unlike with former generations, it is no longer the skills that matter but the 
attitude. However, initiating behavioral change requires learning approaches that are cross-
generational, and career paths have to include the possibility for both horizontal as well as vertical 
growth. Blended learning and flexible working time models are unavoidable. Changeability, i.e. the 
degree to which a person or group is able to change, remains the most important key because it is a 
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precondition to make all this happen in the first place and allows continuous progress (Capgemini 
2012: 13). There are revolutionary change approaches like corporate and business transformation as 
part of re-engineering. But there are also softer approaches which are evolutionary and driven by 
organizational development. Change in an economic context can be described as a continuous ad-
aptation of company strategies and structures to an altering business environment (Springer Gabler 
Verlag 2013). Change Management is an umbrella term for concepts of how to coordinate a strate-
gically and systematically planned process of change that incorporates the organization and corpo-
rate culture. A holistic change considers all interdependencies between people, business units, sys-
tems, processes, technology, environment etc. Change needs multipliers who are change agents 
and act as role models. These can be leaders, managers or any influencer, but middle management 
in particular plays a decisive role and can contribute strongly (Ullrich, Wieseke & van Dick 2005). 
Change processes can be categorized according to the need and willingness to change. If there is 
only an average level of both, the change process equals organizational development. However, if 
both need and willingness are strong, the change process is a strategic redesign. If the need for 
change is high but willingness low, the change process results in business reengineering. This is 
likely to be the case with an M&A, at least for the acquired company. Main topics for reengineering 
focus on customers, core processes and core business and make use of optimized information tech-
nologies. Strategy, goals, KPIs and project design including milestones and a communication con-
cept have to be developed. The project status is to be controlled continuously and adapted if neces-
sary until it is completed. The drivers for change have to be localized (Kraus, Becker-Kolle 
& Fischer 2006). A long-term study across a broad variety of industries has shown that over the last 
decade, the situation of change management has altered with respect to significance, motives, lead-
ership, personal attitude, intervention models, characteristics, dimensions and success factors, 
structures, resources, budgets, benefit analysis and digital transformation (Capgemini 2012).  
Corporate culture is in need of change if the environment of a value-driven company under-
goes fundamental change. This is especially true for quick-changing and highly competitive indus-
tries where change is routine. If companies perform insufficiently or just grow very fast, the next 
step to become a large corporation has to be taken (Deal & Kennedy 2000). Especially in a phase of 
restructuring or reengineering, the need for change is strong, but the openness to change is not. A 
change is much easier to steer if role models, so-called change agents, can help increase commit-
ment. Main tasks for integration managers are to mobilize staff for change, coordinate change activ-
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ities, communicate and control (Grave 2010). An integration manager should be part of a team 
which is composed of the merging companies and needs a deep understanding his/her own com-
pany as well as the target company. He or she should have a very strong cultural competence as 
well as, access to top management and should be able to influence people. Cultural change starts 
with the inward change of individual persons who act as a catalyst. Driving change is a challenge 
because it means to move people. When leaders have turned into sleeping beauties they could be 
kissed awake by inside-outsiders. These are new leaders from inside the company but from outside 
the core business, e.g. from smaller divisions, international operations or staff functions. 
Organizational development is relevant as a deliberately planned, organization-wide effort to 
increase effectiveness and efficiency of the organization. To achieve the organization’s strategic 
goals, the focus lies on processes, systems and structures and provides a platform for multiple or-
ganizational approaches. A milestone in change management was set with a concept that systemat-
ically described a change process in an organizational environment (Lewin 1947: 5–41). It consists 
of three phases: “unfreeze”, “move” and “refreeze”. First, the upcoming awareness that change is 
necessary (“unfreeze”), second, the search for another status quo starts (“move”) which is followed 
by implementing and maintaining this standard in the future (“refreeze”). The concept implies that 
the situation afterwards remains stable which, however, is no longer the case in today’s fast mov-
ing and globalized business context. Thus the concept was enhanced and new ones were developed 
and continuously refined. For example, there is one concept that consists of three phases and each 
of those comprises several steps of change. In the first phase, a climate for change is created by an 
increasing urgency building a guiding team and getting the right vision. The second phase is to 
engage and enable the organization by communicating the buy-in, empowering the participants 
and creating short-term wins. The third phase is intended to implement and sustain change by not 
giving up and ensuring lasting success (Kotter 2012). This concept is based on the assumption that 
change is a timely restricted process. But today’s state-of-the-art concepts give proof that a learning 
organization is in a constant “change mode” with no defined end or beginning. It requires a differ-
ent understanding and self-concept of its members to overcome fragmentation, competition and re-
activeness (Chawla & Renesch 1995: 16).  
A learning organization can be defined by five main characteristics: systems thinking, per-
sonal mastery, mental models, a shared vision and team learning. The benefits are that innovation 
and competitiveness are maintained because quality outputs at all levels are improved constantly 
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and speed up the pace of change (Senge 1990). Despite this promising approach, organizations fully 
practicing the learning-organization concept are hard to find in the business landscape. Organiza-
tions often lack the openness and willingness to change as well as face conflicting company politics 
and have difficulties with strategic thinking which is required from executives. Thus, the conceptu-
alization lacks proof of success. This can be applied to many change concepts: they often lack con-
sistency and seem to be patchwork. A change framework therefore is crucial and needs to be 
adapted to organizational needs in order to be successful. Successful frameworks for change man-
agement need to include important leverages for change. The following model takes into account 
three main areas of which change vision and people strategy are particularly important. Next are 
people-related factors such as stakeholder mobilization, leadership commitment and motivation as 
well as people performance. Organization-related topics are organization and process alignment, 
cultural development and finally sustainability of change (Capgemini 2012). 
 
Figure 1: Change Management Framework  
(Acc. to Capgemini 2012: 28) 
 
The vision for change has to be deducted from the overall strategy and clearly defined in or-
der to be in line with people strategy. It has to be highly transparent to all stakeholders and mem-
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those with strong influence, are the drivers for change. Therefore stakeholders need to support the 
project actively and leaders have to be role models for employees and perform accordingly.  
The organization is a system which exists in itself. To find catalysts for movement is the key 
to success. Processes are easier to influence since they are more visible than culture. Culture is built 
on basic assumptions which are invisible and most individuals are not aware of, whereas norms 
and values are easier to detect (Schein 1992). When it comes to organizations, cultural development 
needs time. Symbols and artifacts are visible signs when cultural change has been successful. Sus-
tainability does not imply steadiness or the previously mentioned “freeze” state. It means to main-
tain the standard and simultaneously to be open to change again. The perspective of the people 
involved in change is highly important because it can impede or slow down change. Almost half of 
the executives, leaders and specialists responsible for change think that emotions play the central 
role in a change process. Only 28% believe politics to be important and 23% think that rationale is 
most relevant (Capgemini 2012). Interestingly enough, the priority of changeability diminishes in 
accordance with the management level from top to bottom. Whereas executives are not in doubt 
about the necessity for change, changeability in middle management is considered less important. 
One third of team leaders who directly influence employees are not only less willing to change, but 
do not know how to do so. The potential loss of power, influence and status are essential reasons 
for leaders to resist change and can even lead to serious psychic or psychosomatic illness. Perma-
nent work overload combined with too many changes within a short period of time may contribute 
to de-motivation and exhaustion. Possible coping strategies against these negative influences are a 
close and constant dialogue with coaches, sparring partners and change specialists to ease the situ-
ation. Only if change is accepted to be normal, measures and coping strategies have a chance to be 
established in order to prevent serious side effects (Capgemini 2012: 36–39). 
Expectations towards leaders in change situations which rank top of the list are being a role 
model (79%) and communicating actively (78%). Other major expectations are to be aware of the 
fact that the attitude towards change strongly influences the success of the project and the mindset 
of employees (70%), to take clear decisions (64%), to convince employees that change is for the best 
(56%) and that it has to be initiated and shaped (56%). To drive and control change (45%) and to 
create an environment where continuous learning and change are self-evident (44%) are also listed. 
To be a role model could become hardship if in a volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous envi-
ronment can cause inner conflicts. Nevertheless, leaders can help to create confidence and authen-
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ticity by communicating in an open, personal and transparent way; which cannot be replaced by 
any digital tools. No doubt the digital revolution is significant; however, change needs to be man-
aged by human beings instead of technology. Responsible leaders can foster self-reflection and be-
have empathically to help individuals understand their own as well as other motives and emotions. 
Although this behavior is crucial for change to be successful, it only works if change goals, contents 
and behavior have been internalized by the respective individual. In order to ensure that change 
agents and leaders are aware of their standpoint, continuous information, feedback and coaching 
can be supportive. Change communication can be learned with the help of specialist input and peer 
group interaction. An increased speed in learning is enhanced by methodological patterns to foster 
innovation and progress. (Capgemini 2012: 34–35).  
The degree to which an organization is open to change reflects the level of maturity. In a cor-
porate culture, openness to change may be practiced implicitly and is therefore a matter of course. 
On the other hand, change can also be rejected to certain degrees. Corporate cultures undergoing a 
change can either be strong, weak or unhealthy. A strong culture has “a system of informal rules 
that spells out how people are to behave most of the time” (Deal & Kennedy 2000). It may be stable 
and resistant towards hindrances or unfavorable circumstances. In critical situations, its members 
can take rapid and coordinated action. Cultures are always on the move and consist of numerous 
informal or formal subgroups, e.g. a department. Moreover, networks have formed according to 
functional reasons, e.g. for interdepartmental or interfacial cooperation (Grave 2010). Strong cul-
tures endure leadership changes at the top because values and norms are deeply rooted and always 
have been nurtured by management and employees. This presence of ingrained beliefs is mirrored 
in the workplace climate. In contrast to this, weak cultures have no widely shared believes and 
norms that can be seen in operating practice. There is no commonly agreed way of doing business 
and neither passion nor strong emotional commitment. Employees just do their work and subcul-
tures block attempts to create a clearly defined company-wide work climate. Drafting and imple-
menting a strategy in a weak culture may fail due to a lack of an underlying basis such as tradi-
tions, beliefs, values, norms. Employees waste a lot of time trying to find out how to react and or-
ganize (Deal & Kennedy 2000). Although the lack of commitment and motivation does not support 
strategy implementation, it does not set up strong barriers. Unhealthy cultures are characterized by 
counterproductive values, norms and traditions affecting work climate and company performance 
in a negative way. Unhealthy cultures may be politicized, change-resistant, insular and inwardly 
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focused or unethical and greed-driven (Thompson, Gamble & Strickland 2010). If cultures are polit-
icized, empire-building, suspicion towards cross-unit cooperation and hidden agendas dominate 
the internal environment.  
Change-resistant cultures avoid risk, show low innovation and rather follow market leaders 
than take the lead. Resistance towards change most often appears in companies that have had con-
siderable market success in past years and now have fallen into a state of lethargy. Management 
believes that the way of doing things which has been successful in in the past, does not need to 
change. The attitude of insular and inwardly looking cultures may be very much alike: they have 
successfully been doing business for such a long time that they no longer question how they are 
doing business and finally lose focus on their customers or market. Managerial inbreeding prevents 
innovation and growth that comes from outside. Cultures in which executives disregard high ethi-
cal standards and work for their ego gratification in terms of wealth or status will not be able to 
become strong. Because they will be torn apart over and over again by incidents that show the 
well-being of individuals comes before that of the company as a whole. In contrast to these un-
healthy cultures, there are also those which nurture strategy implementation and are open to de-
velopment. These are high-performance and adaptive cultures. In high-performance cultures, em-
ployees are held accountable for their work, are result-oriented and take the initiative. In adaptive 
cultures, employees are willing to accept a continuously high level of change. There is a strong con-
fidence in making the best out of challenges and an entrepreneurial spirit is encouraged at all man-
agement levels. Change does never compromise core values or business principles, but always 
serves the interest of all stakeholders: customers, employees, shareowners, suppliers and institu-
tions in company environment. A change of culture – be it for the good or bad of the company – 
always takes time and must not be tackled too aggressively. If the intention is to build a solid foun-
dation it has to be done deliberately in order to be long-lasting. In fact, integration defines and mo-
bilizes change (Müller-Stewens 2000).  
Change fundamentally impacts the work environment and employee performance. It can be 
strategically motivated due to market changes or narrowly defined with regard to work teams or 
reporting lines. Although organizational change is top of the reasons-for-change list (31%), finan-
cial uncertainty (16%) and downsizing (14%) also play a major role. In order to rather modify in-
stead of disrupt structures, work processes and networks, employees should be supported to antic-
ipate, contextualize, prioritize and react towards change in an agile and accepting way (The Corpo-
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rate Executive Board 2012). The most important skills to adapt to change, work collaboratively and 
apply judgment in processing information are organizational and awareness of oneself, pro-activity 
and learning agility, teamwork, influence and technical expertise, prioritization, problem-solving 
and decision-making. Newcomers should be tested accordingly and existing workforce needs to be 
up-skilled.  
Furthermore management approaches and target technology investments have to be aligned 
and initiated by top management. Skill development can be accelerated by leaders guiding and 
empowering employees in their new role understanding in terms of collaboration and knowledge 
management. Eventually, technology investments supporting evolving needs of learning, improv-
ing know-how and collaboration will boost change. A change-friendly environment could likewise 
be fostered by intercultural awareness because both constructs rely on the same basic attitude: be-
ing open to unfamiliar behavior, habits and thoughts. To this respect, globalization can be a good 
starting point to nurture change on the basis of intercultural sensitivity. Intercultural experiences 
are unavoidable in a global context and therefore go hand in hand with the willingness to learn 
from others. 
2.1.2 Converging Cultures  
Etymologically the word “culture” stems from the Latin word “cultura”, which, in a figura-
tive sense, means to cultivate, i.e. to care for the intellectual side of civilization (Harper 2011). Cul-
ture can have different connotations, e.g. in terms of fine arts or the historical development of a 
nation. Literature gives various definitions of organizational culture which all highlight different 
aspects (Carleton & Lineberry 2004). Schein defines the culture of a group as “a pattern of shared 
basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and inter-
nal integration, has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new 
members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems” (Schein 1992). 
Another definition, given by Hofstede, describes organizational culture as “collective programming 
of the mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another” 
(Hofstede 2011). An organizational culture perpetuates itself by screening their members or testing 
new hires according to how they fit into the group (Kotter & Hesket 1992). Corporate culture can be 
understood as an arrangement of employer values, norms and beliefs which is dynamic and has 
developed over years. It provides direction for the employees (Böhlich 2010). According to this ap-
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proach, the dimensions of corporate culture are identification, integration, coordination, motiva-
tion, innovation and customer satisfaction. Thompson, Strickland and Gamble describe the core 
concept of culture as “the character of a company’s internal work climate and personality – as 
shaped by its core values, beliefs, business principles, traditions, ingrained behaviors, work prac-
tices, and style of operating” (Thompson, Gamble & Strickland 2010). To put it strongly, corporate 
culture can be defined as the organizational DNA (Reid & Hubbell 2005). In other words, it can be 
compared to the personality of a corporation and is mirrored in many different organizational as-
pects, such as values, business principles, ethical standards and practices, the approach to people 
management in terms of official policies, procedures and operating practices. Furthermore, it can 
be deduced from the working climate and the interaction between managers and employees, 
teamwork, cooperation, the company’s traditions and stories. Finally, also the treatment of external 
stakeholders, be it customers, suppliers, agencies or local communities, can point at the cultural 
characteristics (Thompson, Gamble & Strickland 2010). 
In the 60s and 70s, corporations started or expanded international business so that in the 80s 
organizational culture became relevant to organizational theory. In the 90s, national and corporate 
issues were examined in the context of integrative cultural research. This fairly new branch of busi-
ness economics is no more than a few decades old and research lacks a comprehensive pool of 
long-time studies. Concepts about organizational culture are basically rooted in a few different ap-
proaches which support the theory that organization either IS or HAS a culture – or a synthesis of 
both (Dröhse 2006). The functional-objective approach assumes that an organization has a culture. 
It is an integral factor of economic success to be managed and influenced. The interpretative-
subjective approach believes that organization is a culture. It is a reality constructed by its members 
interacting with each other on the basis of values, norms and beliefs and is hard to be influenced. 
Those who combine these two views assume that culture is both conscious and unconscious. It has 
a major impact on the organization as a whole – but it can change since it is learned behavior. The 
cognitive approach focuses on a logical system, e.g. landscapes of cognition to which emotions are 
anchored. In the 80s, Ouchi and Johnson analyzed management behavior of Japanese and Ameri-
can companies due to increasing invasion of Japanese firms on the American market (Ouchi 1981). 
At the same time, Peters and Waterman highlighted process components such as strategy, structure 
and systems, but also cultural ones, such as style, staff, skill and shared values (Peters & Waterman 
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1982). At that time, it was an innovative idea that corporate culture adds to competitiveness and 
could help to successfully integrate merging companies (Grave 2010).  
The terms “organization” and “corporation” are frequently used as if they were synonymous. 
But this is only partly correct since every corporation is an organization by definition, but not every 
organization necessarily has to be a corporation (Dülfer 1988). An organization might not be at all 
committed to economic success as a corporation is supposed to be. This thesis concentrates on cor-
porate culture suggesting that a corporation is concerned about the most efficient and effective way 
of maximizing resources and, of course, results. The starting point where organizational culture 
comes into life is the founding of an organization (Sackmann 2004). If later on organizations or 
parts of it merge, are sold or are supposed to change, this is going to influence the organization as a 
whole.  An organization is “a collection of individuals forming a coordinated system of specialized 
activities for the purpose of achieving certain goals over some extended period of time” (Hitt, Mil-
ler & Colella 2006). 
 
Figure 2: Elements of Culture  
(Acc. to Griffin & Pustay 2005: 86) 
 
Ethical understanding varies from culture to culture as well as business practices do. In some 
countries, for example, bribing business partners to gain advantage is seen as “facility payment” 
and not as a morally ambiguous deal (Ferrell, Fraedrich & Ferrell 2005). This is why many multina-
tional companies set up an ethics code to be signed by its members or at least define corporate gov-
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ernance guidelines. Culture can be categorized according to various viewpoints, such as culture of 
origin, culture of subgroups and also in terms of arts. These examples can be tracked down to dif-
ferent elements of culture. Culture can be described by a set of essential pillars which shape culture 
and are interlinked. The figure shows that the most important elements of culture are language, 
communication, religion, values and attitudes and its social structure. The social structure gives a 
framework of how individuals behave within the group they belong to. In India, the caste system 
defines social hierarchy according to a person`s birth status. The value of a person depends on the 
family he or she is born into. This seems very strange in the eyes of Americans who believe in pur-
suing one`s dreams irrespective of origin or social status. Islamic belief differentiates between fe-
male and male role understanding. While the man is expected to provide for his family and has a 
strong position in the outer world, the woman is meant to have her circle of influence within the 
family she has to care for.  
Language as a means of understanding each other shapes behavior and thus also characteriz-
es deeply rooted cultural core beliefs. The Inuit language is traditionally spoken across the North 
American Arctic where there is snow all year round. Consequently, the Inuit know numerous 
words for snow. In contrast, in Europe all these different varieties are summarized in just one sin-
gle word: snow. In Chinese language, written expressions can have four absolutely different mean-
ings depending on intonation. This can lead to massive misinterpretation if Western visitors are not 
really aware of this. Written Chinese language is believed to be one of the hardest languages to 
learn. It comprises a huge number of characters with only minor deviation in writing but major 
difference in meaning. Communication is an exchange of messages which are conveyed either ver-
bally or nonverbally. In North America, a smile is a sign of openness and friendliness. Unlike than 
in China where its intention is to not lose one’s face and is thus a sign of self-protection. According 
to many research studies non-verbal behavior is the main channel to convey messages which unfor-
tunately can be interpreted differently depending on national origin. South American and some 
South European countries frankly discuss personal issues with a broader circle of family members, 
friends, and sometimes others. Loud and ambitioned discussions may evoke the impression to 
North Europeans that they are fighting although actually it is just a lively argument.  
Religion describes the way people or persons live out what they believe in. The worldwide 
biggest religions in terms of followers are Christianity, Hinduism, Islamism, Buddhism and Juda-
ism. Followers are expected to act according to rules and regulations influencing daily life. Islamic 
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believers, for example, are expected to take prayer breaks during the day. In Western, nominally 
Christian countries on the contrary, it is embarrassing to stop working in order to take time to pray. 
In Israel end and start of the week differs according to Jewish, Christian or Islamic religion: it either 
starts on a Friday, Saturday or Sunday and businesses close and open accordingly. Other concepts 
also include further components of culture, such as aesthetics, material culture, educational, legal 
and political structures (Ball et al. 2006). All elements of culture are interlinked and dependent on 
each other, irrespective of how they are defined and clustered.  
 
  
Figure 3: Hofstede’s Dimensions of Culture  
(Acc. toGriffin & Pustay 2005: 104) 
 
The above given examples describe people behavior according to attitudes and values deeply 
rooted in basic assumptions and being learned over a long period of time. Elements of culture have 
a long and historically rooted tradition which cannot be changed within few decades and is debat-
ably to be influenced at all by mankind. They develop out of environmental needs and are the an-
swer of human beings towards the necessity to form one’s life in a meaningful way. They care 
closely correspond with dimensions of culture. There are few concepts about the dimensions of 
culture and one of the most accepted in science is the Hofstede model because it is based on com-
prehensive research. The Hofstede dimensions consist of five types of orientation which are inter-
preted differently according to national cultures (Grave 2010).   
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Social orientation is defined as the relative importance of individual versus group interests, 
measured by individualism or collectivism. Power orientation is the appropriateness of power and 
authority within organizations, characterized by power respect or power tolerance. Uncertainty 
orientation is defined as the emotional response to uncertainty and change and described as uncer-
tainty acceptance or avoidance. Time orientation is the extent to which short- or long-term outlook 
on work and life are adapted. Goal orientation is the motivation to achieve different goals, which 
can be seen in aggressive or passive goal behavior.  
Cultures can be categorized by these dimensions. Individualistic cultures very much concen-
trate on close family circles, e.g. the USA or Great Britain, whereas collectivist cultures emphasize 
common values and integration which are believed to contribute to society as a whole, e.g. Japan or 
Brazil. Power respect describes acceptance towards unequal power allocation which goes along 
with authoritarian leadership style. Indians, for example, are born into a certain hierarchy defined 
by a caste. Brazil and France also have high scores in power acceptance. In contrast to that, Scandi-
navian countries strongly adhere to equal rights, not only in terms of gender which is legally de-
fined. Germany is an example for an uncertainty-avoiding country because people appreciate secu-
rity and stability. This can also be seen by all the rules and regulations which are anchored in Ger-
man law. The USA, on the other hand, is an uncertainty-accepting country because Americans are 
willing to take risks, not only financially but also in business. Aggressive goal behavior goes along 
with a male and passive goal behavior with a female approach. Italy and Japan, for example, tend 
toward aggressive behavior by striving for material wealth and social success. Sweden tends to-
ward passive behavior because of its emphasis on a work-life balance, harmony and solicitousness 
in relationships. Long-term orientation is combined with a pragmatic way of decision-making and 
perseverance in goal orientation. Short-term orientation can lead to status-relevant goal behavior 
and high investment. Hofstede examined 116,000 IBM employees between 1968 and 1972 (Grave 
2010). Since the study’s participants only belonged to one company, findings were backed up by 
samples of managers from other companies and countries. At first, the categories were criticized to 
be western-like and only later did Hofstede add the category “time orientation” to the originally 
four categories.  
The dimension of time was analyzed by other researchers as well. Hall, for example, defined 
a monochromic versus polychromic understanding of time and Trompenaars added the aspect of 
the flow of time. Trompenaars also examined the aspects of social and power orientation (Jeive 
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2011). In addition to the Hofstede dimensions, Hall developed the theory of low and high context 
cultures as shown in the picture below (Phatak, Bhagat & Kashlak 2008: 156–157). Statements em-
bedded in a low-context culture can be understood without knowing the situation. In a high-
context culture, the meaning of a statement is decisively influenced by the situation. Low-context 
cultures give explicit information and clear messages which need not be interpreted. In contrast, 
high-context cultures rely on the situation the statement is given. Social context and nonverbal sig-
nals submit decisive information about how to understand what has been said (Phatak, Bhagat 
& Kashlak 2008: 156).  
 
Figure 4: High- and Low- Context Cultures  
(Hall 2005)  
 
This is an important finding which supplements the Hofstede dimensions because it provides 
information on how communication is perceived. According to Kotter, organizational culture has at 
least two levels: shared values and group behavior. Shared values are “important concerns and 
goals […] that often persist over time even with changes in group membership” whereas group 
behavior norms are “pervasive ways of acting […] rewarding those that fit in and sanctioning those 
that do not” (Kotter & Hesket 1992). Shared values are based on general basic assumptions which 
are unconscious because they are deeply rooted in personality and formed by the environment an 
individual grew up in. Group behavior norms have the tendency to express themselves in symbols 
and artifacts and thus are easier to detect and change. Schein developed a three-layer model of cul-
ture characterizing its layers by different degrees of awareness and visibility. Basic assumptions 
about culture are mainly invisible and unconscious and hard to detect in day-to-day life. With ref-
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erence to culture it can be assumed that each and every individual has basic humane assumptions 
which are not communicated openly. Hidden basic assumptions are deep down under water, such 
as priorities, processes, reasons and improvement (Sackmann 2002). Values are what people believe 
in and are developed from early childhood on, deeply rooted and integrated into personality and 
influenced by family, peers, experiences and culture (Griffin & Pustay 2005). In a business context, 
these are defined by a company’s strategy including mission, vision and values. Symbols and arti-
facts are easy to be identified, like an iceberg top pointing to the supposed body underneath the 
water. They manifest in architecture, company logo, language, rites, clothing and etiquette (Schein 
1992). The figure displays the three layers. 
 
 
Figure 5: Three Layer Model  
(Acc. to Schein 1992)  
 
Every organization is determined by its set of basic assumptions, revealed in values and dis-
played by artifacts. But since human behavior is not a static and predefined status, there is a chance 
for change – either to the positive or negative. Every organization can be a learning organization 
and can react to inward or outward incentives (Senge 2006). If there is a need for learning, e.g. be-
cause of a diverse workforce, this may offer competitive advantages to a globally operating corpo-
ration in areas like innovation, commitment and productivity, recruitment and retention. In a busi-
ness context, differences between people can derive from race, gender, ethnic background, age, 
physical and cognitive abilities, sexual orientation and identities, religious believes, learning and 
working styles, body types and work/life commitments. To work in a variety of not only geograph-
ically contrasting environments requires respect for cultural differences since labor pools will in-
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creasingly reflect diversity (Harvard Business Press 2009). Groups or subgroups which share a set 
of values have a stronger coherence, but they are likewise more resistant to cultural change. Loose 
groups or subgroups are more open to cultural change but can also be destroyed easily (Schein 
1985).  
If elements, dimensions and levels of an individual culture are defined precisely, the corpo-
rate character of a culture is presented quite accurately due to this holistic view. Nevertheless it 
remains a complex and abstract construct of reality which has to be transferred to business life in 
order to contribute to economic success and the benefit of the people. The relevance of these find-
ings about culture has been broadly acknowledged by research experts, but the business world is 
subject to other influences. One of those findings is the technological progress which strongly influ-
ences the way people work. It is characterized by 10 important trends that fall into three broad, but 
distinct, categories: frequent organizational change, more interdependent work and an increase in 
knowledge (CEB 2012). Organizational transformation such as M&A is also influenced and shaped 
by this new work environment which is strongly dominated by a digital transformation coming 
from fast technology changes and the explosion of knowledge that goes with it. 
2.1.3 Digital Knowledge Explosion 
Technological breakthrough is believed to be what will predominantly transform the way 
people work over the next decade. Digital megatrends will come from key technologies such as 
mobility, data analytics, cloud computing and social media. These trends will literally reshape 
companies everywhere (Oxford Economics 2011). Corporations were digitalized to a much larger 
degree than the rest of society, e.g. 79% digitalization with regard to people and culture as well as 
governance and organization, 73% in terms of customer engagement, 63% in the field of processes 
and infrastructure, and 55% regarding visions and strategy including business models (Pricewater-
houseCoopers 2014a). One third of all companies integrated customers and employees into product 
development processes with the help of digital technologies. Two thirds of the corporations were 
selling their products via the Internet and had well-integrated sale channels. 65% of the companies 
took advantage of social media when communicating with customers and half of all enterprises 
had a strategy defined to integrate digital technologies into their business model. In almost all 
companies, employees were motivated to develop digital projects, especially in middle manage-
ment digital competence prevails.  
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Knowledge increase and interdependent work will change and fundamentally impact the 
new work environment (CEB 2012: 8). In terms of knowledge, the volume and amount of data that 
has intruded in the workplace results in an exploding information technology, such as computing, 
applications, automation and outsourcing of routine work as a consequence. Employees have to 
collect, analyze, use and manage information and decide on the basis of their processing. The im-
plications for companies are to provide ready access to the right information, ease effective deci-
sion-making and support those employees who are not able to use advanced information technolo-
gy effectively. This will also affect the structure and size of the HR function which may become 
smaller. The reason is that digital transformation enables transactional processes more efficiently 
provided that line managers and employees welcome consumer-like applications and are willing to 
handle HR processes themselves. As a consequence, HR may become more project-oriented and 
dedicated to improving organizational effectiveness—such as helping with M&A (Good et al. 
2015). In addition, new organizational structures may arise to help HR professionals collaborate 
closely with the business and other functions such as IT. Being much more self-reliant, working 
interdependently becomes another factor. Companies have become matrixed and employees have 
to share responsibilities for work outcomes on different levels and in remote teams. At the same 
time, they must strongly rely on informal networks and relationships. The types of collaboration 
get more diverse since employees have to navigate through different structures, cultures and pro-
cesses always trying to understand who has the mandate for what with which priority, team and 
outcome. The implications for enterprises are that their organization has to enable broader employ-
ee networks by providing direction and guidelines, integrated workflow and improved technology.  
The HR transformation is far from complete and less than half of HR executives see HR as a 
profit driver. Plus, almost two thirds believe that HR cannot provide key analytics across the enter-
prise (Oxford Economics 2014). If the economic outcome could be improved by replacing HR full-
time equivalents by technology and outsourcing, downsizing the HR function will be the conse-
quence. One future challenge will be further economic growth without staff investments in terms of 
full-time equivalents. According to a study, executives see the need for an overall 20% performance 
improvement of their employees (The Corporate Executive Board 2012). In return employees report 
a rise in workload and complexity and struggle to handle increasingly stressful jobs. On average, 
only 29% of executives think that employees operate at peak productivity and many see substantial 
room to enhance performance. To address these trends successfully and keep employee stress and 
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performance outcome in balance, it is important to understand the change that takes place in the 
work environment and its implications for employee performance and productivity. Relevant skills 
and competencies have to be identified and built across the workforce, and management approach-
es and target technology have to be adjusted to leverage performance.  
This has implications on the business and requires modern communication concepts and 
tools for corporate information. At the same time HR communication has to adapt and make use of 
crowd-, game-, and analytics-driven approaches in order to modernize performance measurement 
systems via multi-motivational game mechanics. It has to ensure continuous and real-time feed-
back, coaching and mentoring, and above all to encourage social collaboration and engagement 
using crowd mechanics (Tata Consultancy Services 2015). If HR learns that multiple digital ap-
proaches can increase employee motivation with respect to desires like status, achievement, and 
rewards to drive enterprise performance, it first has to transform itself before offering these appli-
cations to employees. Especially organizational change could be driven much more easily by mak-
ing use of these new technologies which could strongly influence social life in a viral way and re-
place the traditional top-down approach by management. Mobile apps and clouds allow rapid in-
formation transfer and can speed up the adaptation of organizational change if used systematically. 
Cloud-based repository allows access to documents and information seamlessly in real time and 
thereby boosts collaboration processes.   
Digital transformation rapidly speeds up the exchange of information which is a major mo-
tive for the advancement of the digital transformation. The centers of knowledge in multinational 
companies are not close to one another geographically, and a platform for interchanging 
knowledge has to be provided in order to spread it. Employees have to be encouraged to share ide-
as and management has to facilitate the flow of knowledge within the company to ensure that it is 
accessible to everybody (Ball et al. 2006). To manage knowledge effectively, strategic considera-
tions, technological systems, organizational and cultural context have to go together. Knowledge 
management is so crucial because the increased and continuous growth of knowledge is a real chal-
lenge to economies and corporations likewise. In order to stay competitive, knowledge has to be 
preserved and accessible to everybody. Globalization and knowledge are inseparable and intercon-
nected (Rahman & Mahmud 2008). But a considerable increase of knowledge and information flow 
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does not automatically imply valid, relevant and true information. Recipients have to digest, ana-
lyze and evaluate information according to its profoundness (Stromquist 2005).  
Knowledge is more than just information and can be defined as “a fluid mix of experience, 
values, contextual information, and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluation and 
incorporating new experiences and information” (Davenport & Prusack 2000). Knowledge is creat-
ed and is the overall intellectual capital of a company’s individuals. It is seen from a certain view-
point, normally leads to action and organizational productivity and it very much depends on the 
context. Knowledge can be subdivided into data, which is discrete and objective facts, and infor-
mation, which very much depends on the perception of the recipient (Phatak, Bhagat & Kashlak 
2008). It is an intangible asset and can be documented in patents, databases and networks, based on 
information coming from employees in key positions, suppliers, customers and other external in-
terfaces (Phatak, Bhagat & Kashlak 2008). Knowledge plays a key role in organizations because it is 
held in the working memory of its employees, each of them taking a special position within the 
company. The present knowledge of employees has been accumulated according to an employee’s 
experience over a period of time. It implies a value in itself because it includes important 
knowledge about processes and systems which probably is not completely documented. 
The life cycle of knowledge consists of four stages: creation, mobilization, diffusion and 
commoditization. In the first stage of creation, the environment allows creativity and tolerates mis-
takes within a certain structure. In the second stage, created knowledge circulates and may gain 
significance. It undergoes a process of definition and several steps of redefinition until the im-
portance is clear. At that point of time the number of employees being confronted with this newly 
emerging knowledge grows tremendously and the organization is mobilized. The phase of diffu-
sion is a stage when the knowledge is spread openly and shared not only inside but also outside 
the organization, e.g. with customers. Finally, the knowledge reaches the stage of commoditization 
and is widely understood by most of the employees, so that it can be varied and modified.  
To manage knowledge is very important for a global and multicultural environment (Phatak, 
Bhagat & Kashlak 2008). Although most multinational organizations would agree that knowledge 
management is an important strategic task, there is a big discrepancy between knowing and prac-
ticing. A field study with a sample of eight multinational corporations with 24 sites on five conti-
nents about cross-site knowledge sharing has revealed that awareness for the need is high (Kapser 
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et al. 2008). The more standardized products and services were, the more centralized were 
knowledge structures. The need for knowledge sharing in decentralized organizations was even 
more necessary, but not prevalent. Another study, undertaken with Malaysian service organiza-
tions, has come to the conclusion, that sharing and organizing knowledge is much more important 
for certain industries than others, e.g. service industries. To organize the diffusion of knowledge in 
service industries it is not necessarily required to have highly developed technologies as a plat-
form.  
Furthermore, organizational socialization in terms of encouraging communication is vital (Is-
lam, Ariffin Ahmad & Mahtab 2010). How knowledge management fosters employee growth and 
development in a global environment, and finally leads to the effects of increasing competitiveness 
of multinational companies, is the subject of a study carried out in a sample of 164 Middle Eastern 
entities (Chalhoub 2009). It clearly strikes that knowledge management leads to a higher level of 
performance and should be supported by participative management, decision-making, training 
and career development, a mandate on research and development, a sense of belonging through 
intellectual advancement, involvement in customer-centered practices and in external and multina-
tional knowledge management (Chalhoub 2009). Most of these aspects are closely connected to 
corporate culture issues which have to create a framework to enable employees to develop within 
the respective structure.  
With 53%, “technology breakthrough” featured as the top answer to the question as to what 
would transform the way people work in the next five to ten years. This was followed by “resource 
scarcity and climate change” with 39%. 36% said shifts in global economic power, 33% named de-
mographic shifts and 26% voted for rapid urbanization. Technological breakthroughs refer to any 
kind of breakthroughs including social media and communication in the new work environment 
(PricewaterhouseCoopers 2014b). The business landscape is influenced by the ongoing penetration 
of information and communication technologies which in turn influences customer and supplier 
relationship as well as organizational behavior. Customers turn from consumers to “prosumers” 
and take part in product innovations or open up platforms for instruction guidelines which may 
replace the former helpdesk. The consequences will be to ensure return on investment of new tech-
nologies, but also to decrease working barriers and establish new ways of digital co-operation and 
organize reselling. Business is going to grow faster and new forms of co-operation will emerge. In 
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2012, nearly 78% of senior executives accepted the significance of social media for future success. 
But only 27% ranged social media as strategically decisive topics. 80% of top executives believed 
that in change situations talent recruitment and retention is one of the top concerns and that sourc-
ing strategies are desperately dependent on a strong employer branding.  
 
 
Figure 6: Workforce Connectivity and New Media Tools  
 
To fill up the pipeline with next-generation leaders, adequate leadership programs have to be 
installed according to latest state-of-the-art technologies. This is tightly linked to digital strategies 
not only in terms of online learning tools, but also by means of communication like social media 
(Capgemini 2012). 85% of HR executives think that the integration of new media is important to 
enhance workforce connectivity. Only 17% say they already have a well-connected workforce 
whereas 50% are still on their way towards a well-connected workforce. The chart shows a list of 
the most common tools to be used in this context. Top of the list are instant messaging tools (31.6%) 
and video conferencing (31.3%).  
While video conferencing needs technical equipment which has to be provided by the com-









































Use of New Media Tools to Improve Workforce Connectivity
Which of the following media does your organization currently make use of?
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mobile devices. Thus it has a much easier-to-handle quality than video conferencing which mostly 
focuses on teams which have to find common time slots despite different time zones. Of course, 
quality and output can vary. Internal networking and blogging sites (25.4%) as well as webcasting 
and life meeting tools (23.8%), plus external social networking sites (20.5%) allow a variety of ways 
to communicate. These tools have a participative instead of controlling element by allowing every-
body to democratically contribute while the process of communication is mostly not regulated by a 
company-internal representative (Capgemini 2011a: 8).   
Digital revolution opens up four important fields of activity: advancement of changeability, 
stress-coping strategies and meaning, networking and social media and, finally, the application of 
digital tools (Capgemini 2012: 59–62). First, further development of changeability will be a critical 
success factor. Change management has to be tightly coupled with other business functions, such 
as organizational development, communication, talent management and training & development. 
Highly self-reflective and resilient change managers with management experience need to act as 
role models and sparring partners for senior management. Change functions must initiate change 
instead of just implement it (Capgemini 2012: 59). Second, if those involved in change are empow-
ered and supported in their change competence by the interplay of recruiters, people developers, 
change experts and coaches, the pressure can be decreased. If work overload is replaced by stress-
coping strategies and meaning, the illness rate in terms of burnout, but also disengagement and 
resignation could be reduced. A feeling of coherency is necessary to cope with stressful situations 
and avoid damage to health. To understand working contexts, focus on strengths when project 
tasks are allotted and teams are developed, and a positive feedback culture help activate this resili-
ence (Capgemini 2012: 60). Third, a networking organization and social media are of importance. 
High-touch dialogue and emotional triggers are catalysts for change and are believed to be highly 
effective for networking and collaboration. User interfaces are becoming easier to handle and more 
appealing and images or films will displace text forms and thus emotionalize messages. In future, 
enterprises might even rely more strongly on social media as a platform to quickly connect to rele-
vant issues. Furthermore, Jams, i.e. controlled collaborative online discussions, Serious Games, i.e. 
online games with business-relevant topics to affect attitudes and behavior without rational expla-
nations and Social Listening to measure “organizational mood” by examining online activities, 
could become tools of the future (Capgemini 2012: 60–61). Fourth, if conservative project approach-
es are no longer effective because they lack flexibility and speed, digital tools might help. Viral 
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change does not require cascading and rational explanations but focuses on behavior instead so 
that role models can initiate change because of the virulence of emotions. To create a sense of ur-
gency and prompt those involved emotionally opposes the traditional way which is based on anal-
ysis and thinking (Kotter 2012). Emotional systems are supposed to outplay rational ones because 
they translate the message into concrete and reproducible behavior patterns. To increase adaptabil-
ity and accept ambiguity is necessary where projects are highly complex and dynamic. Scrum, 
which stems from the software development industry, might become a useful tool. Design Think-
ing is a people-first approach with innovation power and empathy where the project owners try to 
walk in the shoes of the customer and find adequate solutions (Capgemini 2012: 61–62).  
Present digital technology is going to change the way HR relies on IT as a vital component of 
organizational performance in an increasingly competitive and fast-changing world. There will be 
new, more flexible, agile and customized ways for organizations to manage their people opened up 
by Big Data, mobility, social media, “gamification”, and cloud computing. This may affect the 
structure and size, core activities, information management and technology role of the HR function. 
As far as structure and size are concerned, the number of employees may be reduced since digital 
information enables transactional processes more efficiently in comparison to traditional line man-
agement. There will remain the need for the HR function to improve organizational effectiveness, 
for example in M&A projects, which cannot be done by digital media alone. Out of this, new pro-
fessional HR functions may arise and also affect the core activities of the HR function. HR could 
adopt functions of a marketing organization in terms of analyzing employee data for new insights. 
Employer branding is already a big topic today and a new infrastructure allows completely differ-
ent insights on the basis of data analysis, e.g. in workforce performance or talent management. 
Thus, HR roles will likely shift to value-adding tasks like coaching, designing culture, providing 
incentives and educational programs. The role of HR information management is likely to change 
as well since the line between internal and external applications is blurring. On the one hand, data 
protection is a real issue, but on the other hand interfaces have to be created which evaluate new 
technologies and the impact the software has on the business. User-friendliness is supposed to rise 
and released HR resources may shift to other functional roles (Good et al. 2015). 
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2.2.  BUSINESS NEEDS  
2.2.1  Strategic Alignment 
A profound study with more than 2000 HR executives relates HR challenges to HR capabili-
ties taking into account that the new work environment will have e a direct bearing on the HR 
function (The Boston Consulting Group 2011). There are the evergreens such as leadership, talent 
and workforce management, which will become even more crucial in the light of current popula-
tion growth rate. In addition, the globalization of customer segments and supply chains requires 
HR to adapt its delivery model accordingly and manage workforce on a global scale. Large, global-
ly active European companies opt for an international workforce and tend to decrease the numbers 
of employees in domestic markets. Consequently, transparency as well as international frameworks 
and standards are needed. Disappearing borders also increase the probability for cross-border 
mergers, carve-outs or organic expansion abroad. HR has to up-skill and internationalize accord-
ingly. This leads to workforce diversity which has to be implemented in HR strategy and hard-
wired into the business. Unfortunately, HR capability is too low to meet these challenges, such as 
turning into a strategic partner, managing change and transformation in the context of a learning 
organization. Many HR mission statements are commonplaces and indifferently refer to the em-
ployee lifecycle: attract, develop, retain, cultivate (The Boston Consulting Group 2011). 
Facing the 2009 recession, global HR business challenges were HR transformation, talent 
management and further investment in HR. Two years later, in 2011, top challenges had already 
changed. The prevalent HR challenges were now integrated global talent management, connected 
organizations according to the digital revolution and a robust HR operating model for better 
alignment with business. In this context to foresee global talent needs and provide concepts for 
recruitment and development is essential. A strong employer branding and sustainable retention 
measures are important for leaders and employees of various demographics. Furthermore, new IT 
technologies help to efficiently answer business needs. Additionally, there has to be an HR operat-
ing model which measurably supports business performance by mapping business strategy and 
providing different kinds of professional services: consulting, specialist knowledge and basic ser-
vices. In order to eventually perform efficiently, HR has to link strategy and outcomes by shaping a 
collaborative and efficient work environment, coining a global mindset and providing value to cus-
tomers, investors and employees in terms of perfectly designed products and services. Finally, stra-
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tegic workforce planning remains a key strategic enabler in the face of essential and long-lasting 
demographic shifts which may lead to a talent shortage and a fundamental change of human capi-
tal asset base.   
Key business drivers for future global competitiveness are strategic workforce planning, a 
globally integrated talent management framework and an HR operating model that efficiently inte-
grates systems, processes and services (Capgemini 2011a). Strategic workforce planning relies on a 
solid employee data base capable of delivering specific analysis to foresee, plan and implement the 
whole employee life cycle of relevant target groups. Talents expect enterprises to provide a chal-
lenging career start including rotational programs on a broad basis before taking over more re-
sponsibility on a leadership level. Networking enterprises offer a great chance to retain talents be-
cause they multiply choices and opportunities and allow increased mobility at the same time. So-
cial networks as talent sourcing pipelines represent modern recruitment strategies. HR BPs drive 
HR strategies and take care of integration with business unit strategies abreast with Competence 
and Shared Service Centers embedded in a solid technology. HR has to position itself as a flexible, 
adaptive and fluid unit in order to go with future development and match the whole organization 
(Capgemini 2011a).  
If HR is forced to step out of the shadow and deliver excellent service, all HR-relevant func-
tional and behavioral components need to interlock perfectly. These are strategy and positioning, 
operating model and controlling products, processes and infrastructure, expertise and competenc-
es. High-performance HR shows better results in all fields of exploration with respect to effective-
ness and efficiency. As far as strategy and positioning are concerned, HR reputation improves by 
providing added value, but still HR is perceived as an administrative expert instead of a strategic 
partner. HR fears external benchmarks or internal customer surveys and KPI reporting to make 
added value transparent is often insufficient.  
With respect to the operating model and controlling, there is room for improvement in terms 
of quality, cost efficiency and a focused added value. Concerning products, processes and infra-
structure, change, career and succession management remain challenges. High-performing HR fo-
cuses less on operational business but on value-adding outcomes. As far as expertise and compe-
tence are concerned, HR needs to improve in strategy and entrepreneurial thinking and become 
more persuasive and assertive. The HR BP must be up-skilled, particularly with regard to change 
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competences. Additionally, employer branding has become top trend in order to win the war for 
talents (Kienbaum 2011).  
 
 
Figure 7: HR-related Elements  
(Acc. to Kienbaum 2011)  
 
An executive study comes to the conclusion that it is hard work for HR to do strategic per-
sonnel and competence planning. Reasons for this are a lack of competence in analyzing competi-
tive business models, the absence of strategic planning in terms of business processes, little exper-
tise, no resources, bad data quality, missing business unit support, tools and technology.  Although 
strategic workforce planning is highly interlocked with strategic business decisions, HR fails to 
provide instruments or efficient forecasts for supply-demand gaps. Furthermore, it is unclear who 
has the mandate to deliver this business-critical information (Kienbaum 2014b). The question how 
HR can link people strategy to business outcomes has to align with global market changes also in-
fluencing business concepts and working standards. Prevalent issues are integrated global talent 
management, IT technologies and the operating model (Capgemini 2011a). Integrated global talent 
management includes the ability to accurately forecast a plan for global talent needs. But also to 
retain leaders and employees across various demographics by establishing a strong brand and 
common idea of employee value definition. A connected organization that has been digitally trans-
formed is better aligned with the other business units, therefore HR must look for new IT technolo-
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gies to leverage existing capabilities. A robust HR operating model for better alignment is needed. 
HR has to integrate with and support business performance. The HR operation model therefore 
should map HR roles to business unit roles, e.g. by means of business-partnering and competence 
centers (Capgemini 2011a). 
2.2.2  Operating Model 
As far as role understanding is concerned, an HR function change has taken place over the 
last decades. This change aims at becoming from operationally and strategically reactive to active, 
getting connected to the real world of the organization and focusing on whole system and integrat-
ed solution in order to have a long-term perspective (Ruona & Gibson 2004).  
The HR operating model is meant to align HR with business strategy and improve HR ser-
vices using fewer resources at a lower cost rate plus, at the same time, concentrating on value-
adding activities. The most common multi-faceted HR operation model consists of three pillars 
which are HR Business Partner (HRBP), Competence Center (CC) and Shared Service Center (SSC). 
These are embedded in HR governance, risk management and compliance and build upon data 
integrity and workforce analytics. The HR BP is comparable to key account managers who support 
the business in decision-taking and aligning strategies with business objectives. They are held re-
sponsible for HR results of the business unit and partner with them to understand needs and re-
quirements. The number and different kinds of CC depend on the organization, but all are respon-
sible for the strategy, policy and program design of their individual topics across the enterprise. 
They provide expert knowledge and drive expert issues throughout the organization, e.g. compen-
sation and benefit or talent management. SSC deliver high-quality processes for transaction ser-
vices. Most commonly, these are important but routine processes which have to be delivered relia-
bly and regularly with high quality, such as payroll for example (Capgemini 2011b).  
Although 80% of HR executives agree that the above described HR operating model is prob-
ably the most efficient one, there are region-specific trends: Asia Pacific (64%) and Northern Amer-
ica (54%) have adopted this model to a much higher degree than Europe (46%). Both CC and SSC 
are prone to outsourcing because of the need for deep expert knowledge on the one hand and due 
to standard, repeatable, but not complex processes on the other hand. About 60% of HR depart-
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ments have outsourced HR-related functions to allow HR to concentrate on value-adding functions 
which can be achieved by business-partnering (Capgemini 2011b). 
The 1996 concept of Dave Ulrich refers to HR as a champion in four conflicting areas of HR 
management, i.e. operational versus strategic focus and processes versus people. Within these con-
flicting areas HR has to take four roles: strategic partner, change manager, administrative expert 
and employee champion. HR is supposed to deliver excellent results in its role as HR BP and help 
senior and line managers in strategy execution. The service expert provides administrative efficien-
cy and maintains high-quality standards at the same time. The employee champion is representing 
employee concerns to senior management and encourages employee contribution. The change 
agent constantly shapes processes and culture to improve organizations capacity for change (Ulrich 
1997a). This leads to a service delivery model, i.e. the above described 3-pillar model with CC, SSC 
and HR BP. Administrative activities are centralized allowing business to focus on strategy and 
customers. It is the first contact for all employee inquiries and supports the management in key HR 
processes. The HR BP needs to understand the business in order to support needs and require-
ments of the management. This function is responsible for the local HR result by coaching and con-
sulting management and aligning strategies with business targets (Ulrich & Brockbank 2005). 
This approach was later discussed and refined by numerous authors s (Claßen & Kern 2010). 
Most came to the conclusion that in practice, it is not the model itself but its implementation which 
is difficult. Failure mostly relates to management mistakes with respect to a misleading HR self-
concept, downsizing the 3-pillar concept or problems with interfaces and the HR BP reporting line. 
Obviously, the HR self-concept and the image HR creates within a business context are not identi-
cal. Whereas HR wants the HR BP to focus on the strategic role, the business units mainly see the 
HR BP as an administrative expert. Thus, expectations are fairly incongruent and lead to misunder-
standings due to wrong positioning.  
As far as the 3-pillar concept is concerned, the establishment of a SSC or a new IT infrastruc-
ture does not, at the same time, induce a newly organized operating model. Furthermore, only a 
certain company size allows the setup of a competence center. The model needs to be aligned to 
actual business needs and implemented accordingly. As there is no standard solution to any HR 
department this is a weak point because the design of the operating model is as crucial as the im-
plementation of the new HR model. Unfortunately, many HR departments do not seem to be able 
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to cope with this challenge on their own. If the 3-pillar model has been successfully established, 
responsibilities, goals and processes need to be defined, standardized and aligned. If this transfor-
mation does not succeed, HR ends up confused and so do internal customers. Whether the HR BP 
is embedded in the business unit or part of the HR department is an important decision which, 
again, has to be in line with the operating model respectively the business model. It may also be 
possible that HR BP has dotted reporting lines, but whatever the choice is, implications need to be 
considered. Ineffective choices can lead to a failure or low performance of the HR department, alt-
hough the new concept seemed to be promising. Other constraints lie in just changing an existing 
HR organization into a new one without redefining competences and re-matching profiles 
(Roedenbeck & Hildebrand 2012).  
2.2.3 Business Partnership 
The change in HR that took place over the last decades is also displayed in the following 
phase model which describes the development from HR management to the HR BP and finally the 
strategic partner (Lawler & Mohrman 2003). In the first step, HR equals HR management which is 
business-driven, represents the internal customer and workforce planning is deduced from the 
business plan. In the second step, HR equals the HR BP which is integrated in decision-making 
processes and cultural development, and is actively involved in workforce planning in line with the 
business. In the third step, HR equals the strategic partner and has a strong influence on business 
strategy driving the company with people and systems; and HR also leads workforce planning. 
This phase model is different from the HR BP concept that Ulrich brought up, because it relates to 
the whole HR department and not only to a single role within the HR department. Confronted with 
this phase model, German executives criticized that this model would not match the current Ger-
man HR landscape and proposed a further level below HR management. In the 1997 definition by 
Dave Ulrich, the successful HR BP has to fulfill four roles, i.e. strategic partner, administrative ex-
pert, employee champion and change agent (Ulrich 1997a). In 2005, the HR BP model was refined 
by Ulrich and Brockbank and finally renamed strategic partner due to its imprecise definition (Ul-
rich & Brockbank 2005). There are numerous and often similar definitions of the term HR BP, but 
most lack final preciseness. The role for an HR BP can be described as someone who challenges the 
senior management by providing the link between business and organizational strategies creating 
cost-reducing and value-creating HR initiatives (Kenton & Yarnall 2005). A reliable definition for 
the term HR BP is an HR generalist role, but also key account manager for HR-relevant issues or 
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HR consultant are mentioned often. There is no exact definition, only a best-fit because the role has 
to be interpreted according to the organizational structure it is embedded in. Since the term HR BP 
is interpreted differently, another approach is to define five dimensions this role can be character-
ized by (Capgemini 2006). The dimensions “power and influence”, “acceptance”, “organizational 
integration”, “function and tasks” as well as “value creation” apply to most interpretations of the 
HR BP. Power and influence characterize to which extent the HR BP is involved in decision-making 
processes. Acceptance relates to the trustful relationship between senior management and HR BP. 
Organizational integration describes reporting and dotted lines showing the level of integration 
into business units. Function and tasks need to be strategic such as change or talent management. 
The dimension “value creation” relates to any direct or indirect business contribution and overall 
success and is measured by HR controlling.  
In 2006, almost half of HR representatives thought that they had not lived up to the expecta-
tions of the HR BP concept and estimations by business units and top management would probably 
be even higher (Capgemini 2006). So far, there is hardly any research available proving the connec-
tion between the HR BP’s value contribution to overall business success, partly due to the complex-
ity of this role within the business environment where influence factors are hard to isolate (Roeh-
ling et al. 2005). Advocates of the HR BP model often neglect HR transformation costs and the time 
it takes until the organization becomes efficient. Alignment to the special business model and exact 
adaptation to business context are also often disregarded.   
Some experts forecasted HR to become a strategic partner to top management to strongly in-
fluence business strategy and plan and be the mastermind of future business strategy as a conse-
quence of HR transformation (Lawler & Mohrman 2003). At that time, HR BP concept was regard-
ed as a message of salvation which would put away present dissatisfaction with HR. The idea of 
HR being a strategic partner, service expert, employee champion and transformation agent seemed 
to be brilliant. Apart from employee concerns and delivery of high-quality standard processes, the 
focus lay on the HR BP who often also had to take responsibility for transformation. The strategic 
partner was supposed to help senior and line managers in strategy execution being close to the re-
spective business units. The better internal customer needs were understood, the more satisfactory 
solutions HR could provide which could add value for the business units. In the role of transfor-
mation agent, HR constantly shaped processes and culture to improve organizational capacity for 
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change. HR also had to keep an eye on the organization and be aware of processes and culture so 
that organizational performance was ensured in the long run. To meet all four roles likewise re-
quired a set of very different skills and competencies based on an HR organization which needed to 
be able to provide respective resources (Ulrich 1998).  
Whereas the theoretical HR BP framework is very promising according to Dave Ulrich, the 
desired output often does not meet the expectations and leads to frustration. On a global scale, one 
HR BP out of five has unlocked his strategic potential so far. Another one out of five does not reach 
the goals set, just 44% of HR BP are able to analyze and interpret data and a mere 15% is able to 
argue and negotiate with business units based on such data. Most HR BP also lack leadership skills 
and need to be better embedded in the business units so that innovative potential can also be re-
leased. Therefore, companies have to clearly define competencies, recruit and train or up-skill those 
who already match the profile.   
 
Figure 8: HR Business Partner Competences 
 (Martin & Jacobs 2014) 
 
The figure shows fields of development with respect to the basic HR BP profile and compe-
tencies needed. Entrepreneurial skills, organizational competence as well as understanding HR 
processes should be basic elements of the HR BP profile. Besides, there are organizational barriers 
because the minority faces clear role expectations. Only 22% of line managers resort to HR BP’s 
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strategic competence, just 28% of all companies co-ordinate processes along all HR roles and no 
more than 31% of all HR BP are involved in strategic topics. If HR BP performance is to improve in 
the long run, organizational and individual conditions have to change. The HR BP concept has not 
yet kept its promises in day-to-day business landscape (Martin & Jacobs 2014).  
Other studies come to similar conclusions and show that the business units’ perception and 
HR’s view are not aligned. Whereas internal customers are satisfied with CC and SSC, HR BP 
mainly lack management and leadership competencies as well as innovation and change manage-
ment including project management skills. Furthermore, business units miss entrepreneurial think-
ing and acting, analysis and consulting skills, dynamics and resilience, plus the ability to learn and 
change. Only few companies define competencies, choose employees accordingly and monitor per-
formance to implement HR strategy (Kienbaum 2014a). Another study compared HR and line ex-
ecutives’ evaluations of the effectiveness of the HR function with respect to service delivery, roles, 
and business contribution. The main results are that HR executives consistently rated the function’s 
effectiveness higher than did line executives. Furthermore, the greatest differences were observed 
with regard to the strategic aspects of HR (Wright 2001). The business units are skeptical about the 
introduction of the strategic business partner and hesitate to fully accept it. The HR BP has a hard 
time gaining trust as first point of contact for the internal customer if not backed up by the business 
units (Roedenbeck & Hildebrand 2012).  
Numerous approaches provide solutions on how to improve business-partnering. One of 
them proposes four principles to be followed. First, HR functions can offer transactional, tactical, 
and strategic support and HR BP should mainly focus on those tasks which are strategic in nature. 
Therefore it is important to keep close to top management in order to translate business needs into 
HR requirements. Finally, the most important principle is to identify the true client and define cri-
teria to determine those to whom partnering is success-critical (Robinson & Robinson 2005). This 
raises the question of what HR should do to meet the expectations in terms of strategic business 
partnership. It needs to become clear how high performance can be realized and how performance 
indicators can be defined. As far as strategic influence is concerned, the dimensions “power influ-
ence”, “management acceptance”, “organizational effectiveness”, “value creation” and “project 
tasks” are of importance. There are various ways of how to realize and measure this, but the most 
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striking are involvement by top management, trustful relationships, being close to business units, 
contributing to success and actively driving the business, as listed in the table (Capgemini 2006). 
Dimension Realization Indicators 
Power Influ-
ence 
 Member of Executive Committee 
 Top Mgmt level information 
 Frequency of meeting attendance 
 Vote in Management Meetings 
Management 
Acceptance 
 HRM reputation 
 Trust in HR representatives 
 Consulting frequency by leaders 
 High-level topics 
Organizational 
Effectiveness 
 Integrates into business unit 
 Participates in business discussions 
 Organizational mapping 
 Business-relevant HR input 
Value Crea-
tion 
 Focus on global business context 
 Contributes to business success 
 HR strategy implemented 
 Performance Feedback 
Projects Tasks 
 Active business driver 
 Strategically highly relevant 
 Clearly defined job description 
 KPI controlling 
 
Figure 9: Business Partnership Indicators 
(Acc. to Capgemini 2006) 
 
The above mentioned indicators are supposed to serve as measurement criteria for the reali-
zation of HR within the dimensions “power influence”, “management acceptance” and “organiza-
tional effectiveness”. If business unit meetings take place and line managers accept HR representa-
tives as part of their team, the integration has succeeded and HR has become a real partner. The HR 
BP naturally often has to cope with conflicting goals dependent on the home base. Thus, being tol-
erant towards ambiguity and looking over the rim of one’s teacup are important characteristics of 
an HR BP. In order to evade different perspectives of performance outcome, HR would have to 
install different performance measurement tools, such as feedback, people evaluation or surveys. 
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2.3  ECONOMIC OUTCOME  
2.3.1  Human Capital 
There are four competing forces likely to dominate the future business world with regard to 
human capital. These are the push and pull of individualism versus collectivism and corporate in-
tegration versus business fragmentation. Three business scenarios might arise from these (Pricewa-
terhouseCoopers 2014b). First, large enterprises split into smaller ones, secondly, a strong trend to 
specialization might arise and intensify collaborative networks; and thirdly, social and environ-
mental engagement becomes increasingly predominant. These antagonistic global forces will create 
opposite areas in which mainly three different work environments exist, called the “blue”, “green” 
and “orange” world of work. In the blue world of work, “corporate is king” and it is characterized 
by individualism and integration. It focuses on values like growth, market leadership and consum-
er needs; their employees are well-paid and plan long-term. Only 4% of German survey partici-
pants see themselves in such a work environment. In the orange world of work, “small is beautiful” 
and the driving forces are fragmentation as well as a balance between collectivism and individual-
ism. It consists of smaller enterprises which are specialized, innovative and co-operate in networks. 
Employees have flexible work time, are organized in projects and self-employed in order to ensure 
technical progress by smooth collaboration. 26% of German survey participants would prefer this 
work scenario. In the green world of work, “companies care” and the driving forces are collectiv-
ism and integration. Companies of the green world of work take social and environmental respon-
sibility with regard to climate and demographic change or sustainability. Employees enjoy a work-
life balance and ethical commitment while high payment is of secondary nature. 70% of German 
survey participants would choose this work environment. The consequence is that increasing im-
portance of social capital and relationships are the drivers of business success. Since work and per-
sonal life merge into one another, employer take greater responsibility for social welfare of their 
employees (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2014b). Whilst this sounds like science fiction, offshoots of 
these three work worlds are already visible and workforce can be distinguished by their prefer-
ences – regardless whether the employer and the job are chosen consciously or unconsciously.  
Being aware of these tendencies of new work environments, industries and businesses can 
deliberately attract those people who perfectly match their corporate culture. Economic success 
largely depends on the people with a higher level of competence becoming valuable assets. From 
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an economic perspective, capital refers to factors of production and is meant to create goods or ser-
vices, and a human being is a person who takes charge of all economic activities such as produc-
tion, consumption, and transaction. Thus it can be concluded that human capital means a produc-
tion element which can generate added-values when taken into account (Kwon 2009). There are 
numerous definitions for human capital, e.g. that human capital is productive wealth embodied in 
labor, skills and knowledge (The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 2001). 
Another definition of human capital is the collective value of the organization’s intellectual capital 
which derives from a person’s competencies, knowledge, and skills and is a renewable source of 
creativity and innovativeness owned by the individuals who have it (WebFinance Inc. 2009c). 
Despite the insight of recent years that human capital is the most important factor for busi-
ness success, no concept for measuring its performance has prevailed so far (Persch 2008). A variety 
of models, concepts and indicators ranging from conservative to state-of-the-art approaches exist. 
Since human capital evaluation is not the main focus of this doctoral thesis, there will only be a 
brief overview in order to introduce them for thesis-relevant issues. As far as human capital evalua-
tion is concerned, there are traditional evaluation methods which are either input- or output-
oriented. Human cost accounting is input-oriented, because it takes into account personnel expens-
es. In contrast to this, human value accounting is output-oriented and ascribes the value to the ef-
fective performance contribution and the economic benefit for the company. Rather than focusing 
on value generation, these models concentrate on intellectual and intangible assets besides human 
capital. Next generation models relied on indicators and gave up evaluating full data volume in 
favor of indirect evaluation with respect to economic outcome. A variety of indicators can be cho-
sen in accordance with company strategy and put together to create a cockpit as an information 
system and as a means of decision-making for management. Most of these models provide a design 
which has to be completed with individual indicators and developed further in order to be put into 
business context. Another well-known human capital evaluation which came up is the Saarbrueck-
en Formula with different measurement approaches relating to market value, accounting, value 
and return combined with an indicator-based approach. It intends to define staff value which is to 
be preserved or improved in the course of time. It does not focus on controlling but gives an index 
figure. In order to not only define investment but evaluate return on investment, these models are 
especially helpful in the field of people development. Evaluation processes need to be embedded 
into the organizational context over a long period of time (Jerrentrup & Terhorst 2008).   
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There are numerous approaches to define human capital which are not intended to be dis-
cussed or evaluated with respect to their practicability. As far as the German business landscape is 
concerned, works council agreements and consensus often has to be considered focusing on basic 
value, value orientation and development. The category “basic value” means performance and po-
tential of staff and can be measured in value drivers like staff performance, productivity rate and 
number of key players. The category “value orientation” means retention and training and can be 
measured by commitment, non-leavers and qualification. The category “development” refers to 
growth and can be described by innovation, target achievement and leadership quality (Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Personalführung e.V. 2014).  
In the context of M&A, it is HR controlling that is more important. It focuses on the human 
being and the working process. Therefore it quantifies the outcome of workforce management in 
order to facilitate success-oriented HR controlling (Drumm 2006). Human resources controlling can 
be defined as to supervise the perfect ratio between personnel expenses and personnel return in 
terms of time, quantity, quality and price considering present and future organizational develop-
ment in a business context (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e.V 2007b: 19). HR control-
ling can focus on three levels, i.e. either costs or whether it is efficient or effective. Cost controlling 
includes planning, monitoring and measuring or HR-related costs. Efficiency controlling compares 
planned and actual HR-related resources input and therewith describes productivity. Controlling 
the effectiveness of HR is to evaluate HR-related output compared to business success (Jerrentrup 
& Terhorst 2008). Whereas labor expenses are almost always a part of financial controlling, fewer 
companies monitor efficiency or effectiveness of HR departments. Reasons for this could lie in the 
verifiability of these effects or simply in a lack of know-how or tools to do so. HR controlling pro-
vides the basis for human capital evaluation and can be subdivided into three dimensions with 
respect to goal, character and object of controlling. The goals can be either strategic or operational, 
the character of controlling can range from quantitative to qualitative or be a combination of both 
and the object of controlling is either the processes or the employees (Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Personalführung e.V 2007b: 20–22). 
There is a profound selection of HR-relevant KPI ranging from organizational performance 
with respect to strategy and processes, personnel and resources planning, compensation and em-
ployment benefits, insurances and pension plans, support services and administration to employee 
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development (Klingler 2007). HR could choose a number of those figures, combine, relate and align 
them to the economic success of the respective business model and would thereby prove its contri-
bution to overall success to top management. It is a challenge for HR to exactly define soft factors, 
analyze the complex relations between them and the effect they have on business success.  74% of 
all companies take advantage of HR controlling to prepare an information base for strategic deci-
sions, 48% intend to contribute to corporate reporting and 38% want to evaluate the effect of new 
developments early (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e.V 2007a).  
Although actively engaged in this field, HR is not seen as a profit driver of organizational 
performance. Thus, the only way HR can change this is to come up with relevant and valid KPI in 
order to give proof of their contribution to business outcome. A concept is needed to analyze and 
define crucial indicators and to set up a KPI cockpit that interlinks organizational performance data 
with HR strategy. Since performance measurement is one important domain of HR, it must not be 
left out. 
2.3.2 Performance Measurement  
Performance measurement is a part of HR controlling and can be defined as the process of 
collecting, analyzing and reporting information focusing on an individual, a group, an organization 
or a system and it also includes the processes and strategies of organizations in order to analyze 
whether the output is in line with intended goals (Upadhaya, Munir & Blount 2014). Whereas ratio 
systems concentrate on precisely calculated numbers, a performance measurement system includes 
a set of multi-dimensional KPIs to control the performance of the respective object, process or per-
son. There are various types of performance measurement systems and many companies design 
their own cockpits composed of company-relevant data. KPIs must be linked to business outcomes 
and determine whether goals are reached in order to be meaningful to top management. In this 
context, network controlling instruments also have to be considered depending on the kind of the 
M&A project structure and different concepts apply than those for a consistent and closed system 
(Hess 2002).   
An example for the formerly described second generation human capital evaluation models 
which refer to cockpits with indicators to be further developed is the Balanced Scorecard (BSC). It is 
a semi-structured reporting tool with a closed-loop mechanism to implement strategy (Murali-
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dharan 2004). The BSC has originally been developed to improve performance management in 
companies and at the same time serve as a controlling instrument for the implementation of strate-
gies (Gehra & Samtleben 2005). This concept supplements the existing financial view by a custom-
er- and process-related one and combines it with learning and growth. Therefore it is no brand new 
construction, but an enhancement for most companies and it does not explicitly dignify human 
capital evaluation but would be a valuable add-on for this purpose (Jerrentrup & Terhorst 2008). It 
is a tool to implement company strategy and although the concept itself is not new, the explicit fo-
cus on drastic reduction of complexity, translation of individual business strategy into operational 
KPIs and the transparency of interdependencies between KPIs are. It is one of the greatest chal-
lenges to identify cause-and-effect chains when the BSC is put into practice. It does not replace any 
information systems, instead it just draws management attention to main outputs and reduces data 
overflow in order to prevent following normative strategies. If the BSC is set up at an early stage 
and followed for several years, there might be a strong chance to evade the formerly mentioned 
deficits in strategy implementation or at least prevent long-term negative effects (Horvath 
& Kaufmann 1998).  
The BSC has been criticized due to several reasons. Foremost, it does not give empirical proof 
that its use is linked to better decision-making or financial performance. Besides, it does not reflect 
the needs of other than financial stakeholders. And it is just a list of metrics, but does not give a 
bottom line score. Especially the academic community complains about not enough proof and 
found technical flaws in the method and original design. In recent years, the BSC concept has been 
refined into 2nd and 3rd generation concepts. These alterations were rather driven by reasons 
grounded in the empirical evidence of the tool’s weaknesses, such as a lack of precise definition of 
the tool itself as well as the process to implement. Most recent BSC designs are substantial im-
provements of the original ideas. Potential areas for further refinement and research are the link 
between strategic control methods and performance management data to ease decisions, improve 
the going together of performance management and performance reporting and the question why 
organizations need to be pushed hard in order to adapt advanced performance systems (Lawrie 
& Cobbold 2009).  
In the context of M&A, the BSC is also partly put into the focus exactly due to these flaws, be-
cause the lack of definition and process leaves room for adapting it to the needs of an M&A scenar-
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io. The predominance of financial KPIs is also helpful because this is the gap HR has to fill when 
intending to become a business partner to top management and add transparency to its proceed-
ing. Nevertheless, these KPIs for performance measurement have to reflect the added value which 
HR can contribute to the business. Therefore the next subchapter deals with value creation. 
2.3.3  Value Creation 
Value-oriented HR controlling implies that human capital is an economic success factor and 
must therefore be aligned to corporate strategy and include process-, e.g. value-oriented, and fac-
tor-driven, e.g. human capital, information. HR controlling needs to supply specific indicators 
which serve value creation and human capital management alike (Jerrentrup & Terhorst 2008). 
Numerous publications offer a collection of various performance indicators from which those have 
to be chosen which match the business model and strategy (Wucknitz 2009; Hafner & Polanski 
2009). A study reveals that in comparison to other central function the added-value contribution to 
overall business success ranks lower than that of the business unit strategy, marketing and sales, 
finance and controlling or IT. Only the business unit communication, compliance and purchase are 
ranked even lower than HR by internal customers who complain about a lack of process-
orientation, performance controlling including relevant KPIs and poor communication within the 
organization. The perception of the HR BP role has already been discussed in detail and is one of 
the most controversial aspects when regarding overall HR performance (Kienbaum 2014a). The 
ongoing discussion about the validity of quantitative controlling indicators and their relevance for 
official company reports shows that, although they are found to be helpful, they do not withstand 
financial reporting criteria (Holtbrügge 2005: 219). Value-oriented management is based on the idea 
that all controlling methods are of an interpretative nature and dependent on the context. Some 
authors suggest replacing the myth about objectiveness by the idea of value orientation for the sake 
of transparency. Furthermore they proposed to replace the myth about truth by the concept of in-
terpretation in order to make the viewpoint behind it clear, and the myth of independence by the 
concession of dependency thereby explaining different influences. If controlling is based on this 
mindset, it allows to rely on quantitative and also fall back on qualitative data sources (Jäger 2003: 
9–10). The choice and mix of both as well as the link to strategic outcomes will decide upon the rel-
evance of the KPIs set. 
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HR can only contribute to overall success if it is capable of making value drivers and success-
ful processes transparent and if it can manage and control these (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Person-
alführung e.V 2013: 17). HR controlling can be a basic instrument to measure all levels of value cre-
ation management and align those to company strategy and economic success. Availability and 
quality of staff, employer attractiveness, effectiveness of HR processes, organizational innovation 
and leadership quality are supposed to be genuine success factors for HR management. The catego-
ry “availability and quality of staff” can be subdivided into recruitment, personnel requirement, 
development and workforce management. Process management, workflow and HR controlling 
belong to the category “efficiency of HR processes”. The category “employer attractiveness” con-
sists of marketing, retention and compensation. “Organizational innovation” is a category which 
combines knowledge management, communication and IT systems and the category “leadership 
quality” refers to leadership processes and systems as well as succession planning. If company-
specific value drivers for these success factors are defined and interlinked, they serve as HR cockpit 
indicators to operationalize strategy. As a result they allow strategically focused HR controlling on 
the basis of quantitative data (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e.V 2004). 
Closely connected with value creation is the term “value added” which is not to be under-
stood as a financial figure, but as an indicator for the economic value. Here the term “value added” 
refers to the performance HR could deliver on top instead of fulfilling general expectations. The 
value added could either be defined or undefined and come without purpose and as a surprise. 
The top management dissatisfaction towards the HR function was taken up by Dave Ulrich who 
came up with a new role understanding and an organizational redesign to deliver value added 
(Ulrich 1997a). A study about the professionalism of HR shows that it is good at labor law and 
workers‘ council liaising. At the end of the list comes networking and value creation. With respect 
to effective HR management, again labor law and workers‘ council liaising ranks first whereas in-
novation and strategy penetration need to be improved the most (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Per-
sonalführung e.V 2012). In recent years, there have been similar or even identical study results 
proving that there has been almost no change or development. Most importantly, HR factors con-
tributing to overall business success are not delivered by HR and, in addition, HR does not present 
itself as state of the art if it does not go with networking in a modern business world.  
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The implementation of the 3-pillar HR model according to Dave Ulrich entails fundamental 
changes in structure, processes and systems affecting roles, competencies and instruments. Accord-
ing to a study, in recent years administrative services have declined to 40% and value-adding core 
processes have increased to 44%. Nevertheless, internal customers still see HR as a service expert 
instead of a value-driving business partner. Companies with more than 10,000 employees have 
almost fully implemented the 3-pillar model and are working on continuous process improvement. 
Standardization and reduction of complexity have come into focus and are intermediary steps on 
the way to an efficient and effective HR management. Still, quality improvement, cost efficiency 
and added value remain goals for further transformation. Although HR core competences have 
improved, the internal customer is not satisfied (Kienbaum 2012). 
 
2.4  MULTIPLEX CHALLENGES 
Not only the HR function has to adapt to global trends as well as business needs and bring 
economic outcome. Global trends such as the digital knowledge explosion, fluid organizations and 
converging cultures are core characteristic of the new work environment in which the “millenials” 
play an important role. The term “millennial” applies to a generation concept in which younger 
generations are shaped and vice versa shape their environment in the midst of globalization 
(Strauss & Howe 1991: 335). The fast pace of new information technologies drastically turn the 
work environment upside down and change work environment mechanisms. The term “changea-
bility” has found its way into job profiles expressed by various kinds of descriptions rooted in the 
ability to change. Borders have become more permeable and inflexible organizational systems and 
structures start to crumble. Navigation through this changing landscape gets tougher and on top 
come cultures which merge due to ongoing globalization. HR has to up-skill in international HR 
management and intercultural competence and deal with corporate cultures on a local level.  
Apart from these global trends, business challenges HR at the same time: internal customers 
are no longer satisfied with HR core services mainly referring to the administrative expertise. The 
management expects HR to deduce and adapt its strategies to smaller units for which the individu-
al executives are responsible. HR strategy and positioning, its operating model and controlling, 
products, processes and infrastructure as well as expertise and competence – all is in question. Top 
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management and business units express their dissatisfaction and put pressure on HR to finally 
meet their demands. The alignment between the HR operating model and the business model is 
discussed. Also the advantages and disadvantages of SSC and CC as well as the HR BP concept are 
stressed out to initiate changes within the HR function. Only the minority of cases in which the HR 
operating model has been transformed into the 3-pillar concept has been successful. Obviously, the 
implementation into the existing business landscape is highly difficult and only few companies 
manage to reach the desired goals. On top of all this pressure comes the call for sustainability and 
measurable economic outcome. Whereas it is the financial department’s day-to-day business to 
deliver facts and figures, this is no commonplace for HR. Human capital calculations, holistic per-
formance measurement systems of organizational parts and the need for value creation are a bur-
den to many HR functions already overloaded with inherent changes of the day-to-day business 
environment. Historically, HR has rarely been challenged to be a top performing function but was 
rather allowed to restrict itself to its core business: soft skills and people orientation. But times have 
changed and the outsourcing threat is very present to service units such as HR. Thus, it has to rein-
vent itself in this fast-changing environment in order to be prepared for multiplex challenges and 
evade the danger of being erased by technology and outsourcing services. 
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3. SPECIAL ASPECTS ALONG MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS 
3.1 OVERVIEW ON MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS 
3.1.1 Economic Reasons 
A look at the main reasons for change projects in German, Swiss and Austrian organizations 
from 2003 to 2012 reveals that change reasons go with the ups and downs of the economy. Front-
runners are restructuring and reorganization which implies that the business landscape in German-
speaking countries was dominated by major overthrows. In 2012 there was a shift towards strategy 
changes customer & market making clear how important it has become for a rising economy. At 
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Figure 10: Main Reasons for Change Projects 
(Acc. to Capgemini 2012: 16) 
 
Almost 70% of M&A projects do not reach their defined goals (Jansen 2008). Reasons often lie 
in the business strategy of the target not fully known to buyers, overestimated synergy effects and 
insufficient PMI (Pack 2000: 211). Some of these risks could be eliminated by a thorough analysis 
prior the M&A. Other studies indicate that even up to 75% of all M&A transactions do not reach 
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the intended strategic goals due to false strategic analysis of the target and overestimated financial, 
technical and human capital resources, or due to overrated market potential and neglected HR-
related topics (Güttges 2014).  
There have been six major waves of intense M&A activities between 1895 and 2000 which all 
show a similar pattern although the initial starting points varied (Müller-Stewens 2000: 41–61). The 
intervals between these waves continuously diminished and the eruption of the waves got strong-
er. Antitrust law led to change maneuvers that aimed towards other directions of diversification 
and finally all waves ended with a more or less heavy breakdown of share markets. In this series of 
events, the recent wave caused a major global breakdown of financial markets which was partly 
foreseen by market analysts (Miczka & Größler 2004: 2). Just 40% of all M&A transactions on a 
worldwide scale have been sustainably successful. But to grow organically by increasing business 
no longer ensures competition on a global marketplace because this implies a slow and steady in-
crease. In contrast, M&A promise enlarged synergy effects, cost-cutting, competitive advantage, 
market value increase etc. (Droese 2006: 1). More than 50% of M&A are believed to have failed. 
Transactions were characterized by bypassing the original targets and not fulfilling the shareholder 
value promised. The consequences are, among others, wasting capital and destroying workplaces. 
Western European and North American markets have been saturated and the expectation of fur-
ther growth is rather low. The search for new global market potential has to continue elsewhere 
(Furtner 2011: 11).   
As the process of globalization is ongoing, it does not only affect big players, but also small- 
and medium-sized enterprises (SME). Germany is right in the eye of the hurricane because the 
German market is dominated by SME making up more than 99.7% of all enterprises being subject 
to taxation with a turnover of approximately €50 million (Schauf 2009: 11). Multinational compa-
nies are reported to be mainly located in the “triad”, i.e. they are basically segmented into three 
bases: USA, Europe and Japan. The world’s most important 100 global players are triad-based re-
gional players (Rugman & Verbeke 2003: 45–56). Especially for American and Asian companies, 
Germany can be a perfect bridge to get access to Eastern European markets. While major players 
were first to merge in international markets, medium-sized suppliers had to follow in order to re-
main attractive partners (Furtner 2011: 15). The term SME in this context applies to those with an 
annual turnover of less than €50 million or companies with less than 500 employees (Schauf 2009: 
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27–28). According to this definition, the German business landscape mainly consists of SME repre-
senting the backbone of its economy. For American and Asian companies it is comfortable to buy 
German SME in order to enter European markets (Furtner 2011: 19). In 2005, German market M&A 
of SME amounted to 60% carried out by American, European and Asian buyers.  
Possible targets have to match the buyer`s strategy and thus must be carefully chosen. This is 
the very start of an M&A process. Strategic reasons for M&A can be to improve cost-efficiency of 
the operation, to expand geographically and start business in new countries, to assimilate new 
product categories and ranges, to have access to new technologies, resources and competitive ca-
pabilities or to trigger and concentrate new industries with diffused boundaries. (Thompson, Gam-
ble & Strickland 2010: 171–173). A study analyzed 165 mergers between 1990 and 2002 and found 
the following merger motives listed according to importance in descending order: increased market 
presence, different kinds of cost synergies, decrease of horizontal competition, opening up new 
markets, enhancing one`s product range, starting a new business. This was followed by strengthen-
ing growth synergies, incorporation of a strong brand, increase of cross-selling potential, additional 
know-how and, finally, improvement in technology, marketing and innovation. Since many buyer 
decisions rely on unrealistic assumptions concerning synergy effects and purchase price, the ac-
quired company and competitors also take advantage of the merger (Clougherty & Duso 2009: 7). 
In some cases, alliances and partnerships with other corporations no longer lead to the desired re-
sults because the necessary expertise and capabilities have to be bought in. Especially if a company 
wants to become market leader and needs competitive advantage over combatants, merging or 
acquiring seems to be appropriate (Thompson, Gamble & Strickland 2010: 171).  
3.1.2 Definition 
M&A are “strategically planned transactions between two or more companies in which the 
target and the acquiring firm jointly create a new entity to gain competitive advantage in the mar-
ketplace” (Zappa 2008: 6). While a merger describes a fusion of two or more independent but equal 
corporations, an acquisition is a possibly involuntary takeover of another company. In this case at 
least one, but not necessarily all companies involved loose legal independence (Furtner 2011). The 
change may be small and almost unnoticed if the buyer or merger partner intends to not take any 
influence. M&A projects by nature are change projects. Mostly the organization is modified on dif-
ferent levels, such as structure, workflow, systems and culture, and to various extents. Literature 
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provides slightly varying concepts on how to define related terms. Some authors argue that the 
distribution of power is the attribute for differentiation (Miczka & Größler 2004: 3). But as legal 
independence is relevant to all functions of the corporation and can be clearly defined, it is chosen 
as the major characteristic for differentiation (Metzenthin 2005).  
 
 
Figure 11: Types of Collaboration between Business Entities.  
(Acc. to Metzenthin 2005)  
 
There are different forms of how corporations may be linked to each other, e.g. by coopera-
tion which is based on trust. Both corporations are legally and economically independent from each 
other. Forms of cooperation can be strategic alliances, joint ventures, cartels and consorts (Furtner 
2011). Other than that, the term M&A applies, which is a composition of actually two similar, but in 
consequence different transactions. A merger is a pooling of equals and often the merging parts are 
given different names (Thompson, Gamble & Strickland 2010). By contrast in an acquisition the 
acquiring company is most likely to absorb the operations of the acquired company. Competitive 
and strategic advantages can be very similar with both transactions. Differences refer to ownership, 
management control and financial arrangements. The acquired company is in the inferior position 
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and dependent on the decisions of the acquiring company and this unbalanced liaison is most like-
ly to convey to management and staff. The acquiring company often prefers its own resources even 
if this is to the disadvantage of the newly combined business. Friendly takeovers have a tendency 
to perform better (Chakrabarti, Gupta-Mukherjee & Jayaraman 2007).  
There are different forms of criteria which allow describing various types of M&A according 
to the degree of intensity (Jansen 2004: 46). The loosest form of an acquisition is when the entities 
stay relatively independent as subsidiaries of the acquiring firm. Absorption requires both parties 
to melt into one entity and give up their original identity completely. Generally, it is the acquired 
company, though, who subordinates itself, except in the case of a reverse merger. The kind of take-
over may be friendly or unfriendly, a cross-border or national transaction. The value chain benefit 
can either be of horizontal nature or of vertical nature. It is convergent if the buying object has 
complementary business units, or lateral such as in the case of a conglomerate, if these are unrelat-
ed business units. Motives for a takeover vary, such as for operational relevance, e.g. cost reasons, 
or they can be of strategic nature, e.g. market penetration, or even be speculative as with an exit. 
Furthermore they can be due to a managerial benefit, e.g. to gain more influence. The buyer can be 
a private equity, financial or strategic investor and financing can be by cash offer, leveraged buyout 
or share offer. The offers may be placed at an auction, directly to the seller or indirectly by an agent. 
The exit can be a trade sale, an IPO or there is just no exit at all. The circumstances and conditions 
vary, but the undertaking is always complex because of an assumed risk which is unpredictable 
and leads to dynamics that haven’t been researched extensively so far (Miczka & Größler 2004: 5). 
Motives are also manifold but the intention is always the same: to maximize profit.  
3.1.3 Process 
The process itself has several steps and consists of a pre-merger, merger and post-merger 
phase and may take weeks or even years depending on definition, size of project and involved par-
ties. In the pre-merger phase the strategy is defined and the best candidate has to be found to 
match the profile. In the merger phase the final price is agreed upon and the contract is signed. The 
post-merger phase focuses on integration and implementation processes by taking into account all 
preliminary information (Grave 2010: 23). The foundation for long-term economic success can be 
laid in the pre-merger phase by a thorough DD. Although scientific literature provides various ap-
proaches to categorize and summarize single steps, most experts agree on a sequence of steps (Dro-
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ese 2006: 10–12). The DD along the acquisition can be differentiated in line with the process steps as 
described in the figure below. 
 
 
Figure 12: Due Diligence Phases  
(Aldering & Högemann 2011)  
 
First, possible target companies are identified and promising ones in terms of strategy are 
chosen. A pre-DD is to prove this. If so, the company is contacted and a confidentiality statement is 
signed. The pre-acquisition DD part one takes place before the letter of intent is signed. The Letter 
of Intent is the first formal act which contains the intention of the buyer to actually take over so that 
the target company is ensured confidentiality to disclose further company-internal details. The pre-
acquisition DD part two is to confirm first results and provide more detailed information. This is 
where in most cases HR issues are raised as well and the HR department is involved. Negotiation 
and pricing are backed by the post-completion DD which leads to the contract signing in order to 
finally close the deal. The post-acquisition DD gives even deeper data insights to set up an action 
plan for the integration of target companies. HR is normally involved in the phase of price negotia-
tions between the signing of the letter of intent and the contract in order to deliver relevant data. In 
fact HR could also be consulted at an earlier point of time, for example when possible targets are 
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Intangible assets are as important as tangible, but the majority of business leaders find this 
part of a DD hard to conduct (HayGroup 2007: 7). Intangible assets are amongst others human, 
customer, supplier and investor capital, but also process, location and innovation capital (Schneck 
2003: 2). Valuation concepts for intangibles create transparency and comparability of intangibles. 
Even if intangible assets were evaluated correctly, certain unknowns might show up and change 
the equation of intangible assets from a positive to a negative (Dowling, Welch & Engle 2008: 53). 
Tangible and intangible assets are to be evaluated by means of a thorough investigation which is to 
give reliable information on the company value. When there are no deal breakers there is no reason 
why the contract should not be drafted. Since this is a very complex transaction, it takes time and 
ongoing communication loops until all open questions are answered. Eventually, the final offer is 
placed and remaining details have to be discussed until the contract is signed and the deal is 
closed. With the closing, the deal becomes official and can be announced to the public. The closing 
itself is rather an act of signing and not comparable to the comprehensive and thorough analysis 
phase before and after the merger. Strategy as the very first step and integration as the very last one 
are believed to be the frontrunners (Menninger 2004: 5). 
What determines success and failure tremendously besides the decision for the strategy and 
evaluation of own resources, is the selection process telling which company would be a suitable 
candidate for the deal. Exclusion criteria help to define which companies are in and which are out. 
Criteria are, amongst others, the size of equity and return on sales, the area where sales revenue is 
achieved and in which market segment the biggest sales revenue is supposed to be gained, but also 
if insolvency is threatening or payments are delayed. Merger of equals or friendly takeovers ensure 
stronger co-operation than unfriendly takeovers do (Copeland et al. 1993: 335). Once the focus is on 
a possible target company, the buyer takes a closer look in order to find proof for his or her choice. 
The more comprehensive information about the prospective target company is available, the better 
risks can be eliminated.  
A system scan model helps to not overlook dynamic and interactive elements of the organiza-
tional system (Carleton & Lineberry 2004: 41). It should include external factors, organization, peo-
ple and work with respect to conditions, process and output. As far as external factors are con-
cerned, the marketplace, investment and positioning are relevant whereas the direction, systems 
and results are of interests for the organization. With regard to people, values and beliefs, leader-
ship and management and productivity play an important role. And in terms of work, not only 
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resources, but also methods, products and services are considered. The list may not be complete, 
but these are the most prevalent factors to be taken into account (Carleton & Lineberry 2004). The 
table below provides an overview and has to be completed by other relevant factors of the individ-
ual M&A project which add risk or value. Management and business units have to co-operate in 
order to build a case. 






•  World Economy 
•  Geopolitical Climate 
•  Regulation 
•  Competitors 
•  Technology 
•  Location 
•  Business Cycle 
Investment 
•  Strategic Alliances 
•  Partnerships 
•  Mergers & Acquisitions 
•  New Product Development 
•  Privatization 
•  IPO 
Positioning 
•  Market Share/Dominance 
•  Economies of Scale/Scope 
•  Reduced Vulnerability  
•  Increased  Revenue 
•  Globalization 





•  Business  Situation 
•  Mission/Vision 
•  Strategy 
•  Structure 
•  Goals 
Systems 
•  Planning 
•  Policy/ Procedure 
•  Support 
•  Information Systems 
•  Budgeting 
•  Monitoring 
Results 
•  Success Measures 
•  Profitability 
•  Competitive Position 




Values and Beliefs 
•  Ideal Values 
•  Actual Values 
•  Climate 
•  Objectives & Demands 
•  Expectations 
•  Politics 
Leadership/Management 
•  Practices/ Behaviors 
•  Selection/ Development 
•  Reward/ Recognition 
•  Skill/ Knowledge 
•  Motivation/Feedback 
Productivity 
•  Performance Levels 
•  Morale 
•  Empowerment 
•  Loyalty/Commitment 
•  Business Awareness 





•  Workload 
•  Schedules/Cycles 
•  Tools/Equipment 
•  Data/Information 
•  Physical Environment 
Methods 
•  Work Processes 
•  Resource Allocation 
•  Process Monitoring 
•  In-Process Correction 
•  Standard Operating Procedures  
Products/Services 
•  Product/Service Delivery 
•  Customer Satisfaction 
•  Quality 
•  Quantity 
•  Service Levels 
 
Figure 13: Organizational System Scan Model 
(Carleton & Lineberry 2004) 
 
The benefits of this organizational system scan model are to provide the management with a 
profound diagnosis of the status quo of target company’s intangibles and, if information is availa-
ble, to match results with one’s own company if long-term integration is intended. Areas which 
most effectively boost organizational development can be isolated to set priorities for organization-
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al transformation. Whether the organization is ready for change or prone to risk could thus become 
clear before the deal is sealed. After the letter of intent has been signed, the information would pro-
vide a basis for DD with a more detailed insight. Of course a DD on intangible assets cannot re-
place but only complement a thorough investigation on tangible, such as financial, legal and tax 
assets. Nevertheless, it would help to indicate risk factors that later on might turn out to be cost 
factors. 
  
3.2  HUMAN RESOURCES DUE DILIGENCE  
3.2.1 Conceptual Design 
DD can be defined as “the investigation of one party by another party to gather information 
that will assist in decision-making and risk analysis” (Carleton & Lineberry 2004: 51). It is done in 
the course of a transaction between two parties, mostly an acquisition or a merger with the buyer 
trying to gather information that helps defining the value of the object of purchase. Traditional DD 
includes information on tangible assets, such as corporate and management issues, industry, mar-
ket and competitor assessment, the financial situation, assets and facilities, intellectual property, 
contingent liabilities, tax and legal conditions, insurance, sales, marketing, customers and strategic 
alliances plus everything else that might be relevant to estimate the value of the organization (Car-
leton & Lineberry 2004: 52–53). Although German law strongly protects the buyer, a thorough in-
vestigation is believed to be helpful and can prevent severe financial loss (Grave 2010: 45).  
There is no agreed concept of how exactly DD has to be conducted or which analysis objec-
tives to choose, but the expected outcome is to provide reliable and concrete information on areas 
of interest. The intention of any DD is to proactively detect potential risks before they can become 
crucial obstacles during the actual M&A transaction or afterwards. Any kind of DD can be carried 
out according to a phase model which corresponds to the merger phases. In the pre-merger phase a 
pre-DD includes the analysis of information and the conception. The main DD takes place in the 
merger phase itself and the integration phase is accompanied by the post-DD. A DD can therefore 
last from weeks to months or even years if the integration phase is included.  
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There are two different approaches of how to carry out a DD that can be differentiated. Some 
experts believe in the traditional one which is includes only certain fields, is timely restricted and 
thereby less cost- and time-consuming. Others go for the holistic approach which is a continuous 
process that goes along with the whole M&A transaction from the very beginning until the end of 
the integration phase (Strähle 2004: 31–32). As there is a continuous increase in information in the 
course of events, the base line for decisions might need to be changed. Ongoing monitoring dimin-
ishes risk potential and is therefore reasonable. If taken as an ongoing cyclical process, key perfor-
mance indicator (KPI) once set up serve as constant measurement for the present condition of the 
company. To identify, define, install, follow-up and adjust to KPIs is challenging in terms of re-
sources, time and costs. They need to be constantly reviewed during management meetings to en-
sure long-lasting results. Referring to the model below, a holistic approach should be taken and 
include HR in all phases of an enlarged HR DD.  
 
Figure 14: Due Diligence Phase Model  
(Acc. to Strähle 2004: 32)  
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The model above already highlights HR’s role in the DD process. Pre-DD starts with the situ-
ation analysis. It would be best if an HR responsible was already involved for the definition of are-
as of analysis. In the planning phase, all aspects have to be examined and sorted. When the project 
organization is set up, internal and external project participants including HR should be defined. 
The project team sets goals in line with the overall company strategy and defines areas prone to 
any kinds of risks. Eventually, potential targets have to be identified and chosen. This could al-
ready be defined as the beginning of the integration because at this stage first integration plans are 
being considered. Main-DD is done in the transaction phase. The core process consists of taking the 
most promising candidate and opening up a data room for those kinds of DD necessary. At this 
point of time HR almost always becomes involved if not been addressed before. After all relevant 
areas have been evaluated the DD report is prepared and serves as the bottom line to set up the 
purchasing price. From a traditional point of view, no more analysis would be necessary once the 
deal is closed. Owing to the high risk potential for integration failure in certain areas, however, an 
open analysis could catch up on respective audits done so far. The result could be used to draw up 
a detailed integration plan and operationalize it. Implementation should be monitored and con-
trolled on the basis of previously determined key performance indicators in order to give evidence 
to success. The post-DD integration phase is almost always supported by HR which has to handle 
organizational change with respect to HR-relevant issues. But it would be more effective if HR had 
already been involved in pre-DD and was actively driving main-DD by indicating HR risk poten-
tial and could have prepared the integration in advance. 
3.2.2 Objectives 
According to a major study on the success of M&A transactions, a broad foundation is need-
ed to provide a solid structure for a successful integration (HayGroup 2007: 5–9). Besides strategic, 
financial, legal and tax DD, political, technical and cultural aspects become more and more im-
portant (Grave 2010: 40–45). Political conditions include power balance, as well as possible corrup-
tion or upheavals that endanger peace and may lead to civil wars. Technical conditions relate to 
production machinery, technology etc. Culture includes both the influence of corporate and nation-
al cultures. The intangible assets to be checked are organizational, relational and human capital. 
Organizational capital comprises culture and market convergence, governance, agility, communica-
tion and teaming, energy and clarity, structure, tacit know-how and innovation. Relational capital 
includes the brand, client intimacy and loyalty, external and internal networks. Human capital con-
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sists of leadership, employees, development and management, engagement and productivity 
(HayGroup 2007). A reality check on which assets are generally investigated is disappointing. The 
bar diagram presents the main categories that are taken into account for a thorough investigation. 
The most important categories are financial and IT systems followed by leadership capability, 
whereas cultural compatibility and human capital are less frequently considered. Unfortunately, 
70% of business leaders struggle with or even evade a DD on intangible assets. This restriction to 
only certain areas prevents the management to have a holistic view on the transaction (Hinchliffe 
1999: 2–3). 
 
Figure 15: Due Diligence Priorities 
(Acc. to HayGroup 2007) 
 
Future assessment of intangible assets seems to be unavoidable and value-oriented concepts 
will have to be extended by intangibles. Early-warning systems and risk models have to add quali-
tative data input. These pieces of information have to be processed in order to make use of them for 
financial accounting and controlling. Brand discussion will come up again and will be calculated on 
the basis of both tangible and intangible assets. An intangible score for investors to quickly estimate 
the value of an object of purchase is in question (Schneck 2003: 7). Following these speculations, 
assessment of intangible assets is likely to become an inevitable element to determine economic 
success, not only in the case of M&A.  
The list of HR DD objectives can be very long in terms of volume and intensity. Human capi-
tal can be subdivided into structured, individual and dynamic (Aldering & Högemann 2011). Struc-
tured human capital includes the political surrounding, the formal company structure, staff struc-
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structure and flexibility. It also comprises volume, content and convertibility of legal regulations as 
well as organizational structure. As far as the individual human capital is concerned, societal and 
economic surrounding as well as social and economic setting are important. The informal social 
structure and leadership as well as HR employees play a role. Staff quality and number, deploy-
ment, behavior, competence and recruitment of key players are object of thorough investigation, 
also norms and values lived out by management and employees. When it comes to dynamic hu-
man capital, workflows with systems and processes are relevant. These relate to information, 
communication, co-operation, decision-making and leadership. In terms of HR strategy, processes, 
systems and tools are part of the DD and the corporate culture with its code of conduct and sym-
bols (Aldering & Högemann 2011).  
The objective for a HR DD is to display risk and cost factors to help evaluate pros and cons of 
the deal and can be summarized in an HR DD checklist in order to not leave out important items. 
Those objectives are workforce and personnel structure, personnel costs and expenses, remunera-
tion, organizational structure including HR, people development, culture and innovation 
(Scharfenkamp 2002). A checklist for HR DD should pinpoint overall management and employee 
data. Amongst others, overall issues can be labor contracts, collective bargaining and union agree-
ments, an employee benefit plan including insurance, annuities, pension, funding, internal reve-
nues and tax exemptions, medical plans etc. plus those not subject to a benefit plan, a summary of 
liability for termination payments to employees, bonuses, severance packages, options, equity par-
ticipation plans. As far as management is concerned, overall employment contracts with respect to 
consulting and non-competition or golden parachutes, a list of executive employees and those with 
top annual compensation, a description of any order or decree senior executives are subject to. 
With respect to employees, an organizational chart by area, number of employees and average ten-
ure and a list of employees including both active and inactive are helpful. According to M&A pro-
jects, other and more detailed information has to be considered (Digital Data Room 2013).  
3.2.3 Risk Factors 
If the expected profit is not achieved and the company suffers from the M&A without recov-
ering as expected, the transaction has probably failed. Therefore proper risk management could 
help to identify and evaluate actual risk potential of the M&A in advance. There are various con-
cepts to define risk management which will not to be discussed in this context. Instead a definition 
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is chosen to underline the need for risk analysis in the context of a DD in order to prevent any kind 
of loss. Thus risk management can be defined as “the identification, analysis, , control, and avoid-
ance, minimization, or elimination of unacceptable risks. An organization may use risk assumption, 
risk avoidance, risk retention, risk transfer, or any other strategy (or combination of strategies) in 
proper management of future events” (WebFinance Inc. 2009a).  
Common reasons of failure can indicate risk factors that a company should better be aware 
of. But it is crucial if top management is misled and holds a number of wrong convictions about 
possible M&A failure reason, because this could distract the attention from the real danger. For 
example, staff resistance is believed to be the greatest barrier of integration, but instead the biggest 
challenge is really a lack of know-how and competence. Another misbelieve is that the transaction 
should be completed as fast as possible. It is true that a speedy and efficient time management is 
very helpful, but not at the expense of the staff facing excessive demands and uncertainty (Duda 
& Pham 2009). Every fourth German manager is of the opinion that the type of transaction highly 
influences integration success, but whether it is a cross-border M&A or a merger of equals does not 
simultaneously rise or diminish the chances for success. M&A strategy and management decide on 
rise or downfall (Gerds & Schewe 2009). Some studies suggest that culturally disparate companies 
have higher chances to benefit from synergy effects (Chakrabarti, Gupta-Mukherjee & Jayaraman 
2007). There are no standard solutions to M&A since it is a highly complex transaction and de-
pendent on numerous factors.  
Reasons for failure may be strategic, be it corporate goal conflicts, missing integration strate-
gy, or financial, such as over-estimated prices, empire building or organizational, e.g. cultural bar-
riers, poor communication, staff frontiers (Furtner 2011). Corporate goal, strategy and mission con-
flicts show very drastically that the transaction has not been thoroughly prepared before the M&A. 
Over-estimated prices can stem from an inaccurately done financial DD, either due to lack of in-
formation or false evaluation of assets. In 2006, the value of Chinese M&A was $ 18.2 billion. Nev-
ertheless, China repeatedly made six major mistakes and three of them were associated with cul-
tural issues. Apart from obvious wrongdoings, e.g. buying unprofitable businesses, not testing the 
acceptance of unknown products and services in the Chinese market or skipping crucial steps in 
the M&A process, there were also less self-evident mistakes. For example to neglect systems, peo-
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ple, processes and brand value which are hard to be transferred across national borders and bring 
up major integration issues (Williamson & Raman 2011). 
In 2007, a study with over 200 major European M&A taking place over three years came to 
the conclusion that 91% of M&A transactions failed due to culture shock. Only 22% of the acquiring 
companies did a culture audit although 38% of the business leaders expressed dissatisfaction with 
the takeover. Another 22% described the first months as culture shock, and 16% even used the term 
trench warfare to describe the climate (HayGroup 2007). Many experts would agree that cultural 
DD on top of financial, legal, strategic and tax DD tremendously contributes to the success of trans-
actions. But it is most obvious that there is a lack of relevant and profound concepts of how to do 
this. Researchers increasingly proclaim the necessity of cultural assessment before the deal is done. 
Still, the need for taking action is obvious, but it is rarely requested by those responsible for the 
M&A transactions (Wollersheim & Barthel 2008). Numerous empirical studies give evidence of the 
lack of awareness of cultural issues during a merger (Strähle 2004). This may partly come from the 
ignorance of one’s own corporate culture characteristics, strengths and weaknesses, and the cultur-
al gap between merging companies. Another reason might be that DD teams lack cultural expertise 
and cannot consider risks properly. Moreover, speed and confidentiality of deal-making lead to a 
concentration on tangible assets. Intangible assets might be neglected as well which will result in a 
miscalculation. These pre-merger left outs accumulate in the integration phase and could lead to 
intercultural conflicts, rising fluctuation, low motivation, less confidence, slower unfolding of syn-
ergies etc.  
The fatal mismanagement of communication is one of the most crucial risk factors for integra-
tion success. It goes along with a properly set up integration management by an internal project 
organization relying on a team to take a common approach in order to isolate risk factors and avert 
harm. Poor communication increases staff frontiers which arise due to cultural clashes, fear and 
misunderstandings. Company members get the impression decisions and actions are arbitrary and 
get suspicious. Good prospects for success come from a clear strategy that is communicated and 
followed decisively and in a committed way (Mitchell 2010). Guidelines given by credible role 
models provide trust and security which is desperately needed in a critical phase of change. Expe-
rienced integrators have very clear initial ideas, act immediately, communicate continuously, and 
follow through determinedly until realistic objectives are met. Unfortunately, these steps are often 
not followed consistently and management just waits instead of communicating actively. The inte-
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gration is perceived to move on half-heartedly which is shown by dropping profits and dissatisfac-
tion. Merger management is at risk to underestimate the power of a communication strategy in line 
with the integration phases. Information mismanagement evokes fear instead of trust. Thus a clear 
information strategy is most decisive to have good prospects for success.  
Business models to analyze and categorize possible risks substantially raise the chances to 
eliminate severe integration obstacles. According to the biggest European PMI database with 42,000 
data sets, the most prevalent risk categories are synergy, structure, people and project risks (Gerds 
& Schewe 2009). Synergy risks originate from a bad quality of figures, the complexity of synergy 
goals or poor implementation concepts. As far as structure is concerned, organizational design and 
processes might not always match. This may either be due to differences in organizational and 
leadership structure or in core business processes. People risks come from resistance to the integra-
tion and project risks derive from wrong project management in the integration phase. To calculate 
risk potential, a PMI risk index could be set up comprising financial and non-financial KPI. By this 
method, failure risks can be predicted already before the closing is done. At least there is a very 
clear starting position which can be discussed and the decision is taken by being aware of the high 
risk for failure. What remains a mystery is why those responsible still far too seldom resort to such 
a tool to at least decrease high-risk potential. Of course, a DD is a very complex and time-
consuming undertaking, but time and effort might justify the outcome. 
Elaborating on risk factors, the question remains: what leads to success? In a recent survey, 
the overall project success factors were isolated and divided into business and HR success factors 
which verifiably contribute to overall M&A project success (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalfüh-
rung 2007). Besides business factors like financing market and product strategy, HR-relevant fac-
tors play a significant role in M&A projects. In this context, business factors are necessary but not 
sufficient and early consideration of HR aspects like cultural awareness, information and commu-
nication, leadership and collaboration and integration management tremendously contribute to 
overall success and help bringing the M&A project forward (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Person-
alführung 2007). 
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3.3 POST-MERGER INTEGRATION 
3.3.1 The Blues 
The term post-merger blues describes the mood of those suffering from an unsuccessful M&A 
scenario. They regret these changes and believe that it was to their disadvantage because the inner 
change scenario was not followed to the end. At first, shock and denial determine the inner state of 
mind, then anger and fear rise and at the lowest point should turn into acceptance and finally 
commitment (Kübler-Ross 1977). Due to reorganization in the post-merger phase the company fo-
cus is likely to turn inward instead towards customer and marketplace. Depending on the circum-
stances low morale and motivation can affect performance and service levels. Key employees are 
tempted to leave due to uncertainty or unsatisfactory integration efforts (Fletcher 2008). Numerous 
different sources claim costs to skyrocket in various fields relating to M&A. Consequently, this 
brings loss to not only involved units but also other group divisions because the system as a whole 
is affected (Carleton & Lineberry 2004). What M&A can contribute to the company growth is obvi-
ous, but what if promises are not kept and result in costs which make the situation worse than it 
was before? Even if pre-merger analysis has been done properly, the ongoing process can be a diffi-
cult and critical undertaking.  
After the integration, companies face a lot of business challenges making it a stressful situa-
tion for an organization. To merge two or more organizations means to bring together complex 
systems which so far have existed on their own. Even if it was a friendly takeover, there is a long 
and critical phase of assimilation until all parts have been integrated fully into the new system. A 
system is “a regularly interacting or interdependent group of items forming a unified whole” 
(Deming & Morgan 1987: 1). What makes a system hard to control is the multitude of connections 
between its individual elements. These interdependencies do not simply add up to a predictable 
result, but may multiply in a hardly foreseeable way. Therefore awareness of and sensitiveness to 
the system is vital. Even the individual can be seen as a performance system, combined with a 
team, a department, a unit and the corporation as a whole. Culture itself is a product of the system, 
but not a component (Carleton & Lineberry 2004: 31–33).  
According to a Virginia Commonwealth University study, M&A cause not only short- but al-
so long-term instability in the target company’s management up to more than 10 years after the 
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acquisition took place (Kurg & Schill 2008). Research provides a lot of examples where M&A pro-
jects failed, but hardly gives profound information about financial loss arising from it. One of the 
most promising mergers in history took place between Daimler and Chrysler in 1998. The defeat for 
the company became obvious when in 2007 the former Chrysler business unit was offered for sale 
on the market. Intercultural divides heavily impacted product ranges, the work environment and 
management style (Fletcher 2008: 2–3). The incidents and reasons for M&A failure differ, but often 
consequences could have been anticipated and possible gaps eased so that the effects would have 
been minimized in advance. When analyzing M&A failures between North-American and Europe-
an parties, eight incidents were identified which all triggered another sequence of negative events: 
missing staff communication, unclear roles, responsibilities and authorities, reasons for the transac-
tions were not understood, top management did not find agreement on issues, key people left, 
leadership style changed, unrealistic team frames were set up and local cultures were ignored 
(Hinchliffe 1999: 9). To underestimate the challenges that arise from cultural differences and not 
assess cultural background of merging parties can lead to culture clashes. The divide deepens be-
cause confidence is lost and opinion leaders draw back on their own peer groups. This chain of 
negative events could be interrupted by holding key people, leaders and managers responsible to 
actively support communication. Cultural gaps in terms of corporate or local differences could 
have been analyzed in the DD in order to anticipate reactions. In case there is a lack of cultural sen-
sitivity for cross-border mergers, cultural competence can be trained beforehand. Information can 
be transformed by internal or external experts in order to be understood on the basis of different 
intercultural background. If both companies have been doing international business before, the 
chance for acculturation is higher due to intercultural skills which also help to overcome corporate 
culture differences (Barmeyer & Mayrhofer 2008). 
Another vicious circle might start when key people leave because recruitment is costly, pre-
sent workforce is overloaded and on-boarding takes time. A company solved this issue by calculat-
ing the cost of attrition and calling the leader’s attention to the consequences if key people would 
leave unexpectedly. They did a simple calculation by listing the number of people and the amount 
of time that is needed to do the job of present key people. For such a calculation the average com-
pensation rate on an hourly or yearly basis would be taken to determine the total annual amount of 
money that would have been needed for recruitment and hiring. The number of people hired per 
year is to be divided by this to get a total cost per new hire (Kee 2003). Once leaders and managers 
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have calculated this cost and realized that a person’s performance can be represented in money, 
they are likely to change their attitude. In this case, bad consequences were prevented because 
leaders were aware of the possible risks. To foresee and avert risks by cost calculations is not al-
ways as simple as in this case. Nevertheless, the seriousness of merger failure could be stressed by 
opposing costs to risks and presenting the result those involved before the M&A is going to take 
place. Risk potential calculation has to be geared to the strengths and weaknesses of the company.  
The chance for success is believed to be higher if a matching or related business is chosen to 
increase competitive advantages. Sensitivity towards people and cultural issues is one of the major 
success factors. Moreover, a detailed merger plan and early integration process planning as well as 
setting and communicating clear goals also contribute. Key managers and reward systems as well 
as quick gain areas have to be identified. Communication channels must be adapted to target 
groups, employees and customers. System integration has to be speeded up and cultural issues 
have to be tackled in a sensitive way (Milner 2010). 
3.3.2 Cultural Awareness 
Employees with intercultural sensitivity have better chances to ease not only local but also 
corporate integration dynamics. The concept of a raised intercultural awareness and openness is 
transferred to corporate culture. Therefore multinational companies are more likely to soften M&A-
related integration conflicts in advance and prepare employees in terms of intercultural compe-
tence if necessary (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung 2007). Cultural intelligence is to be 
defined as “the capability to deal effectively with people from different cultural backgrounds, a 
multifaceted competency consisting of cultural knowledge, the practice of mindfulness, and a rep-
ertoire of cross-cultural skills” (Thomas & Inkson 2010). Mindfulness provides the basis for cultural 
sensitivity, an affective component of cultural intelligence. It is an emotional state of awareness of 
the values and norms of others. Whereas cultural intelligence and sensitivity are preconditions to 
develop intercultural competence, competence is a behavioral ability which can be learned. Cultur-
al intelligence relies on the concept of an emotional intelligent quotient as a part of genuine intelli-
gence. 
In this context, cultural alignment is to be understood as the process of slowly integrating dif-
ferent corporate cultures in order to raise productivity in the long run. First, the merging parties 
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have to recover and adapt to the new situation. After having come to terms, different entities have 
to be interlocked. A cultural integration in terms of a homogenous corporate culture and a hetero-
geneous national culture has succeeded if differences between the merging companies have been 
integrated to the extent that they can coexist but do no longer raise conflicts (Grave 2010: 129). The 
experience of consulting companies is similar to research findings with regard to the success prob-
ability for M&A transactions. To merge companies of the same size and similarly strong cultures is 
a challenge and companies which meet each other's strategic goals seem to be better off (Milner 
2010).  
Nevertheless, experience in driving M&A projects does not guarantee cultural integration 
success. The complexity of the transaction and the broad variety of unforeseeable determinants 
remain strong risk factors (Grave 2010: 89). This is why M&A strategy and action plans always 
have to be worked out individually along the cultural DD. Moreover, they continuously have to be 
enhanced and stay flexible in order to align with changing conditions in the course of events. What 
should not be prone to change is the goal for cultural integration which is to be a homogenous cor-
porate culture allowing national culture individualism. Therefore both corporate as well as national 
cultures of the merging companies have to be analyzed and reflected upon before an idea of the 
target culture can be developed. When defining the target, cultural strengths and weaknesses have 
to be balanced. Integration managers also have to be able to drive change, implement proper com-
munication strategies, establish cultural comfort zones and help develop intercultural competency. 
They continuously have to control progress and results in order to immediately adapt measures to 
actual developments. A major task is also to ask for feedback at all stages of the integration to be 
sure that the results match the goals also in the perception of staff and management. Leadership 
and communication, performance management combined with reward systems as well as business 
processes and corporate governance are key factors. While most M&A-involved parties would 
probably agree that leadership is greatly important, communication may only be perceived as of 
minor importance. Knowledge about how to steer communication processes may be low. But since 
information is the basis for opinion-making, it has paramount influence on post-merger processes 
(Fletcher 2008: 4–7). Closely linked to leadership and driven by HR are performance management 
and reward systems. Especially if nations from different continents based on contrary basic beliefs 
and assumptions have to agree on a combined performance management and reward system this 
may be really crucial. If a system cannot be harmonized, it needs at least to be made transparent in 
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order to be justified. If employees feel they are not treated fair, commitment and motivation de-
crease.  
There are also pitfalls to evade if corporate culture is very strong. When the business envi-
ronment changes and values have become obsolete the company has to adapt its values and finally 
its behavior. Another severe restraint for successful integration is when managers behave incon-
sistently with regard to corporate values. By not adhering to the officially promoted set of values 
they undermine the strength of the culture and employees start questioning the credibility of man-
agement and company values (Deal & Kennedy 2000: 34–36). Organizations with weak cultures, on 
the other hand, may also get into trouble. They are characterized by the absence of values or beliefs 
which provide directions to business success or they cannot agree on the most important ones to 
follow or there may be subgroups which show fundamentally different beliefs. If so-called “com-
pany heroes”, i.e. those who are highly respected and celebrated by others, do not adhere to corpo-
rate values or there are no common rituals supporting corporate values the situation gets even 
worse. The symptoms to identify a company with a cultural illness are inward or short-term focus, 
emotional outbursts or morale problems and fragmentation. Actually, an upcoming merger is a 
good reason to get things right before the hostile environment can make problems even worse 
(Harding & Rouse 2007: 126). If subgroups do not integrate into common corporate culture they 
may become ingrown, could undermine each other or label themselves as exclusive and feel supe-
rior over other subgroups or individuals. To determine whether a company’s subgroups live out 
their group cohesion in a healthy way is not easy since not all individuals act the same way and 
may be out of balance from time to time. But in the long run subgroups should be connected to 
each other and root their behavior in the same value set (Deal & Kennedy 2000: 135–139). 
The more congruent preferred modes of acculturation, the more successful the implementa-
tion of the merger (Grave 2010: 79–81). During the process of acculturation different cultural stand-
points have to be actively negotiated and helpful cultural elements should be combined and inte-
grated. These negotiations have to take into account the organizational culture, strategy, leader-
ship, and structure of both firms (Nahavandi & Malekzadeh 1993: 59–64). There are different forms 
of acculturation. Assimilation is characterized by giving up one’s own, mostly weak, culture. Sepa-
ration is characterized by a lack of cultural exchange due to ignorance towards other cultural back-
grounds. Often one’s own culture is believed to be the better one because it is most familiar. De-
culturing is based on disinterest towards one’s own and a lack of acceptance of the other one’s cul-
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ture which leads to disorientation. During the process of integration, both cultures perceive the 
other one as attractive and are prepared to negotiate new behavioral patterns. 
Organizational performance is positively influenced by a strong corporate culture based on 
shared values because managers take decisions on the perception of those and are less likely to fail 
(Deal & Kennedy 2000: 33). Successful companies go wrong when the modes of thinking and work-
ing that initially brought success stay the same while business conditions change. This happened 
with an organization where leaders got stuck in active inertia which kept everyone going without 
questioning. Recipes of success turned into processes-undermining developments. Hallmarks that 
could be observed were assumptions of how to do business the best way and the way things were 
done became routine. Relationships to employees, customers, suppliers, distributors and share-
holders rooted in values turned into dogmas and eventually into a rigid repetition of the status quo 
(Sull 2002: 83–106). 
Management is often unclear about how to take advantage of corporate culture and imple-
ment it accordingly. The degree of implementation of a defined company culture is estimated to be 
only mediocre although it is seen as main influence factor for employer branding and marketing, 
especially in M&A. Corporate culture needs to be influenced systematically and constantly. The 
most accepted but only occasionally implemented tool to generate information is the employee 
survey. Nevertheless, results in terms of corporate culture are far from sufficient. HR needs an on-
going process of obtaining and evaluating information so that measures can be derived. As culture 
influences the way a company responds to challenges and acts in crisis, basic trends like changea-
bility and innovation become more important (Kienbaum 2009). 
3.3.3 Change Communication 
As explained before, M&A is a change, and consequently, M&A communication is change 
communication. However, only few companies build and keep up an intensive staff dialogue. To 
have a communication concept and inform employees early in order to create program transparen-
cy are HR success factors in an M&A. The starting point for internal communication would ideally 
be before the public is going to be informed. Timing and integration of internal and external com-
munication are as much important as a two-way communication system (Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Personalführung 2007). A study with German, Swiss, American and Australian senior executive 
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managers on politeness strategies and face work during international encounters proved that an 
effective communication strategy eases tensions (Burek 2010: 13–15). A lack of communication ex-
acerbates the situation because employees are unsettled and do not focus on necessary assignments 
(Grave 2010: 112–117). Internal communication channels have to provide motivation and reasons 
for the M&A, a new strategy, status quo reports on the actual course of measures and above all 
details about “the other company”. Trust and acceptance have to be generated in order to change a 
suspicious attitude into a positive one. The figure below gives an overview of tools for a communi-
cation mix, either written or personal, addressing internal and external target groups. This list is 
not complete, and especially modern communication tools like WhatsApp, Skype, Facetime etc. 
could be integrated as well. The communication mix and timetable have to be strategically planned 
and be in line with the integration project plan. The overall communication concept has to be in the 
hand of the steering committee and those responsible workstreams for consulting with communica-
tion experts.  As it can be seen from the figure below, there are various examples for written inter-
nal communication: newsletters, email, circular letters, blackboard, intranet, newspapers and mag-
azines, chat rooms and newsgroups. 
 
Figure 16: Communication Instruments 
(Acc. to Grave 2010: 117)  
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Newsletters, circular letters and newspapers or magazines are published regularly and are 
thus suitable for more comprehensive and general information. Blackboard and intranet can com-
plement these communication channels by giving current and more specific pieces of information. 
Email, chat rooms and newsgroups are useful for dialogue and a remote two-way communication. 
This may allow the writer to remain anonymous and disclose questions or remarks which he or she 
would not dare to ask directly. These platforms may disclose what those concerned really feel and 
need and display a more realistic picture of staff engagement. But apart from one-way information 
spreading or remote two-way communication, a personal dialogue is crucial in order to get solid 
and profound information about what employees presently feel or think. Change communication 
intends to win the staff over to the merger and actively influence people’s mindset and get feed-
back by internal and personal communication tools such as listed in the figure above. Leaders have 
a key position because they are role models and can hold staff meetings, assign job rotations and 
foster dialogue in video and phone conferences. Informal networking is done by change agents 
whereas networkers and multipliers contribute to unofficial conversation and might influence staff 
positively. Employees might feel more comfortable with peers and open up more easily. If the 
M&A project management does not ensure that the information is processed as intended, change 
resistant employees may slowly endanger the whole project.   
If the communication mix is set up professionally, it can support the post-merger process per-
fectly. Starting with “day one”, information content and channels are amended in the course of 
time. At the beginning, employees feel very insecure, but profound information about unknown 
M&A parties, circumstances and consequences helps to ease the tension.  
 
Figure 17: Top-Performer’s Double-S Curve 
(Acc. to Brunswick Group 2010) 
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This critical situation is to be absorbed by building up trust in order to keep the staff ground-
ed. A consistent flow of information is very helpful during the so-called sprinter phase in the very 
first weeks. Nearly all communication channels serve to spread information, but leadership com-
munication and written one-way tools are indispensable. Once the need for information has been 
satisfied, more specific needs come up. Now the organization has time to breathe and recover from 
the first shock.  
Communication may change to more personal, two-way channels to allow discussion. Simul-
taneously, discussion with change agents or multipliers in a more private atmosphere helps to pro-
cess what has happened. Workshops, group conversations, road shows and experience reports can 
help to provide a deeper insight into the merger. Best-performing companies sprint at the begin-
ning, breathe after four to six weeks and sprint again before the first 100 days are over. In contrast 
the others have a slow start, increase activities including communication only steadily as the mod-
erate S-curve shows, and miss out on intensively working on employee reactions in the crucial first 
weeks. Their curve is countercyclical to that of top performers, who set up the integration project, 
connect the leadership organization, establish a leadership team, adjust employee behavior and 
integrate operational business activities (Gerds & Schewe 2009: 21–27). Organizational system 
alignment has been prepared and action is taken on day one of the integration. PMI can last up to 
three years depending on the scope and intensity (Barnett 2005: 3). There may be training needs for 
leaders, managers and coaches to ease critical situations coming from cultural gaps. Key people or 
“knowledge hubs” share information about key business processes. Local differences are integrated 
into global culture. Global communication gives freedom for local adaptation and is a two-way 
road. Team constitution values a diverse workforce and feedback is given recently and respectfully 
on all staff levels (Fletcher 2008: 10). 
In a multinational company, the timing has to be planned thoroughly because of the time 
shift between operations and preference towards different communication channels. Undoubtedly, 
no communication is a worst-case scenario, but to work out a communication concept is a delicate 
task to do. Clear messages have to be sent and leaders have to play a central role because the per-
sonal approach is the most effective part of the communication mix (Brunswick Group 2010: 4–5). 
Apart from communication, the internal or external project organization needs to design an action 
plan for the organization to process the change bit by bit. Cumulative activities have to be planned 
thoroughly because mood and morale are going to alter in the course of events. 
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3.3.4 Employee Participation 
Globalization requires taking advantage of diversity and learning from innovative approach-
es which strongly change the work environment. Flexibility and differentiation increasingly domi-
nate the labor market. More and more working processes get organized like projects with the help 
from external specialists, outsourced service units or part-time employees. Change architectures 
need to be adapted and resort to new ways of organizing. Power influence no longer relies on hier-
archical structures and physical presence, but is replaced by virtual means of communication and 
an increase in trust in the co-worker (Capgemini 2012: 11). The ability to change has advanced to a 
core competence in the new work environment. Changeability refers to a system’s capability of 
rapid and efficient self-adjustment to changing requirements. The system realizes the need for 
change and accepts to generate alternative solutions itself (Universität Potsdam 2014). Leadership 
is a strong catalyst for change projects, but in a work environment with growing individual respon-
sibility and self-reliance, collaboration is comparably decisive. Interdisciplinary teamwork is ex-
pected from leaders but also key players and multipliers and only with the help of these change can 
become viral and spread (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung 2007).  
As described before, the possible future segmentation of German business landscape into 
three kinds of enterprises entails intense cooperation on various levels (PricewaterhouseCoopers 
2014b). In the “blue” enterprise, corporate is king, the “green” enterprise cares for sustainability 
and the environment, and the “orange” enterprise is people-centered and individual. In the “blue” 
world, skills and experience to adapt to changing business needs are the rule and learning and de-
velopment is closely aligned to objectives and performance measures. For the “green” world, moti-
vation is the key for professional development. In the “orange” world, individuals develop their 
own skills which will be certified alongside online references and performance rankings. In all 
three enterprise settings, learning and development will become a fast-selling item or just reject 
those who are not interested, thus decreasing the influence of traditional leadership.  
If the work environment is going to change as discussed in further chapters, traditional 
change methods also have to adapt. Employee participation is ensured by a transformational 
change that comes from the inside and alters day-to-day thinking of community members resulting 
in different decisions and actions. Transformational change can be initiated to reach a certain goal, 
but along the process, unforeseen events can redirect the way individuals take because they assume 
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another approach would better solve the original problem (Bushe 2013). Another way to trigger 
participation is to apply dialogical change. Dialogical change defines a new approach in which the 
paradigm of programmatic change is been replaced by emergent change. The idea of programmatic 
change is characterized by linear thinking. It is hierarchical and top-down focusing on rationale 
issues and trying to eliminate opposition. The project is planned and controlled with a detailed 
action plan, roadmap and milestones. The principle is to change by learning and learn from change. 
The change consultant takes an expert and operational role. Emergent change on the other hand 
relies on systemic thinking and divergent energies in the system. It may start everywhere within 
networks and communities like a snowball effect. It changes attitudes and relationships from with-
in and the principle is learning from a future image. The change consultant takes a moderating role 
helping those involved to reflect (Roerig 2014). Emergent change can be evoked by an inner process 
of individuals involved. The so-called U-Theory is one of the most prominent theories in this con-
text. “U” stands for a turnaround after a five-step process of co-initiating, co-sensing, co-inspiring, 
co-evolving and co-creating. Co-initiating means to become aware of the situation, co-sensing is to 
listen carefully to those involved, co-inspiring is the U-turn point and stands for the inner source of 
inspiration. Co-creating is to develop new prototypes by exploring the situation. Co-evolving is to 
put new ideas into context so that it is possible to take a look at the whole picture. During this pro-
cess, the level of attention changes from listening as a matter of habit to concentrating on facts until 
the next level which is empathic listening and finally creative listening. At this point, a person 
opens up and starts to accept new ideas and thoughts, being able to see the world through the eyes 
of others and reassess previous opinions (Scharmer 2009).  
This inner process can be induced, but not controlled by others and change can only take 
place with the approval of those involved. The above mentioned theories go with the idea of partic-
ipation which needs this kind of consent if people are to be moved successfully in the long run. The 
critical issue for management is that it has to give up control and trust in the system to evolve in 
the right way which might not necessarily go with economic principles. A shared vision and a val-
ue-added proposition can be extended if the awareness is raised to the now with mindfulness, 
transparency and open feedback on the basis of a common meaning and orientation. This takes 
place in the context of a performing organization with a strategy, structure, processes and tools and 
a cultural setting based on identity, values, norms and competences (Roerig 2014). The most crucial 
success for sustainable innovation are motivated and qualified employees and a corporate culture 
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embracing change. Successful innovation is based on four core principles. First, innovation is built 
around experiences and the user is in the focus. Secondly, innovations must be considered as as 
systems and structured and planned. Thirdly, a culture open to innovation and fourthly, a disci-
plined innovation process in order to measure and refine scientific approaches (Kumar 2013). 
According to these principles, responsibility is given to each and every individual, i.e. lead-
ers, managers and employees likewise. This does not interfere with their roles, but allows them to 
take part in the process irrespective of their position instead of just being driven by a few change 
representatives. The idea is not to convert an M&A project into a democratic change process with-
out a defined goal, but to win those concerned by getting them out of shock mode and putting 
them in a position to take responsibility for themselves. Not a replacement for change agents or 
project managers, a helpful tool to reach these goals is Design Thinking, a human-centered ap-
proach that comes from “[…] the nature of design work: a project-based workflow around ‘wicked’ 
problems” (Dunne & Martin 2006: 512). Interdisciplinary co-operation is not new nor rocket science 
and has already been practiced since the 1970s, but it has not always been conceptualized. Design 
Thinking is a modern terminology for an old-fashioned, but highly useful way to breakthrough 
ideas (Norman 2010). 
 
Figure 18: Design Thinking Process 
(Acc. to Meinel 2014) 
 
The process starts with a challenging question which is reframed and finally leads to a proto-
type solution. It consists of six stages: understand, observe, develop a point of view, ideate, proto-
type and test as shown in the figure (Meinel 2014). 
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Design Thinking is discussed controversially, because it brings together two organizational 
principles which are innovation and efficiency. The integration of both could bring up a new de-
sign of business and lead to the most competitive edge. Design Thinking follows the core principles 
of successful innovation because it builds innovations around experiences. Furthermore, it induces 
to think of innovations as systems, cultivate an innovation culture and all this by having a defined 
process. Innovation and to shape corporate culture accordingly is a strong challenge for an organi-
zation (Kumar 2013). Especially in a volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA) environ-
ment change responsibility cannot be laid on the shoulder of leaders but on the whole organization 
including a number of change agents. The term VUCA first came up in a military context before it 
was incorporated into the discipline of organizational development (Townsend 2002). A social or 
business context is called volatile one cannot rely on long-existing and committed behaviors or 
structures because the context is prone to fast change. Due to this, a constant dialogue of all those 
involved is needed to define the ground for actions and procedures. Dialogic change relies on the 
intelligence of the whole system instead of a few chosen to represent the business or the organiza-
tion. From the viewpoint of managers or leaders, an unpleasant aspect could be that there is less 
direct influencing and the need to trust in the goodwill and motivation of their staff. Design Think-
ing also falls back on the intelligence of the system and the trust that a common approach will re-
sult in best-case solutions. Employees are actively involved and change blockers can be identified 
and evaded (Tannenbaum & Schmidt 1958). An M&A project could take advantage of Design 
Thinking as a tool to nurture participation. As a stand-alone method Design Thinking would fall 
short of sustainable results. It needs to be put in a broader context and concept where results can be 
put into practice systematically and continuously. Project management provides a framework to 
implement innovation and ensure sustainable results. Design Thinking could be of help to the inte-
gration project group by consolidating the strategy and placed in each phase, ideally already in the 
pre-DD phase (Ehms 2014).  
3.3.5 Implementation of Measures 
In the implementation phase, all the individual workflows and contents have to be orches-
trated by the project integration team so that the business can run as smoothly as possible. Since a 
test run is not manageable realistically, a vast experience and a high-quality skill-set help project 
managers to reach the goals in line with strategy. A defined strategy and an experienced project 
group with a senior leader are M&A success factors. Best if there is an M&A department in order to 
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harmonize the HR concept accordingly because it can provide resources and has the respective 
competences (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung 2007). Project management is defined as 
the application of knowledge, skills and techniques to execute projects effectively and efficiently. A 
project is a temporary group activity designed to produce a unique product, service or result. Each 
project is unique in contrast to a routine activity and has five process steps: initiating, planning, 
executing, monitoring or controlling and closing. Project management knowledge refers amongst 
others to the management of costs, risk, integration, quality, communication, stakeholder and hu-
man resources (Project Management Institute, Inc. 2005).  
Project management refers to several work levels which vary from macro to micro. The inter-
action context, arrangement of social interaction and the process structure have to be regarded in 
order to proceed successfully (Königswieser & Exner 1999). The project architecture is to create a 
chance for new viewpoints, induce reflection, allow decision loops and thereby break with con-
servative patterns of thinking and acting. Elements of the project architecture are project goals, pro-
ject organization, communication concept, work packages and workflow. Project goals including 
milestones, KPI and a timeline need to be defined before the project starts. For the project organiza-
tion, roles and responsibilities must be clearly defined. There is the project owner who oversees the 
strategic direction and project resources in the steering committee. The project leader coordinates 
all activities with the project team. The core project team consists of the project leaders of the indi-
vidual workstreams and the steering committee. The different project teams report to the project 
leaders and may include specialists. Decision-takers who are affected by the project but do not be-
long to the project team can be helpful to give reasonable feedback in the course of the process and 
function as a sounding board. The communication concept defines who has to do what with whom 
and when and in which manner. It refers to internal and external communication and is ideally set 
up by communication specialists. The work packages include any kind of information such as 
analysis, surveys, studies, KPI etc. which are relevant to the final results. The workflow shows 
which interventions take place as a basic communication element to those involved and when. 
(Fröhlich 2005)  
It was not until the early 80s that project management was upgraded from a rather technical 
to a more profound method of planning when the International Organization of Project Manage-
ment (IPMA) discussed it in their congresses. From then on, trends came up and the view of project 
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success changed. A multi-project view developed suggesting that the project needs to be regarded 
from different angles. Furthermore, the corporate strategy was implemented with the help of pro-
jects and soft skills of project staff became increasingly important. The project focus shifted to agile 
concepts and a differentiation according to project modes and types (Schelle 2014). Multi-project 
management refers to program and portfolio management for a bunch of different projects at the 
same time, often controlled with the help of Project Management Offices. Additionally, the selec-
tion of projects nowadays goes with the company strategy in order to bring economic benefit. Pro-
ject success is therefore defined by actively benefiting the company strategy and delivering sustain-
able results. International project management standardization continues and also increasingly 
demands social skills for project teams. In remote control situations, virtual project teams have to 
rely on software solutions in order to ensure proper communication. Unfortunately, knowledge 
management for projects is a neglected discipline and a dialogue rarely opens up. Before a project 
is embedded in an organization, the stage of maturity needs to be defined. The number of profes-
sional project managers rises and many companies have therefore opened up career paths for tal-
ented employees. Apart from the project manager’s perspective, the view of other parties involved 
may differ with respect to the evaluation of results and how to drive the process. These multidi-
mensional perspectives have to be discussed and aligned since those involved have to find a certain 
minimum agreement in order to complete a project successfully. These trends show that project 
management is no longer in its infancy and become a serious stand-alone discipline.  
A possible pitfall in projects may be an unscheduled change of role expectations in the course 
of the process which could lead to misunderstandings and endanger the whole project setting. It is 
also problematic if the project owner has undeclared expectations towards the setting of a project 
architecture. He or she might be suspicious towards the process-oriented procedure or impatient 
with regard to the timeframe. On the other hand, excessive bureaucracy in project coordination is 
disadvantageous as it impedes flexibility and speed of the project (Fröhlich 2005). A study investi-
gated the positioning of those involved in a change project in terms of success factors, actual roles 
and expectations (Kienbaum 2011). It became evident that a common understanding and agreed 
goals in the change process contributed to overall success. Consequently, executives, line and pro-
ject managers have to develop a common idea for change and define targets accordingly. Success 
factors are participation, co-ordination and communication, feedback and monitoring, people de-
velopment and available resources. The study revealed that at the beginning of a change project all 
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groups have the same role expectations towards each other, but the evaluation of the role behavior 
differed strongly. Executives were less self-critical, whereas line and project managers had a more 
realistic view of themselves. Thus development needs varied according to groups. Project manag-
ers are expected to fight more strongly for the project and to ensure sustainability. Line managers 
are supposed to improve coaching and development skills and executives have to be role models 
and display vision and goals. 
In fluid organizations, there is a stronger need for networking which in turn ensures cost effi-
ciency, improves product quality and ensures sustainability, and has an impact on project man-
agement. Co-operative networking structures in and between organizations also demand fluid pro-
ject networking und specific management skills alike. Project controlling has to adapt and team-
work must change to teaming, which means an agile and dynamic interaction of experts and all 
those involved. Characteristics of teaming include that members are authentic, that there is a high 
tolerance for errors and that a retrospective view is practiced to learn from mistakes. Furthermore, 
members are open towards changes and other disciplines and a variety of perspectives is to be in-
tegrated. The project manager is required to have comprehensive networking and leadership com-
petence with respect to international and virtual teams (Weßels 2014b). 
The project management triangle of cost, time and scope represents basic pillars for the pro-
ject framework. Project management as a discipline can be applied to any project and delivers solu-
tions for all sorts of task assignments. When delivering solutions for similar purposes, it can be tai-
lored to the specific and reoccurring needs. Although every M&A project is different, there are sim-
ilar process steps to follow in order to identify risk or success factors. Frequently repeated M&A 
scenarios could be eased by a prototype framework to be complemented by individual case ele-
ments. Due to the complexity and duration of M&A projects there is no standard framework, but 
there are certain elements that have shown to improve the outcome. 
 
3.4 INVOLVEMENT VARIETY 
In this chapter, possible ways of involvement of the Human Resource function with regard to 
the M&A process have been discussed. Different frameworks exist and the volume as s well as the 
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intensity of HR involvement varies. The question which setting should be chosen needs to be 
linked to the individual case and M&A strategy, but also HR formation and reputation. The point 
of involvement can be at the very beginning before the target company has been chosen or after the 
closing when PMI starts. If HR is expected to support in the HR DD phase, some approaches opt 
for an enlarged HR DD, i.e. for HR to take a more competent and influential role, whereas others 
favor an HR DD involvement only and see HR as a reactive service delivery partner. In PMI, at the 
latest, it is likely that HR will eventually become involved more strongly, since it has to fully opera-
tionalize M&A strategy for HR-relevant products, services and processes. Post-merger blues can 
affect a company, respectively the employees, if the change is not welcome and staff tends to cling 
on to the past. In this case, HR has a hard job to drive integration. Nevertheless, a selection of ele-
ments in the process can function as catalysts for M&A success in the PMI phase. These are cultural 
awareness, change communication, participation and implementation competence. Companies 
active in multinational markets have a higher chance to cope with cultural change due to the con-
cept of cultural awareness. This applies to intercultural and corporate culture issues. A cultural 
mismatch is one of the most underestimated deal breakers.  
In this context, change communication only focuses on internal communication and on the 
dynamics of change and considers the individual situation of M&A projects. Although strategic 
communication seldom falls under HR responsibility, it is an important success factor and must not 
be neglected. If HR does not arrange for strategic communication, this might slow down or also 
hinder the integration. Leaders, talents and other key players without doubt contribute tremen-
dously to the human capital value of a company. In contrast, if employees are not motivated to 
change, the project might be doomed in the long run. Apart from workers‘ council cooperation, 
another way to avoid this could be a staff buy-in. If employees actively process information and 
hold a dialogue with those responsible, it will become more probable that they take responsibility 
and engage in shaping the process. This might also require top management to abandon unsuccess-
ful approaches falsely promising that “change can be made” and instead start relying on the power 
of emerging change. As far as implementation is concerned, all loose ends have of course to be 
tightened and controlled with respect to strategic goals. In this respect, project management pro-
vides a framework to integrate all these elements and drive the process. Since M&A are complex 
projects, the list of influence factors to be considered is endless. Usually, HR has only restricted 
resources and therefore has to make sure that the main success and risk factors are in the focus. HR 
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can take responsibility if given the mandate by top management to become deeply involved in 
M&A and consider the whole variety of elements necessary to bring the project to a successful end. 
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4. PERCEPTION OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
4.1  RESEARCH APPROACH 
4.1.1  Research Question  
The research question is how HR can add value to top management in the context of an 
M&A. Failure or success of M&A projects partly depend on the strategy and thorough preparation 
before the deal is closed. M&A management needs to rely on a profound information basis. The DD 
is supposed to identify risks and success potential before the target company is chosen and to veri-
fy it in the course of the buying process. When the deal is closed and the PMI phase starts, addi-
tional risk factors can emerge. If these have not been considered or have been underestimated be-
fore, they can become stumbling stones to overall success and diminish economic outcome. Espe-
cially human capital is subject to certain constraints and needs to be evaluated adequately. Perfect 
HR DD data delivery and HR risk potential analysis is not sufficient to ensure a smooth and fric-
tionless integration phase. While this is often the minimum expectation, added value is to be gen-
erated by other means. The research question is based on basic and secondary assumptions sug-
gesting conditions which are closely interlinked which the research question. 
4.1.2  Research Assumptions 
The first basic assumption is that HR departments in general play a minor role in an M&A 
process. If that is true, what are the reasons for this, how can they be eliminated and the role be 
strengthened? The second basic assumption is that after an M&A process, HR has realized its mis-
takes and areas of low performance. If so, how can performance be analyzed, measured, improved 
and sustained for the future? These basic assumptions allow secondary assumptions which suggest 
interdependencies that might uncover root causes behind the obvious. Therefore, the first second-
ary assumption is that HR is no sparring partner to the executive team due to poor performance. If 
so, which criteria would have to be met for HR to become a suitable sparring partner? Thus it is 
assumed that HR has to analyze the gap between HR performance and management requirements 
and defines HR-related success factors. The second secondary assumption is that HR is not aware 
of future challenges for the organization. If so, what are future challenges to the market environ-
ment and the business model? Therefore it is presumed that HR has to define a strategy in line with 
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the overall business strategy, deduce actions and measure the progress in order to align continu-
ously with the progress of the organization. The third secondary assumption is that HR lacks com-
petence according to the challenges ahead. If so, how can it improve its competences? Consequent-
ly, HR is assumed to analyze the gap and up-skill accordingly or buy in missing resources. This is 
the theoretical construction the research is based on. 
4.1.3  Research Method 
The purpose is to empirically verify these assumptions which are the foundation of a three-
fold-solution model to drive M&A successfully from an executive and an HR point of view. To find 
detailed and reliable information the research method is to conduct qualitative expert interviews in 
order to support or falsify secondary assumptions which lead to the respective model (Diekmann 
2012). The research phase shows the line of action und is subdivided into sub phases. The overall 
time span was four months from July until October 2014 after an intensive literature research 
phase. After the research method had been decided, the interview form was generated and the in-
terviewees selected, contacted and dates fixed. Next was the core interview phase, followed by the 
transcription and results analysis and finally the consequences for research. 
 
4.2  RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.2.1  Interview Setting 
The interview setting was either a face-to-face situation or a telephone interview according to 
preference and availability of the interview partners. When the interviews were conducted by tele-
phone, the interview partners assured an undisturbed surrounding and a line which allowed to be 
understood clearly so that the interview could be recorded as well. The interviewee was informed 
if the recorder was switched on and off. There were no discussions of content outside the recording 
phase in order not to falsify statements, and once the interview had started it mostly continued 
without interruption, except for outside disturbances. Although the interviewees were given the 
questions in advance, they sometimes switched to another part because they thought it to be rele-
vant. The interviewer introduced each question by reading it out loud and tried to keep to the orig-
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inal order of the questions, but did not interrupt the interviewees when they jumped to other ques-
tions. 
4.2.2  Target Group 
The expert target group consisted of consultants, HR directors, executives and line managers. 
Some of those had taken up several roles in the course of their career and their viewpoints some-
times mixed due to their job experience. Nevertheless, their current position was considered rele-
vant. The table below shows the list of experts in line with the course of the interviews taken. 
No. Origin Age Education Graduation Role Function Industry Size Years M&A 
1 German 61 Macroeconomics Diploma Director M&A Steel & Technology DAX 10 international 
2 German 44 Economics Diploma Director HR Banking DAX 6 national 
3 German 56 Philosophy 
Education 


















DAX 15 International 




Steel & Technology 
Others 
DAX 25 International 







IT Telecommunication DAX 10 International 
7 German 52 Education Diploma Director HR Telecommunication DAX 3 National 
8 German 44 Education Diploma MD HR HR Internet 
Outsourcing 
Banking 
DAX 3 International 






Telecommunication DAX 10 National 





Steel & Technology 
DAX 24 International 
11 German 59 Economics  
Education 
Ph.D. Director HR Steel & Technology DAX 15 International 
12 German 54 Economics Diploma MD CFO Finance Energy 
Kitchen & Office 
Equipment 
Industrial 
SME 20 International 
13 German 54 Law State Exami-
na 
Director HR Food 
Trade & Services 
SME 10 Inter / Na-
tional 
14 German 42 Geography  
Economics 
Diploma Director HR 
Strategy 
HR DAX 15 International 








Figure 19: Overview of Interviewees 
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The whole sample comprised 15 German-speaking interviewees, 14 of which were of German 
and one person of Austrian origin. The participants were aged from 36 to 63, the average age being 
51. For education, sometimes multiple answers were given, since some of the study participants 
had pursued more than one field of study. It was six times Economics, four times Education and 
one entry each for the following subjects: Macroeconomics, Philosophy, Natural Sciences, Psychol-
ogy, Engineering, Social Sciences, Law and Geography. Graduation refers to the highest degree 
achieved – any other degrees were not taken into account. Eight interviewees hold a Diploma, five 
had a Ph.D., one person had a master’s degree and another person had passed a state exam. All 
participants had at least a director’s role, i.e. they reported directly to the executive team. Six inter-
viewees were consultants at the time of the interview. Four participants had been promoted to 
Managing Director. Function refers to special knowledge of participants apart from M&A. Multiple 
answers were given concerning the functional role, since some of the study participants had held 
different roles in the course of their career. The variety of functional roles ranged from four times 
Finance with the focus on M&A, nine times HR to five times business units such as Technical Func-
tions, IT, Communication, Compliance and Marketing.  
The interview partners had experience in various industries and since all study participants 
had at least once or more often changed the industrial field of their activity, there were also multi-
ple references. It was five times steel & technology, four times telecommunication and IT, two times 
pharmaceutical industry, banking and electronics each. Furthermore, there was one entry each for 
the industrial sector, chemical industry, food, trade and services, energy, aerospace, internet, out-
sourcing, kitchen and office equipment. The company size indicates the M&A scope and extent of 
expert responsibility. It was thirteen times DAX and two times SME where DAX may also include 
SME, but SME excludes DAX. M&A expertise stands for the M&A complexity and the number of 
years the experts were involved in M&A projects. This ranged from 3 to 25 years while the average 
expertise was twelve years. Twelve participants had been involved in cross-border M&A. The ex-
pert viewpoint defines the background against which an expert regards M&A. The perspectives 
were consulting, financial, HR or those of internal customers, e.g. any business unit which is not 
actively driving the M&A and is neither HR nor Finance. 7 out of 15 participants provided mixed 
viewpoints since they had changed their role at least once or more. Multiple answers were given: 
six times consulting, four times financial, nine times HR and five times business unit viewpoints 
relating to IT, Technical Functions, Marketing, Communication and Compliance.  
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The target group consisted of experts with profound management and specialist know-how 
in national or international M&A projects. In this context an expert is to be defined as an authority 
with special knowledge in the field in question. Due to this special knowledge the expert is very 
competent and experienced and has a deeper understanding of M&A. Main expert focus is on the 
overall experience instead of single projects which may, nevertheless, be quoted. Depending on the 
expert role the viewpoint taken may be consulting or managing. If managing, the functional role 
was either business or HR-related. The business units which are involved in M&A take either a 
driving, supporting or customer-oriented role. Examples for driving business departments in an 
M&A context are the Finance or M&A or Strategy Department. All other business units without a 
mandate or the power to actively drive change are summarized as supporting business units, such 
as such as HR or others. 
The experts were chosen according to their experience and role in the context of M&A. There 
are three categories of experts. A consultant does not belong to any of the companies involved, he 
or she is not part of the system and performs in line with his or her project goals generally given by 
the merger management. The second group of experts comes from business units which are not 
HR, but are involved in the M&A project. Either it is a process driver, such as the Finance, Strategy 
or M&A departments, or it is involved because it is the target of the process and has to align with 
other units. In this case it will normally also be part of a project organization and be responsible for 
a workstream, and possibly also belong to the steering committee. But this unit will rather be the 
implementation guide instead of the project lead. If the business unit is the driver, the view of the 
managing part is important since it belongs to the merger management and represents the expecta-
tion of the top management. According to the Principal Agency Theory, the information decline 
can be strong, because in order to perform adequately the drivers are provided with comprehen-
sive and complete information (Coase 1937). HR has a split role because the business unit is affect-
ed by the M&A project and it has to drive processes for all other units, too. Since HR is in the focus 
of research, the third group of experts recruits from HR. Depending on the role HR takes and the 
kind of M&, strategy and tasks can vary. 
The target group was promised confidentiality and assured that all information will remain 
with the survey owners. Demographic information, if chosen to be displayed, was taken as confi-
dential and not shared with anybody unless acknowledged. Personal data, e.g. company names, 
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departments or colleagues remained anonymous and every interviewee received a transcription of 
the interview. 
4.2.3  Interview Form 
The interview form consisted of three parts, i.e. the introduction, participant and M&A-
related specifics and finally, the interview questions. The introduction was intended to create a 
common basis and define the terms “M&A”, “HR” and “expert”. The definitions were based on 
literature research and complemented by explanations due to its very specific use.  
 
Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) are legal transactions in which one party takes over another, or two or 
more parties merge. The following questions refer to M&A projects which aim at long-term integration. 
M&A projects may vary in terms of volume and internationality. The HR Due Diligence describes the 
analysis of human resource capital in order to determine the buying price and risks that go with it. 
The term Human Resource (HR) is a synonym for the Human Resources Department, which is an inte-
gral part of and permanent institution within the company. This business unit consists of members 
who take care of HR-related issues for the business. Excluded are interims from other business units as 
well as external or internal consultants who act on a part-time basis. 
An expert is to be defined as an authority with special knowledge in the field in question. Due to this 
special knowledge the expert is very competent and experienced and has a deeper understanding of 
M&A. Depending on the expert role, the issue is seen from different angles which may be consulting, 
financial, executive or HR-related. Main focus is on the overall experience instead of single projects 
which may, nevertheless, be quoted. 
 
Figure 20: Introduction of Interview Form 
 
Participant and M&A-related specifics refer to the vita and experience of the candidates. The 
interview form was sent before the appointment as a guideline to specify further details with re-
spect to the research questions and helped to clarify the content. 
 
 Interviewee: age, nationality, education, work experience and present job role 
 M&A involvement: kind, volume, phases, role and years  
 M&A responsibility: leadership, project, job title and tasks 
 
 
Figure 21: Participant and M&A-related Specifics of Interview Form 
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The list of interview questions was generated according to research assumptions and ele-
ments of the model, but neither the assumptions not the model were mentioned or presented. The 
interview form structure consisted of three parts and started with basic and general questions 
(questions one to six) such as HR’s role, involvement, influence, strategy, functions and tasks and 
also executive expectations towards HR. Especially the first question regarding the role of HR in 
the context of M&A projects was intended as a “door opener” and to give an overview of the gener-
ic question categories allowing it to be a starting point for further discussion. The middle part start-
ed with the question about HR-related success factors (questions seven to ten) regarding HR con-
trolling, competences, and general optimization potential. The last part (questions eleven to six-
teen) went into more detail and asked specifically about issues or M&A phases based on HR-
related success factors previously defined. It concluded with the question on HR-related failure 
factors and finally, the chance to add anything important in this context which hadn’t been ad-
dressed before (question 17). Questions seven (HR-related success factors) and 16 (HR-related risk 
factors) had the same central theme but with a different point of view.  
 
1. Which role does HR take in the context of M&A projects? 
2. At which point of time and how is HR involved in the course of M&A? 
3. What does the top management expect from HR in M&A projects? 
4. How does HR take influence in the course of M&A? 
5. Which are the HR-related functions and tasks in the context of M&A? 
6. What are HR strategies in M&A and how are they implemented? 
7. What are the HR-related success factors concerning M&A? 
8. How does HR monitor and measure M&A project success?  
9. What kind of competences does HR need to have to successfully drive M&A projects? 
10. How can HR improve in order to effectively drive M&A projects? 
11. In which way are HR Due Diligence results exploited in the integration phase? 
12. How does HR control M&A communication for interest groups? 
13. Which role does HR take in the project organization in the integration phase? 
14. How does HR consider corporate culture issues in the integration phase? 
15. At which point of time and how is employee co-operation supported actively?  
16. What are HR-related risk factors in the context of M&A? 
17. Do you see other crucial points which have not been mentioned yet? 
 
 
Figure 22: Interview Questions of Interview Form 
 
None of the interview partners corrected or questioned the definitions, so they remained the 
same throughout the interview phase. The order of the interview questions as well as the interview 
form design stayed and proved to be reliable and valid. The only exception was question 17 which 
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naturally came up after all other questions had been asked and the interview partner raised a topic 
or further details which had not been mentioned before. These additional remarks were included 
and added to the end of the interview. All answers were examined with the help of an anchor anal-
ysis in order to identify and allocate themes and topics to respective questions. This was to make 
sure that all relevant data has been taken into account for each question. Interviewees were only 
navigated if the answer given did not relate to the question, but not if repeating themselves on 
purpose because they felt a topic was important and needed to be mentioned several times.  
4.2.4  Research Phase 
The research phase started with the pretest in July 2014. The first interview partner chosen 
was a highly specialized M&A strategy expert with long-term experience in this field. The inter-
view form was given before the interview in order to verify if the interviewee matched the criteria 
and felt competent to answer the questions. The location suggested by the interviewee was a hotel 
chain which was supposed to be a neutral environment where the interview could take place un-
disturbed. At the end of the interview, the interviewee was asked for feedback. The closing of the 
interview section was introduced by one last question to cover those issues which had not been 
mentioned before. After the research phase, the final interview form was set up as master copy. The 
interview partners were contacted directly after the pretest and 15 finally accepted to do an inter-
view. In case the interview had been accepted, the approval came within few days up to a week. If 
agreed, a date was set. The interview phase took place from July 31st until October 7th, 2014. The 
figure below shows the interviews which were conducted personally and those done by phone. 
Interview Setting 
Interviews 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 All 
Phone Call no no no yes yes no no no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 9 
 
Figure 23: Interview Setting 
 
Six out of 15 interviews were conducted face-to-face and nine out of 15 via telephone. The 
process before and after as well as the interview procedure itself remained exactly the same. In all 
cases, the interviewees were contacted beforehand via email or phone and received the interview 
form in advance. If possible, interviewer and interviewee preferred to meet in person. In two cases 
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the distance between workplaces did not allow a face-to-face meeting. Therefore the phone call 
after the briefing replaced the meeting and two phone calls took place. In a first step, the reason for 
the interview and its procedure were explained and then the appointment for the actual phone in-
terview was set. The figure below shows the duration of each interview as well as the average time. 
There was no limitation in advance, e.g. interviewees were given as much time as they wanted. But 
in order to not steal too much of their time it was agreed upon to not spend more than two hours. 
Interview Time 
Interviews 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Average 
Minutes 52 75 63 39 52 58 55 26 48 54 30 31 52 53 65 50 
 
Figure 24: Interview Time 
 
The shortest interview took 26 minutes and the longest 75, with an average of 50 minutes for 
all interviews. If the results of figure 23 and 24 are combined, it can be resumed that the interview 
length was not affected by the decision for a phone call or a face-to-face session. All interviewees, 
apart from one, had thought about their answers in advance and some had prepared notes.  
4.2.5  Research Analysis 
The answers were analyzed per question and by using the anchor method. For example, the 
answers given to question one were analyzed and, additionally, the rest of the transcriptions ac-
cording to keywords like “the role of HR” and similar ones. The evaluation was partly done quanti-
tatively and in other cases from a qualitative point of view. Since all findings related to M&A pro-
jects, in the following chapters, where the findings are displayed, the additional term “M&A pro-
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4.3  RESEARCH FINDINGS 
4.3.1  Positioning 
4.3.1.1  Role Understanding 
The role of HR was seen differently. While 20% said HR plays a major role in all phases ex-
cept for decision-taking, one fifth said HR plays an important role. Two of those interviewed said 
the role is technical since the focus lies on data delivery and one person mentioned HR does not 
fully meet the expectations although it plays an important role. 33% said HR takes a minor role 
because it only delivers data, is not a member of the executive team and does not position itself 
strategically. One interviewee said HR plays no role at all, because HR issues are subordinate in the 
M&A process. 20% said that the role HR takes depends on the business strategy and cultural un-
derstanding, reputation and its seat in the executive team and is defined differently according to 
merger phases and it becomes more important over the course of time. With the exception of one 
interviewee, who said HR only plays a subordinate role, all the others agreed that HR should be 
involved in the pre-deal phase and have an impact throughout all phases. But HR is involved too 
late and behaves passively. The figure below shows the answers given. 
 
Figure 25: HR Role 
 
If HR had a seat in the executive team, this would be an important precondition to get the 
mandate to drive M&A and have the competences and resources to act accordingly. HR has to rec-
ommend itself because HR reputation is low, and so are its involvement and responsibility. Role 
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awareness is a central factor in M&A business, because HR might be affected by restructuring, even 
if it is on the buyer side. Therefore, HR has to clearly define its own position before acting (No.2). 
HR must be able to handle various role requirements at the same time, e.g. being a role model for 
the staff but devil’s advocate to merger management (No.6). HR does not take the role of a change 
agent or drive cultural change (No.6). But it has to consult, provide expert knowledge, be mediator 
and above all get leaders and key player to accept the responsibility for change (No. 14). HR is ex-
pected to technically integrate organizations thereby proving to be a master of its trade (No.15). 
HR-related issues have become more strategic and therefore the importance of HR is increasing, 
but it needs to be given a mandate and clear assignment in the context of an M&A project (No.15).  
4.3.1.2  Involvement 
Almost half of the interviewees said that HR is involved for HR DD in the merger phase at 
the earliest and mainly acts as a support function to deliver technical data for HR DD. One fifth 
said that HR is involved in the pre-merger phase before the decision is taken. Two interviewees 
said that HR’s involvement starts with PMI at the earliest, while two others said it depends on the 
case. All experts agreed on HR’s involvement in an M&A project, but one mentioned HR might be 
replaced by the legal department.  
 
Figure 26: HR Involvement 
 
All said that HR’s involvement increases in the course of the process. The activity level varies 
from none in the decision phase to passive involvement by just delivering data, up to an active in-
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volvement in the implementation phase. At the same time, involvement of external consultants 
decreases.  
One HR executive said that “In the pre-merger phase HR relevance is 10-15%, in the merger 
phase the relevance is 50-60% and in the implementation phase it is 80 to 90%.” A consultant stated 
that HR’s involvement increases in the course of M&A phases, i.e. it is rare in pre-deal, likely in 
DD, and sure in PMI - contrary to consultants’ involvement, which is the opposite. HR should be 
involved in pre-deal in order to compare the status quo with the future business model and consid-
er organizational and cultural aspects. Core HR capabilities in the integration phase are talent man-
agement, staffing, organizational structure, job description and evaluation, compensation & bene-
fits, people development, communication and change management. Another consultant stated that, 
if the HR strategy is clearly defined and deducted from the business strategy, the HR department is 
more integrated. If not, HR remains reactive and passive. It is to be discussed whether HR has to 
position itself more strongly or the executive team has to define HR’s role differently and increase 
its responsibility. 
 
Figure 27: HR Involvement According to Phases 
 
4.3.1.3  Management Expectations 
Two thirds explained that HR has to deliver HR DD data accurately and three of those said 
that HR has to point out risk potential. Slightly more than half of the interviewees stated that in 
terms of data delivery for HR DD and PMI, top management expects HR to act professionally and 
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handle the whole deal smoothly. Almost half of the interviewees thought that top management 
expects HR to ensure the organizational migration in PMI concerning HR-relevant issues. 
 
Figure 28: Top Management Expectations 
 
Of those who said HR is responsible for accurate data delivery, one consultant explained that 
top management expects HR to create transparency and provide the management with all neces-
sary elements of evidence for taking decisions. The indication of risk potential for HR DD mainly 
refers to human risk factors or deal breakers such as pension liabilities, labor contracts or compli-
ance issues. For one former business unit executive the ultimate challenge for HR is to deliver qual-
ity profiles of regional key players. Of those who said that HR has to handle the whole deal as 
trouble-free as possible, a business unit representative was of the opinion that HR also has to care 
for cultural alignment. Moreover, HR is required to be master of its trade so that no complaints 
arise from any of the stakeholders. A consultant interview partner added that HR has to integrate 
workforce and systems as fast and as straightforward as possible, especially a joint compensation 
and benefit system and everything that belongs to personnel administration has to run smoothly. 
The focus is on HR’s core competences like FTE management, workers’ council issues and adminis-
trative processes and professional execution of all tasks. Those who declared that top management 
expects HR to ensure organizational migration in PMI concerning HR-relevant issues, said that HR 
has to ensure labor peace by co-operation with the workers‘ council. Moreover, HR needs a holistic 
approach to drive change through internal communication. HR has to ensure that target company 
employees are paid as usual and without any loss. But HR should also deliver a migration plan of a 
future organization including leadership positions and inform multipliers who enjoy trust. HR 
needs to integrate the parties involved successfully and as soon as possible and make sure that the 
culture of the target company is appreciated and both cultures are integrated. HR has to drive 
change and transformation. 
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But there was also a long list of other responses defining more clearly why HR in general 
does not fulfill the expectations of the merger management (isolated mentions): top management 
expectations vary strongly according to HR reputation and HR often lacks stimulation and a pro-
active approach to embrace the challenge; instead it complains and demands a clearly defined as-
signment of tasks. Furthermore, HR does not take an active role and does not manage the process 
together with the strategy and finance departments. HR does neither provide transparency of the 
process nor information on the next steps or a communication schedule. HR fails to deliver value 
creation which in the long run turns out to be business crucial and costly. Especially talent pools 
strongly add to it and HR does not integrate employees in a participative way and is not fully 
committed to whatever the situation will be. One consultant thought that the executive team is not 
aware of the additional value or helpful information HR could deliver, such as cultural aspects or 
compatibility of business models, methods, processes and structures. The consultants’ view was 
that HR should have a business plan and an integration perspective, but the executive team is not 
aware of this right away. When it comes to PMI, HR’s performance rises because operational doing 
and execution tends to be easier for HR than strategic and theoretical thinking. This goes with an-
other statement that involvement of HR can be strategic or operational and depends strongly on 
the kind of deal and the competence of HR. 
4.3.1.4  Level of Influence  
The overall consensus was that HR has no decision-making power but operational influence 
instead. If HR is given power, it is for staffing critical key positions. Nevertheless, HR is expected to 
pinpoint risk potential and drive the implementation. According to the phases there is no influence 
in the pre-deal phase but it is growing in the DD phase and even stronger so in PMI. 
Especially finance and strategy executives took the position that HR is part of the project or-
ganization, should deliver data and give advice, but has not decision-making influence. The same 
applies to the implementation phase, where HR is responsible for the smooth integration of the 
merger parties in terms of HR-relevant issues. One HR executive held the view that HR is seen as a 
support function, and that it strongly depends on other business units which are to be consulted if 
basic processes or structures are changed. This is supposed to be easier if the HR director is part of 
the managing board. Another HR executive thought the influence HR is allowed depends on the 
HR reputation, i.e. the more strategic involvement, the more decision-taking power. An interview-
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ee who was responsible for organizational development said it has to be “the right influence” and 
strongly related to the value proposition HR could deliver in terms of financial KPIs. All expected 
HR to strongly influence the workers‘ council to avoid a standstill due to unsolved labor issues.  
 
Figure 29: Top Management Expectations 
 
A business unit leader saw HR as a central communicator in the context of change, but 
doubted that HR is able to effectively develop and implement a communication strategy. Moreo-
ver, the business units, i.e. leaders and managers responsible for change, missed HR support and 
transparency and felt left alone. Another consultant backed this up by agreeing that HR would be 
perfect to drive change with the help of feedback loops and a participative approach. Employees 
need information to continuously process change steps, which is crucial in all phases, but especially 
at the beginning. Therefore, HR has to feed the network and prepare information accordingly. Two 
business unit leaders said that HR must support and influence leaders to take responsibility for 
change, but that HR does not meet the expectations. One HR executive pointed out that if HR does 
not succeed in moving leaders and managers to take responsibility for change, the whole integra-
tion success is endangered. The consultants’ view was that HR should be involved as early as pos-
sible and have a seat in the decision-making board, but that, actually, HR’s influence is small and 
mainly functional, focused on FTE management and organizational structure in terms of span of 
control and unit allocation. HR does not address human capital questions such as key player inte-
gration to be in line with the future business model. Consequently, a high staff turnover can be ob-
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served at the beginning of the integration phase which is due to a lack of transparency regarding 
the management of cultural differences and change communication.  
All in all, the interviewees saw many fields, apart from technical integration, where HR could 
take the opportunity to have a decisive impact. But reality shows that HR is either not given the 
mandate or does not accept it. None of the interviewees specified any further reasons for this. 
4.3.1.5  Discussion of Findings 
The factors role understanding, involvement, influence and executive expectations (questions 
1, 2, 3 and 4) correlate and therefore the interpretation of the answers is combined. Almost half of 
the participants said that at the earliest, HR is involved with the DD in the merger phase and main-
ly acts as a support function to deliver technical data. These results coincide with executive expec-
tations to accurately deliver HR DD data, indicate risk potential and handle the deal frictionless 
concerning data delivery for HR DD. Furthermore, the interviewees concluded that the top man-
agement expects HR to ensure the organizational migration in PMI concerning HR-relevant issues. 
All said that HR’s involvement increases in the course of the process. The activity level varies from 
almost none in the decision phase to passive when delivering data and switches to active in the 
implementation phase. At the same time, all interviewees consented that HR is not involved in the 
decision making.  
Expert viewpoints vary in terms of evaluation of data delivery. Whereas finance and strategy 
business unit leaders as well as HR representatives said that HR DD data delivery is highly im-
portant, non-financial business unit leaders were of the opinion that financial aspects come first 
and HR-relevant issues are of secondary interest, unless HR is regarded as a strategically relevant 
partner and not only an administrative expert, which is mostly the case. Thus HR involvement 
strongly depends on the reputation HR has in the company. Actually, HR should play an im-
portant role, but hesitates to fully come up to expectations. This results in “lost leadership” and a 
lack of transparency, to the detriment of the business units. The consultants even went one step 
further and saw the reason in a lack of strategic positioning and the fact that HR has no seat in the 
executive team or merger management to increase power of influence. The consultants’ view was 
that HR should be involved in the pre-deal and have an impact throughout all phases, but HR is 
involved too late and behaves too passively. HR has to recommend itself in order to increase its 
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impact, provided that it has the competence and resources available. Nevertheless, it has to be giv-
en the mandate for early involvement. Consultants and non-financial business unit leaders de-
manded that HR take the initiative and take on responsibility, whereas HR representatives wanted 
to be given the mandate in advance. The expert groups agreed on the role HR should take, but 
views differ as to how this can be realized or who is responsible to turn the situation around.  
4.3.2  Human Resources Organization 
4.3.2.1  Function and Tasks 
In the pre-deal phase, the HR function is to advise merger management. Overall HR in-
volvement is low anyway. In the DD phase, the scope and intensity of the tasks grow drastically 
and HR has a support function. It has to deliver technical information for the data room within a 
short period of time and usually there is no time to prepare accordingly. When it comes to PMI, the 
scope and intensity of the tasks reach the highest level. The HR-relevant parts of the process are to 
be supervised by HR who is responsible for migrating the parties and has the project lead role. The 
kind and depth of involvement depend on the reputation HR has and which additional value it can 
create, but also on former experiences the managing board has had with HR. Several interviewees 
highlighted the process understanding which is necessary in order to carry out a successful imple-
mentation. An M&A project was defined as a slow-moving change project with long-term implica-
tions and the business units have to align accordingly. The change activities should be embraced 
through all three phases and can be divided into central or strategic and local or operational tasks. 
It would be better for the organization to develop competence for growth and change processes 
internally and build up task forces beyond normal business instead of buying in consultants.  
The tasks in PMI (isolated mentions) are FTE management and headcount planning, restruc-
turing measures and costs, legal services, contracting including severance packages, organizational 
design and migration, cultural alignment, internal communication, town-hall meetings with the 
executive board, ensuring labor peace by building an alliance with workers’ council, employee sur-
veys and feedback, talent management, retention management, performance management, job 
evaluation linked with compensation & benefits, leadership development und teamwork, diversity 
and inclusion. Again, the overall minimum requirement is competent and professional handling of 
HR-relevant issues and integration. In the merger phase assessment of human capital potential and 
costs are in the focus in order to create efficiency. During the PMI HR has to adjust processes and 
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systems and take responsibility for communication policy in line with the executive board. The 
consultants’ view was that strategic realignment, new organizational design, HR-framework and 
structure, employer branding, change and communication, talent management as well as workers’ 
council involvement are developed by headquarters and translated into HR programs, retention 
plans, development programs and recruitment measures which are implemented in local units. All 
this is directly interlinked with IT and information systems. Another interviewee explained that in 
DD, the tasks are of an administrative nature concerning legal and workers‘ council issues, but in 
the PMI, tasks are operational with respect to driving change and ensuring employee integration. 
The interviewee criticized that HR does not actively manage the organizational change from a po-
litical and legal point of view. This is related to FTE management and job evaluation and thereby 
stresses the lack of alignment of the HR-related tasks to the future business model. 
4.3.2.2  Strategy Implementation 
Two thirds of the participants said there is no individual HR strategy in an M&A whereas 
one third argued a strategy does exist. If HR has a Chief Human Resources Officer (CHRO) report-
ing to the strategic board, the HR strategy is likely to correspond with the overall business strategy. 
In these rare cases, HR has a blueprint to align the structure and processes of the HR organization, 
be it corporate or local HR, to the new business model.  
 
Figure 30: Individual HR Strategy 
 
The finance unit leaders’ viewpoint was that there is no need for an HR strategy because 
M&A motives are of an economical nature and human capital plays a subordinate role. HR’s view 
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was that if HR strategy does not exist, HR is acting reactively instead of future-oriented. Those who 
said HR strategy is defined according to M&A, thought that HR has to know the overall strategy 
and blueprint in order to devise the future organization and manage integration successfully. It 
was further mentioned that HR is only able to translate corporate into HR strategy if it is close to 
operations and participates in management meetings of the business units. Again the importance of 
line management was highlighted, because HR is a mediator and must translate M&A and HR 
strategy with the help of line management. This is to ensure sustainability when the merger project 
fades to day-to-day line operations. Another interviewee remarked that HR is expected to translate 
and important topics into a detailed HR strategy so that these can be transferred into HR programs. 
HR would be expected to understand corporate strategy and market environment and to network 
with other economic disciplines. Moreover, HR should continuously provide HR-relevant infor-
mation based on numbers, data and facts to the executive board and be aware of success factors.  
Talent, leadership and retention management, as well as employee relations, are supposed to 
be slow-burners for every M&A project. Nevertheless there is no universally valid HR strategy. It 
has to be developed individually in line with the specific M&A project, but is crucial to success. HR 
and business strategy could also be identical if HR contributes measurably to business performance 
and business strategy comprises HR-relevant KPI. Instead of defining its own strategy, HR could 
also focus on ensuring sustainable success for the organization. The consultants’ view was that HR 
strategy depends on the overall business model. If the business strategy has not been defined in the 
pre-deal phase, even though the business case is a Fair Deal, HR is not able to devise a HR strategy 
accordingly. A clear definition of the buying motivation, such as target market position, product 
portfolio fit and match of strategic core business is a precondition. M&A projects are economically 
driven and HR has to understand the future operating model in order to know the implications for 
the organization and define HR initiatives accordingly. 
A correlation between HR strategy definition and HR structure can be observed. The existing 
HR portfolio determines strategy involvement since the definition of role and function strongly 
depends on the organizational setting. If the HR function is restricted to the core business such as 
payroll, recruitment, employee relations and development, it is hard for HR to deliver added value. 
If HR also embraces other disciplines and can fall back on HR-related controlling, organizational 
development, communication, change and culture management etc., strategy definition and im-
plementation is more likely to be in the focus. Almost all interviewees agreed on the importance of 
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an integrated HR strategy concerning all relevant merger issues; it was even seen as a success fac-
tor. One consultant opened up a fundamental discussion whether the importance of strategic HR-
relevant issues is increasing in M&A or if HR takes a more strategic role. From his point of view 
HR subjects should become more strategic and top management awareness of these should in-
crease. This does not automatically go with pushing the HR organization in a more powerful role. 
Moreover, the top management’s requirement and mandate in all three phases should become 
clearer. It does not always need a CHRO to effectively fulfill role expectations, but it definitely 
helps in the interviewee’s opinion. 
4.3.2.3  Competences 
The answers as to what kind of competences HR needs in order to drive M&A projects suc-
cessfully, can be subdivided into three categories. 28 of these answers referred to professional 
skills, eleven to social skills and seven to individual skills. Multiple answers were possible. 
 
Figure 31: HR Competences Required in M&A Projects 
 
In conjunction with professional skills change management as well as communication man-
agement occurred six times, project management four times, technical know-how and experience as 
well as organizational development three times, reporting skills including IT and information sys-
tems two times, talent and leadership development two times, risk management one time and cul-
ture management in terms of awareness and sensitivity towards different value systems one time. 
With regard to social competence, conflict management skills were indicated three times and nego-
tiation skills twice. The following skills were indicated once each: leadership skills, moderation 
skills, networking skills, feedback processing skills, strategic and conceptual skills. Individual 
competence was mentioned seven times. HR is expected to be aware of its own role, to be coura-
geous, responsible, enduring and analytical. Furthermore, it needs to build trust by listening and 
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showing empathy (two times) and has to understand the business strategy in order to get a broader 
view (two times).  
All interviewees were of the same opinion that HR needs a mix of different competences ac-
cording to various M&A phases and projects. All in all, HR handling was described as a patchwork 
with a lot of gaps. HR understanding has to change towards the delivery of a value proposition 
which needs to be defined by HR in accordance with the business partner model and strategic fo-
cus. HR should actively drive change instead of only focusing on technical integration. Further-
more, HR should be a part of the executive board and have access to data and facts concerning the 
M&A. 
4.3.2.4  Discussion of Findings 
The strategy, competences, function and tasks of HR (questions 5, 6 and 9) relate to the HR 
organization including the operating model and HR performance. Two thirds of the interviewees 
said there is no specific HR strategy in an M&A, whereas the other third said a strategy does exist. 
A non-existent HR strategy in M&A shows itself in a lack of added value delivery and HR position-
ing. Without a defined HR strategy HR`s actions are reactive instead of. The existing HR portfolio 
determines strategy involvement since the definition of role and function strongly depends on the 
organizational setting. If HR only provides core processes, such as payroll and recruitment, it is 
hard to deliver economic value. Nonetheless a state-of-the-art HR department is not automatically 
in line with the company’s strategy and the post-merger business model but has full accountability 
in all phases. The experts agree that HR has to understand the strategy and the future business op-
erating model in order to know the implications for the organization and define HR’s initiatives 
accordingly. Even if it comes down to an overall minimum requirement of competent and noiseless 
technical handling of HR-relevant issues and integration, HR needs to know where the journey 
goes. Only on the basis of strategic and economic landmarks HR is able to assess human capital 
and risks properly and act efficiently. 
Quality and output of HR’s performance predominantly depend on the overall strategy. If the 
goal is not transparent, it is hard to adjust processes and systems and take responsibility. This ap-
plies to the communication policy in line with the executive board in order to create added value as 
well. Besides the blueprint for the overall business model and the business unit re-organization, the 
HR project organization or workstream can only be established with existing resources and a mix 
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of different competences. HR’s actions are described as a patchwork with a lot of gaps and some 
interviewees complained that HR just works through its tasks like item on a list instead of actively 
driving change. HR’s understanding has to change towards delivery of value proposition and HR 
should define the value proposition in accordance with the business partner model and focus stra-
tegically. HR has a project lead function and has to migrate parties in close co-operation with line 
management for which it acts as a mediator to translate M&A and HR strategy. Eventually, sus-
tainability needs to be ensured when the M&A project fades into day-to-day line operations. Line 
management responsibility was not mentioned by those interviewees who were line managers or 
executives at the time of the interview.  
4.3.3  Performance Measurement 
4.3.3.1  Project Controlling 
Almost all interviewees said there is no standard HR reporting for M&A KPI known or avail-
able. The dominating opinion was that HR cockpits are rarely available and HR-relevant KPIs with 
relevance to M&A-projects are not provided. Technical and quantitative KPIs are prevalent where-
as qualitative KPIs are recommendable but not the rule. State-of-the-art controlling should give 
economic output including cultural aspects and not only raise statistics, numbers and cost factors. 
 
Figure 32: M&A Project Success Monitoring 
 
The categories for HR-relevant KPI for M&A are people-, process- and cost-related. There 
were nine cost-related mentions, such as personnel expenses, headcount targets, compensation & 
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benefits, alignment speed for key player grading, individual target achievement, goals set in social 
compensation plan, number of lawsuits and parachutes, vacancies, voluntary and wanted fluctua-
tion, average age of leaders and staff.  
 
Figure 33: KPI for M&A Project Success Monitoring  
 
The five terms ‘leadership behavior’, ‘talent pipeline and fluctuation’, ‘employee survey indi-
ces’, ‘people motivation’, ‘communication and feedback’ that were mentioned fall under the peo-
ple-related category while ‘integration and target achievement’, ‘implementation degree of differ-
ent programs’ as well as ‘cultural alignment initiatives’ are process-related. 
4.3.3.2  Due Diligence Data Exploitation 
Concerning the exploitation of data analyzed in the HR DD, 7 out of 15 interviewees said that 
the results are further processed in the implementation phase. The HR DD results are a baseline for 
strategy and integration planning where KPIs are defined, monitored and adjusted continuously 
with the help of HR information systems. Five participants said that HR DD data is no longer in 
use afterwards and not in the focus anymore in the migration phase. One interviewee remembered 
numerous legal restrictions that come along with an M&A, especially data protection which is im-
portant in Germany. Some of the interviewees hinted at German Labor Law which, in a European 
and also more global context, is very strict as far as employees and employer relations are con-
cerned. In Germany, § 613a Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (BGB) (German Civil Code) often applies in 
M&A scenarios, stating that employees are legally transferred to the new buyer (Scharfenkamp 
2002). Finally, 3 out of 15 said there is no HR DD at all. 
 
Those who said that HR DD data is further processed mentioned headcount planning and 
FTE management, which is analyzed and serves as a baseline for HR controlling, but also individu-
al talks with the staff. Frequent reviews of action plans which were based on HR DD data are done 
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by HR information systems in order to objectify. HR DD data serves as a basis for the technical 
payroll integration and accounting. If HR DD data is processed further, the following examples for 
KPIs were given: attrition rate, severance packages, key player retention, headcount planning, FTE 
management, absenteeism, contracting, staff structure, personnel expenses, demographic situation, 
compensation and benefits, budget, assessment results. Those who said that HR DD data is no 
longer used explained that KPIs are forgotten soon and no longer in the focus in the migration 
phase.  
 
Figure 34: Exploitation of HR DD Results in PMI 
 
4.3.3.3  Discussion of Findings 
HR controlling relies on a data basis which is defined in the HR DD and could be followed or 
amended in line with the strategic factors and KPIs. Therefore, these two aspects are combined in 
the following results analysis (questions 8 and 11). Although the experts saw the need for success 
monitoring in M&A projects, a standard HR-related KPI reporting is hardly available or, if it is 
available, is reduced to only few simple figures and facts. Thinking of HR reporting in general, 
most interviewees said that HR cockpits and a profound reporting in line with strategy goals is not 
the rule. While a mixture of qualitative and quantitative KPIs would be recommendable, technical 
KPIs are prevalent. Controlling categories are mostly cost-related, partly also people- but only in a 
few cases process-related. The overall opinion was that state-of-the-art controlling should provide a 
guideline for strategy alignment. Furthermore, cockpits should include qualitative factors, such as 
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cultural aspects for example, and not only raise statistics, numbers and cost factors. Taking into 
account the full HR repertoire to drive the business, this functional role seems to be the most obvi-
ously neglected one although it possibly easily adds tremendous benefit in the eyes of executives. 
In less than half of the cases the results of the HR DD data exploitation are further processed 
and taken as a baseline for strategy and integration planning with defined, monitored and continu-
ously adjusted KPIs. HR DD data is the basis for technical payroll integration, compensation and 
benefits handling as well as severance packages. HR controlling relates to personnel expenses, 
headcount planning and reviews of action plans. Furthermore, a number of relevant KPIs were 
given, but interviewees admitted that they are not always applied, e.g. attrition rate, key player 
retention, absenteeism, contracting, staff structure, demographic situation, and assessment results. 
These results prove that KPIs in the implementation phase are deducted from HR DD only in every 
second case and are mainly cost-related. 
Other process- and people-related or strategic and qualitative KPIs are rarely chosen and fol-
lowed. Consequently, success is only monitored on the cost-side, but it is neither transparent nor 
related to added value. It is even more striking that efficient and effective standard reporting relat-
ed to the business strategy and the business model is frequently neglected. This shows a strong 
potential for optimization, especially if HR wants to contribute to successfully achieved business 
goals. This applies to day-to-day business and even more to M&A projects. 
4.3.4 Post-merger Integration 
4.3.4.1  Communication  
All experts agreed that communication is decisive in the course of an M&A project, and that 
HR is responsible for or at least should contribute to internal communication whereas external 
communication is done by other departments or external specialists. Communication to internal 
target groups primarily refers to the workers‘ council and employees and 11 out of 15 interviewees 
saw this task to be fully assigned to and carried out correctly by HR. When HR had been responsi-
ble for workers‘ council communication, no other specialists were involved. In those cases where 
HR was responsible for employee communication, it had been supported three times by specialists, 
i.e. Corporate Communication or Public Relations departments. 
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In those cases where HR was expected to do management communication, it was supported 
four times by communication specialists. Communication was seen as an important tool in the 
M&A project. Some interviewees went into more detail and said that a communication strategy 
should have a roadmap addressing all stakeholders and be in line with the executive board. It 
should be developed by specialists, e.g. the internal communication department and resort to a 
media mix consisting of emails, individual talks, town-hall meetings, briefings and brochures and 
other online tools. HR and Corporate Communication should set up a communication roadmap for 
HR-relevant stakeholders, such as line management and employees, and should define when to 
inform whom about what and via which channel. Of course, internal and external communication 
has to be aligned and to be closely synchronized with the executive team. 
 
Figure 35: HR Communication  
 
Those who mentioned investors said all external communication is done by specialists, e.g. 
by the Finance department, Investor or Public Relations, who have a leading function and integrate 
all other communication workstreams. One HR director mentioned that investors are informed 
first, next is the market and the press, done by Public Relations, then management and the workers‘ 
council and finally the employees. One HR responsible said that a target-oriented communication 
concept done by specialists can only deliver reliable results with the help of feedback from multi-
pliers of the company. 
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Another interviewee said HR had to market itself and keep an eye on it that communication 
plans consider the relevant channels and messages in accordance with the executive team. A busi-
ness unit leader pointed out that HR does not communicate proactively and in time but instead is 
prompted by management, which is in need of employee communication. A two-way communica-
tion was mentioned frequently stating that it is not only important to inform the workers‘ council, 
line managers and staff, but also to process this information actively and get answers in return. 
Some interviewees stressed the importance of top management alignment with the communication 
plan. HR is expected to give feedback to the executive team and process opinions and comments of 
employees and line managers accordingly. Another interviewee stated that asking questions, listen-
ing and giving feedback are core competences of HR, as well as openness, curiosity and remaining 
in the dialogue. A consultant’s standpoint was that feedback and dialogue are very important, es-
pecially processing feedback, working out new standpoints and keeping up the dialogue with em-
ployees. HR has to identify crucial issues and point them out to those in lead of the merger project, 
but project leaders then have to assess their relevance.  
 
 
Figure 36: Communication according to Target Groups  
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4.3.4.2  Project Integration Team 
As far as the implementation phase is concerned, the majority said HR is responsible for the 
implementation of HR-relevant core business and part of the project organization, but it has no 
leading function. One interviewee answered that HR is not part of the project organization but has 
to deliver HR-relevant information and co-ordinate workers‘ council issues. 
 
Figure 37: HR Role in PMI 
 
One consultant was of the opinion that, on request, HR has to iron out accumulated problems 
which have not been solved by the project organization before the implementation phase. Another 
consultant said that HR has to see to it that processes run smoothly by creating a sense of urgency 
and activating employees as early as possible. As ambassadors of cultural growth HR has to initiate 
and keep going feedback processes and help by processing information. This is to be reached by 
planting a virus of change and trust that must be cultivated and nursed so that two units can grow 
together.  
4.3.4.3  Corporate Culture 
Only three participants said that HR drives change strategically and proactively, is in the lead 
for translating corporate into HR strategy, and implements HR-relevant systems and tools to shape 
culture accordingly. The majority, 9 out of 15 interviewees, said HR is involved in cultural change 
but has no defined mandate, strategy or concept. Instead, culture seems to be an umbrella term for 
various definitions. Nevertheless, all stressed the importance of cultural change. Also 3 out of 15 
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claimed that HR is not involved in cultural change. Three experts answered that HR does not take 
over the responsibility for cultural change. One assumed that cultural change is given up due to 
other priorities in the implementation phase. The other two had no other explanation than that HR 
does not feel competent enough to drive cultural change. 
 
Figure 38: HR Involvement in Cultural Change  
 
One consultant said that HR is not aware of corporate culture and could stumble over many 
risk factors in the course of the process if expectations were not clearly communicated by the execu-
tive team. Often HR is not able to define cultural indicators which therefore have to be identified in 
a requirement analysis. Four HR experts stressed the role of leadership and believed that the help 
of leaders acting as role models in the context of cultural change is highly important. One inter-
viewee argued that it is the executive team that has to address cultural issues and that HR is not in 
the position to control the cultural consolidation of merger parties. 
One interviewee stated that the term ‘corporate culture’ is hard to define and understood it as 
the value system from which corporate visions are derived and corporate values are identified. 
Furthermore, there were numerous false assumptions about cultural change, as for example that 
cultural change could be completed quickly and managed like a project. Fundamental cultural 
change, however, takes seven to ten years and cannot be forced upon staff. Instead HR can provide 
a framework to nurture learning and growth with the help of managers and leaders who have to 
act as role models. Other participants referred to corporate culture as soft factors, e.g. openness, 
assignment of responsibility, open feedback culture, hierarchical thinking, code of conduct and 
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performance management. Cultural clashes can arise from generational conflicts, e.g. agile versus 
old technologies, regional and language differences, or when cultural change lacks a transparent 
information management and a communication strategy in line with company guidelines. One HR 
director pointed out that the mission statement makes value orientation clear and serves as a 
framework for cultural development. In this context HR is an integral part of setting up culture-
shaping messages, e.g. training programs and subprojects for leadership. A consultant backed this 
up by saying that cultural programs need to be introduced top-down by pilot groups and role 
models. Later on, these examples can be adapted to other target groups so that culture can evolve 
faster due to common learning processes. A HR representative warned that employees must not be 
overstrained and that is important to first understand the history before staff is expected to adjust 
to upcoming changes.  
4.3.4.4  Employee Co-operation 
As far as the starting point for collaboration is concerned, 7 out of 15 interviewees said it 
starts at Day One when it is made public or even before and 5 mentioned mixed teamwork which is 
organized by line management. 12 out of 15 said that employee communication starts with the clos-
ing of the deal and official announcement of the M&A parties going together. Of those, three said 
partly even before Day One as far as legal restrictions allow.   
Five out of 15 interviewees said that as collaboration drivers the business units and the man-
agement have to prompt and organize working in mixed teams. Moreover, a consultant regarded it 
as crucial for success to initiate collaboration immediately and create synergies by developing best 
practices out of new modes of working and configuring teams in a constant learning environment.  
 
Figure 39: Employee Co-operation 
 
One HR director believed that HR can only recommend and provide a framework for em-
ployee dialogue, but that it is up to the management to prompt and nurture employee co-operation 
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starting as early as possible. Some mentions considered suspicion versus trust towards colleagues 
and the following statements relate to this. One HR director, for example, said that new team 
members have to be activated by management in order to handle emotional and mental change 
very early in the process. Another one believed competition in support functions may arise due to 
job positions that mirror each other. In these cases, social compensation may provide severance 
packages. If there is no overlapping in non-support functions, co-operation is not crucial. Even if 
employees are animated to get to know each other before the deal is going to be closed, suspicion 
and fear of losing their job can prevent them from being open and communicating with each other. 
A business unit leader was of the opinion that employees have to be caught emotionally with the 
vision at town-hall meetings at Day One. The mission statement and strategic goals have to provide 
a framework in case the change curve goes from euphoria to the valley of despair. Employee co-
operation is nourished in the integration phase when the two organizations merge. Nevertheless, 
this may be too late since DD results could already have been taken to coordinate working process-
es in order to make job placements and people development transparent. 
The conclusion is if early information management and collaboration are crucial for success, a 
concept of how collaboration could be organized from Day One or even before needs to be availa-
ble. HR could be held responsible to set up a concept in close co-operation with business units for 
informing, introducing and aligning working groups, processes and systems. Instead it lacks 
awareness, plans and tools. Only one interviewee stated that collaboration is driven and organized 
by the project team, which is not HR. Management would probably need help for a pragmatic ap-
proach to organize first weeks unless they have former merger experience. 
4.3.4.5  Discussion of Findings 
In the post-merger phase there is a strong emphasis on the project organization, corporate 
culture, co-operation and communication (questions 12, 13, 14, 15). First of all, the interviewees 
referred to culture as corporate and in a few cases as local and foreign. Throughout the interviews 
there was a strong indication for the need of communication on several levels. HR is the intermedi-
ary between employees, line managers, the workers’ council and top management and has to ad-
dress all target groups accordingly. While workers‘ council communication is almost completely 
left to HR, it gets help from the communication department to address line management and em-
ployees. Apart from a proper and professional internal and external communication strategy in line 
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with all stakeholders, it becomes clear that information needs to be processed and reframed by 
management and employees. Most experts saw HR in the position to be a catalyst for feedback pro-
cesses, especially between staff and the executive team. Since the information flow is top down, the 
executive team always has a lead over line managers and employees. HR is expected to inform but 
also stimulate a dialogue between HR and staff or staff and the executive team. A two-way com-
munication is extremely important and HR is expected to be the devil’s advocate and reveal so far 
undetected aspects of the change process the executive team is not aware of. If the integration does 
not run like a clockwork, the key players, which are often leaders and change multipliers, may not 
sit in the right positions. The above results go with formerly discussed research results revealing 
that change project success factors for executives, line and project managers are participation, 
communication, feedback, co-ordination, monitoring, people development and having enough re-
sources available.  
4.3.5  Contribution and Outcome 
4.3.5.1  Success Factors 
The categories given for HR-related success factors are Talent Management, to be understood 
as HR identifies, rewards, develops and retains key players, Data analysis and controlling to ensure 
data review and smooth execution, Added value to leverage human capital with respect to the busi-
ness model, Cultural alignment with HR establishing surveys and feedback to process cultural 
change, Communication to all target groups, Change Management to have change agents and task 
force, Workers‘ council co-operation in order to ensure labor peace, Internal stakeholder management 
for HR to buy-in relevant target groups and Depends on Goals set because the success relies on strat-
egy set.  
In the category Talent Management (8 mentions in total), talent identification, development 
and retention of key players was listed, coming from all expert groups, i.e. business unit leaders (5 
mentions), consultants (1 mention) and HR directors (2 mentions). In the category Added value (5 
mentions in total), the comments given by consultants (4 mentions) were to compare performance 
factors and value systems of organization and leverage potential by matching human capital (i.e. 
qualification, experience, potential, personality) with organizational capital in the light of the busi-
ness model., Furthermore, HR success factors are to be transparent and identify the need for devel-
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opment and strategic positioning. One HR director mentioned the importance of the strategic value 
of HR BPs who have to be close to operational units by providing all-time information about HR 
workstreams. In the category Data analysis and controlling (5 mentions in total) it business unit lead-
ers said that it should be carried out in time and within the financial framework, HR DD must be 
executed smoothly and the integration driven successfully. Smooth handling of HR-relevant legal 
issues, review of numbers, data and facts in order to identify tendencies and deduct actions and 
business key performance indicators like growth, profitability, customer satisfaction, employee 
satisfaction were given by HR directors (3 mentions).  
 
Figure 40: HR Success Factors 
 
In the category Cultural alignment (4 mentions in total), consultants (2 mentions) commented 
that performance factors and value systems of organizations need to be screened. Also important in 
their opinion was to take culture as a change success factor, i.e. leadership and management style 
with regard to the market. A business unit leader (1 mention) said that cultural alignment has to be 
assured by people surveys. And an HR director (1 mention) said employee surveys and feedbacks 
about culture and career perspectives are important. In the category Communication (4 mentions in 
total), consultants (3 mentions) and one HR director (1 mention) agreed that communication to all 
target groups such as employees, line manager and the workers‘ council is an important change 
success factor. In the category Change Management (4 mentions in total), consultants (3 mentions) 
said that agents and task forces are necessary to get a buy-in of those who are concerned and to 
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motivate them. And they also said that being aware of change factors helps to diminish fears and 
insecurity. An HR director agreed that change agents and task forces are needed.  
In the category Workers‘ council co-operation (3 mentions in total), one business unit leader (1 
mention) and two HR directors (2 mentions) agreed that labor peace by handling workers‘ council 
issues successfully is extremely helpful. In the category Internal stakeholder management (2 mentions 
in total), HR directors agreed that the by-in of business units has to be ensured by HR and new col-
leagues are to be trusted; also a close alliance with HR colleagues is important. In the category De-
pends on goals set (2 mentions in total), a business unit leader and an HR director believed that suc-
cess factors relate to the goals defined. Most mentions in the categories Talent Management, Added 
value, Cultural alignment, Change Management, Communication came from business unit leaders and 
consultants, whereas the categories Data analysis and controlling, Workers‘ council co-operation and 
Internal stakeholder management were mainly referred to by HR directors.   
4.3.5.2  Risk Factors 
The following remarks emerged when talking about HR-related risk factors: HR attitude can 
impact change in a negative way if HR does not secure organizational integration or demand man-
agement to take responsibility. The M&A project is endangered if HR fails to do an accurate data 
analysis and controlling or does not ensure workers‘ council co-operation. But it is also endangered 
if HR does not provide proper communication, is unable to build trustful relationships or does not 
deliver a value proposition. In the category HR attitude (10 mentions in total), consultants (5 men-
tions) said that HR is risk-averse, does not give critical feedback to the executive team, has fear of 
losing power or influence in the future organization, waits and sees and hopes that things get done 
by themselves, does not value other cultures and thereby lacks esteem towards employees. HR di-
rectors (3 mentions) criticized that HR has not learned from former mistakes in M&A projects and 
has no courage to admit mistakes and adjust and understand M&A projects as its administrative 
duty. Business unit leaders (2 mentions) believed that if HR is unmotivated, not acting as a role 
model or ambassador of culture, and if HR is not visible and the management and employees feel 
left alone, insecurity rises. Mentions in this category are given by all three interview groups. The 
graph shows the categories. 
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In the category Organizational integration (6 mentions in total), business unit leaders (3 men-
tions) stated possible risks are if HR fails to ensure technical integration and especially payroll does 
not run smoothly. Also if HR has not prepared transformation properly and problems delay inte-
gration. Finally, if HR does not manage to integrate merger parties accurately and competition aris-
es. Consultants (2 mentions) saw risk factors in case HR does not succeed in technical integration of 
business units, such as leadership, cultural fit, but also compensation & benefits. Especially false or 
no grading may affect overall costs. An HR director (1 mention) considered it a risk factor if HR 
does not deliver a new organizational design for migration. The mentions in this category predom-
inantly came from business unit leaders and consultants, only one HR director also commented on 
this. 
 
Figure 41: HR-related Risk Factors 
 
In the category Management influence (5 mentions in total), HR directors (4 mentions) believed 
the project is at risk if HR only aligns processes and leaves the responsibility with the business 
units. Additionally, if HR does not demand management to take over responsibility for their units 
and guarantee results by employee feedback, or if HR does not prompt management to take re-
sponsibility for merging two units into one. Furthermore, in their opinion it is risky if HR does not 
isolate leaders and managers which oppose the merger and change. A consultant (1 mention) said 
it is crucial if HR allows key players to leave. The mentions in this category exclusively came from 
HR directors except one consultant. 
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In the category Data analysis and controlling (5 mentions in total), only HR directors comment-
ed on risk factors: if HR cannot provide transparency, especially as far as legal issues are con-
cerned, or if HR has no experience with M&A projects, and does not up-skill or take input from 
consultants. Also if HR delivers wrong technical data in the DD phase and the prognosis is wrong 
because HR has not analyzed risk factors accurately in terms of pensions, lawsuits, age structure 
etc. Furthermore, if HR is not given additional resources this may lead to low quality and misinter-
pretation of data in DD.  
With regard to the category Workers‘ Council Co-operation (3 mentions in total), again only HR 
directors contributed by saying that if HR does not co-operate well with the workers‘ council, the 
undertaking might be at risk. The same applies to the category Added value (2 mentions in total) 
where HR directors said that if HR cannot make a clear value proposition in terms of economic 
figures and if HR does not contribute to business strategy success by leveraging business KPIs, the 
risk factor rises. In the category Trustful relationships (2 mentions in total), one HR director com-
mented that if HR does not build a trustful relationship between HR and employees; and a busi-
ness unit leader stated that if HR is not believed to be trustful it cannot move management. In the 
category Communication (2 mentions in total), one consultant said the project is in danger if HR 
does not communicate change in a professional way. A HR director believed that if HR communi-
cation does not work out and relevant target groups are not reached. In the categories Workers‘ 
Council Co-operation, Data analysis and controlling, and for one exception Management influence, only 
HR directors considered these to be risk factors. In contrast, neither consultants nor business unit 
leaders came up with the above listed issues, but focused on the category Organizational integration, 
while only one HR director commented on this as well.  
4.3.5.3  Improvement Needs 
Five answer categories were identified with respect to how HR can improve in order to effec-
tively drive M&A projects. Multiple answers were possible and most answers could be assigned to 
the answer category Added value and economic implications. Next came Change and organization as well 
as Pro-activeness and visibility and, finally, Earlier involvement and Reporting. Added value and economic 
implications was referred to as the need for a defined value proposition and the expertise to deliver 
it, but also to add value by positioning oneself strategically and to rely more strongly on qualitative 
strategic assessment. The answers were that HR must come up to the executives’ expectations and 
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support the executive board as far as HR-relevant issues are concerned. It has to better understand 
economic implications for other business units and look at the world beyond the rim of their tea-
cup. Economic success factors have to be disclosed in order to be taken seriously and risk potential 
should be identified to point out critical questions if necessary. 
 
Figure 42: Room for HR Improvement 
 
The category Change and organization comprises awareness and competence with reference to 
cultural alignment, understanding agile transformation approaches and putting these before pro-
grammatic approaches. But it also refers to clearly defining organizational design according to em-
ployee spans and levels as well as the number of leaders. Furthermore, setting up organizational 
structures and integrating HR systems accordingly, interlinking tasks and adjusting resources. HR 
needs to deliver a blueprint for organizational design including first leadership levels and head-
count targets, plus it has to create a framework for leaders to follow and operationalize project 
goals. It is recommendable to have a change management refresher training before any M&A pro-
ject as well as having an overall strategic concept for Day One and the next 100 days. In terms of 
pro-activeness and visibility HR is expected to have a strong presence in the business units, take the 
driver’s seat and move ahead. At the first stage of the process HR should predominantly be pro-
active, and at later stages HR is expected to focus more on sustainability. HR needs to position itself 
as a proactive element in the value chain and be transparent through clearly defined processes and 
systematic development approaches. Smooth interfaces on a horizontal and vertical basis are to be 
ensured and HR substream leaders should at least be partly released from day-to-day work in fa-
vor of the project organization. Finally, internal and external self-marketing is supposed to be high-
ly relevant.  
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The category Earlier involvement stands for having a better overview, being able to define HR 
strategy and setting up a structured integration plan including checklists. Additionally, HR should 
improve in Reporting and deliver qualitative goals and at the same time reach quantitative goals. 
HR controlling should be completely embedded in corporate controlling. There were other indi-
vidual remarks indicating that it is important to separate different roles from one another enlarge 
roles and improve one’s skill-set such as networking, communication, feedback, coaching and 
moderation. One consultant summarized the need for HR improvement by saying that HR has to 
indicate the strategic relevance of HR issues and get a seat in the management board. Plus, HR’s 
role, responsibility and decision-making power have to be defined and ensured before success in-
dicators and HR competences, qualification and experiences are considered. 
4.3.5.4  Discussion of Findings 
HR success and risk factors are combined with the HR optimization potential which might 
give an insight as to whether HR is already able to fully analyze and cope with the current situation 
(questions 7, 10 and 16). It can be seen that some risk and success factors match, but they are not the 
frontrunners. While HR attitude was believed to strongly increase the risk of failure, talent man-
agement was quoted as top success factor. Not only were risk and success factors assigned different 
levels, categories also differed tremendously. Talent management was believed to be a core compe-
tence and in the focus of executives, management and consultants. In contrast to this, HR attitude is 
a mindset that is derived from HR’s self-concept and not from the competences it develops. Both 
categories were supported by all expert groups. The graph below shows the opposing answer cate-
gories including the numbers of mentions. 
Next on the list of risk factors is Organizational integration, quoted by business unit leaders 
and consultants, but not HR representatives. Organizational development may not be the core 
competence of the HR department and thus responsibility could be given to other business units or 
be outsourced, especially if HR lacks competences or resources. Nevertheless, executives and con-
sultants believed it to be an essential element to be considered with respect to risk management. If 
organizational development is combined with the next risk factor Management responsibility, which 
was strongly promoted by HR, but not quoted by other expert groups, new questions might be 
raised, but are not part of this survey. The category refers to the management taking over responsi-
bility for the M&A project instead of leaving it to other parts of the organization including HR. Ob-
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viously, HR sees the need to jointly clarify expectations and communicate responsibilities and 
mandates for the process to the M&A players involved.  
 
 
Figure 43: Comparison of HR Risk and Success Factor  
 
The category Added value is second on the success factor list and needs to be specified in the 
individual M&A context. The parties involved clearly thought that besides Talent management also 
Added value is a driver for success. This would be a strong message to HR if it wants to improve its 
reputation: value creation and talent management could be a strong catalyst for a change of view. 
The success factors Cultural alignment, Communication and Change management were mainly promot-
ed by business leaders and consultants, and merely Communication was also related to failure.  
It can be concluded that HR has a different focus in M&A projects although these categories 
are commonly thought to be key issues. It is a striking insight, that the answers for the categories 
Talent Management, Added value, Cultural alignment, Change management and Communication were 
mainly given by business unit leaders and consultants, whereas Data analysis and controlling, Work-
ers‘ council co-operation and Internal stakeholder management were predominantly quoted by HR di-
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rectors. The view of HR representatives clearly differed from that of the rest of the business and 
might give a clue to misalignment of expectations and best practices approaches.   
Although Data analysis and controlling achieved equal votes and was believed to be important 
for both risk and success, it becomes clear that there is plenty of room for improvement. The analy-
sis of question eight referring to project controlling (see chapter 8.3.8) gives evidence that HR cock-
pits are rarely available and HR-relevant KPIs with reference to M&A projects are often non-
existent. However, an HR DD is undertaken in almost all cases and provides a data basis which is 
not followed-up and supplemented with additional KPIs in the course of the project, despite the 
fact that HR and non-HR experts agreed this would be important. Another research recently under-
taken underlines these findings: due to growing business complexity and dynamics the manage-
ment badly needs highly effective controlling systems in order to interpret information and control 
HR-relevant KPIs (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e.V 2007b). 
The mentions for Workers‘ council co-operation were considered equally decisive, be it risk or 
success factor. Workers` council co-operation is a slow-burner in M&A projects and the one compe-
tence which was clearly assigned to HR by all expert groups as well as HR itself. All agreed that it 
was crucial if labor peace could not be maintained in the process. Nevertheless it was regarded as a 
rather technical skill because it is rooted in labor law and long-term relations with the workers‘ 
council.  
Next is Internal stakeholder management which ranks low for risk and success factors alike. Evi-
dently this was a point worth mentioning, but was not elaborated on further. The definition, identi-
fication and influencing of internal stakeholders could also be part of further research since it could 
be of help to HR to navigate through this complex scenario. Finally, success is supposed to Depend 
on the goals set which makes perfect sense and points at the deduction of strategy according to the 
individual project. Added value ranks lowest on the risk factor side, but is second on the list for suc-
cess factors. It can be concluded that HR is expected to add value to an M&A project, but the inter-
viewees also believed that the absence does not automatically lead to failure. All in all, it can be 
said that HR cannot neglect the technical handling of M&A (Data analysis and controlling, Workers‘ 
council co-operation and Internal stakeholder management), but that at the same time success also de-
pends on Talent management, Added value, Cultural alignment, Change management and Communica-
tion. The utmost danger to an M&A project is perceived to be the HR attitude, a lack of Management 
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responsibility and a failing Organizational integration. Consequently, these factors must be addressed 
before M&A projects in order to clarify the role understanding of the different stakeholders in-
volved. These could be merger management, executives, line and projects managers, external spe-
cialists and HR and need to be continuously aligned in the course of the process.  
If the results for risk and success factors are combined with the need for HR improvement 
(question 10), the results clearly indicate that the frontrunners correlate. On top of the list for HR 
improvement are Added value and economic implications, next comes Change and organization followed 
by Pro-activeness and visibility. The latter goes with the risk factor category HR attitude and the need 
for improvement in Change and organization corresponds with the risk factor category Organizational 
integration. The HR success factor Added value refers to the HR improvement need Added value and 
economic implications. It becomes clear that top list risk and success factors comply with the need for 
HR improvement. The expert interviews confirm what has been discussed in former chapters: HR 
is poorly prepared to drive M&A projects successfully. As far as talent management is concerned, 
numerous studies prove that it ranks top in present HR development needs (The Boston Consulting 
Group 2011). Surprisingly, a lack of management responsibility does rarely come up as a stumbling 
stone, although research literature points out that it is an integral part in M&A projects. According 
to research, business units and top management complain about HR not taking responsibility. 
Hence it can be concluded that HR’s role understanding has to change towards taking a stra-
tegic focus and the definition of a value proposition. HR has to accept the driver’s seat and not just 
concentrate on technical integration. Even if HR is not part of the M&A steering committee, it must 
be aware of its own role, has to take responsibility, become courageous, build trustful relationships, 
has to understand the business strategy to get a broader view and ensure sustainable results. It 
seems as if up-skilling is the easiest of all challenges. It is much more critical to take the perspective 
of other stakeholders in order to be able to change its self-concept. Studies prove that HR has a 
problem with its self-concept since the internal customers’ view of HR differs (Kienbaum 2014b). 
Possibly the first step for HR is to became aware of own gaps and incompetence and admit that the 
business environment raises other issues than HR thought it would.  
The idea of its self-concept has to sharpen and converge with outside viewpoints in order to 
clearly define and successfully fill the development gap for performance improvement in M&A 
projects. 
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4.4  RESEARCH SUMMARY 
Throughout the interviews it became clear that the individual statements remained valid and 
only differed slightly despite different influence factors, such as varying M&A project strategy, 
business size and industry. In general, the results are in line with research literature, especially 
with respect to the congruence of project success factors in terms of participation, co-ordination, 
communication, feedback, monitoring, people development and resources, but also the misaligned 
self-concept of the change project parties involved (Kienbaum 2011). Research findings strongly 
comply with other study results revealing that business success factors are necessary, but not suffi-
cient without HR-relevant success factors. These are early consideration of HR aspects, cultural 
awareness, information, communication, leadership, collaboration and integration management 
(Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung 2007). Moreover it has become apparent that HR’s self-
perception and internal customers’ view differ which likewise is backed up by further research 
studies (Kienbaum 2014). Although the research findings are not representative due to a very small 
sample, the key message statements conform to current research literature and studies available.  
Having a closer look at the results of the individual assumptions of this research part, it be-
comes clear that they have been validated. The first basic assumption is relevant for research and 
states that HR departments in general play a minor role in an M&A process. Research findings 
have confirmed the first basic assumption. Moreover, ways to strengthen the role of HR have been 
suggested. The second basic assumption is that HR has provided low performance in the M&A 
process, which has also been verified by research findings. Some interviewees gave examples of 
how HR performance could be analyzed, measured, improved and sustained. From these two basic 
assumptions, secondary assumptions have been deduced which likewise have been confirmed by 
research findings.  
The first secondary assumption is that HR is no sparring partner to the executive team due to 
poor performance. Research findings confirm this assumption and offer answers to the questions 
which criteria would have to be met and what are HR-related success factors. HR’s involvement 
increases in the course of the M&A project, and so does HR’s influence. HR is rarely involved in 
decision-taking in the pre-merger phase, mostly asked to deliver and analyze HR DD data in the 
merger phase and almost always given responsibility for HR-related issues in the PMI. Top man-
agement expects HR to handle the deal smoothly and professionally with respect to HR DD and 
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PMI. Main risk factors are if HR has the wrong attitude, does not ensure organizational integration, 
does not hold management responsible, and cannot deliver data analysis and controlling. Major 
success factors are talent management, added value, as well as data analysis and controlling, but 
also change, communication and culture management. Data analysis and controlling are reported 
as risk and success factor likewise. 
The second secondary assumption is that HR is not aware of future challenges for the organi-
zation concerning the business model in the respective market environment. Research findings con-
firm this assumption and provide answers to the question if HR has to define a strategy in line with 
the business strategy, deduce actions, measure progress and stay in line with goals and KPI set. 
Very often HR is neither involved in developing the strategy before possible targets are chosen, nor 
consulted when taking the final decision. Only in one out of three cases, an HR strategy does exist 
once the deal is closed. HR’s role understanding has to change towards strategic focus and the def-
inition of a value proposition in order to change from a reactive to a future-oriented line of behav-
ior. The existing HR organization and its portfolio determine to what degree HR is involved in the 
development of a strategy and the mandate that HR gets for the M&A transaction. HR’s quality 
and output should be related to HR’s strategy, but if non-existent or not transparent neither HR nor 
the employees know where the journey goes. Consequently, most HR departments have a hard 
time to meet the expectations, because they lack fundamental information on the M&A transaction. 
It is discussed controversially whether top management should hold HR accountable for the HR 
part of the M&A project, or if HR has to take the initiative and claim responsibility.  
The third secondary assumption says that HR lacks competence to deal with the challenges 
ahead. Research findings confirm this assumption and show that HR has to do a gap analysis, up-
skill or buy in competences. Major HR optimization needs lie in creating value, understanding eco-
nomic implications, driving change and organizational transformation, but also in being pro-active 
and visible. HR’s role understanding has to change towards taking the driver’s seat and under-
stand M&A as a project which requires more than just technical integration. The foremost step to 
take is to become aware of its own low performance and deviating role expectations by top man-
agement.  Since the lack of pro-activeness and visibility seriously questions HR’s reputation and its 
self-concept, a gap analysis in terms of skills and competences, and actions to up-skill if possible, or 
just buy in would be helpful before defining the next steps. M&A-relevant skills also include stra-
tegic and business understanding, value creation and controlling. HR has to understand the princi-
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ples of change including communication and culture, and needs project management skills. There-
fore, it is uncritical if HR is supported by other business units or external specialists to provide a 
communication concept. The change needs to be driven by an overall concept and the storyboard 
should be transparent to line management and employees alike, thus taking advantage of their par-
ticipation in the process. 
All in all, the research findings show that, at present, HR is rarely a sparring partner to the execu-
tive team. If HR wants to be taken seriously, economic implications must be understood and HR 
business has to be managed as professionally as other business units which are outcome-driven by 
nature and understand facts and figures. Only then would top management listen and possibly 
allow HR to exert more influence on human capital issues with direct impact on the strategy and 
business model.  
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5. INCREASING IMPACT 
5.1 A FRAMEWORK FOR SUCCESS 
According to the research findings, HR self-perception often differs from that of internal 
stakeholders, especially top management. If this is the case, the first step would be to take a critical 
inventory of the requirements of what is expected from HR in M&A scenarios. Following the re-
search findings (first research assumption), HR plays a minor role in an M&A scenario. Thus 
standpoints need to become clear in order to manage expectations. Once HR has identified top 
management’s expectations and detected blind spots, HR would need to come to terms with the 
role that is suggested. If HR believes that the role assigned is not appropriate for some reasons, 
basic parameters might need to be renegotiated to make HR`s standpoint clearer. Again, referring 
to the research findings (second basic research assumption) HR has realized its low performance in 
M&A projects or similar scenarios. The only way out is to admit and specify the reasons for failure 
in order to realign and demonstrate this to top management. Given that within a complex M&A 
scenario, at the beginning not all answers will be evident, not even to top management, it might 
turn out that HR needs more information about the strategic background, more resources and other 
competences in order to be successful. It would be a first milestone to have a realistic view of the 
starting situation and be fully aware of the risk factors for this individual M&A scenario. Moreover, 
it could prompt top management to also readjust its view and realign expectations. According to 
the research findings (first secondary assumption) HR is probably not seen as a sparring partner to 
top management because it does not meet the HR-related criteria for success. In this case, HR could 
come up with facts and figures making clear what the success factors are, e.g. pro-active HR in-
volvement right from the beginning before the deal is closed. If top management demands a thor-
oughly done HR DD and a smooth integration, HR could call attention to more holistic merger-
related success factors, such as organizational integration and management responsibility. Of 
course HR has to provide facts and figures in order to back up its statements and apply these to the 
specific case of the organization it deals with. As HR’s attitude is supposed to be one of the most 
crucial risk factor, there is no way around revealing which attitude HR holds and what its vision is 
in the context of this M&A. This might be a point of discussion if perspectives differ, but HR has to 
position itself for the good or the bad. What turned out to be both, risk and success factor, is data 
analysis and controlling. As this is closely related to a thoroughly done HR DD and a smooth PMI, 
HR should suggest a cockpit including a choice of highly relevant qualitative and quantitative 
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KPIs. Either HR starts off with KPIs belonging to HR DD, which might be easier, and suggests and 
discusses KPIs for PMI in a follow-up, or it comes up with an integrated solution right from the 
start. Which route to take depends on the level of information HR already has at that point of time. 
Only if the route to take and the milestones are defined, HR performance can be measured and 
agreed upon on a common basis. HR has to work out the added value it can offer and make sure 
that top management sees it the same way. HR needs to highlight crucial  and so far unanswered or 
even undiscovered questions that go with the current M&A project and create transparency with 
regard to the complexity of the process. Looking at the next finding (second secondary assump-
tion), HR is not aware of future organizational challenges relating to the market and the organiza-
tional business model. If HR wants to be regarded as a sparring partner, it has operationalize the 
overall M&A strategy and convey HR-relevant measures and KPIs in line with the strategy. Further 
research findings (third secondary assumption) show that HR needs to oversee which set of compe-
tences is available in order to tackle the challenge ahead. Again, a  gap analysis should reveal the 
need for  optimization in areas such as creating value, understanding economic implications, driv-
ing change, how to transform the organization, being pro-active and visible. Depending on the role 
HR has taken in former M&A projects, these might be too excessive demands. Nevertheless, be-
coming aware of the gaps and admitting the lack of competencies might be discouraging in the first 
place, but there is no way around.  
As there is no perfect proceeding as to how to start off an M&A process, these explanations 
can only be a guideline, and are neither complete nor the only way of how to become a sparring 
partner to top management in an M&A scenario. At the same time, there is no overall M&A strate-
gy which is applicable, it depends on numerous different factors and therefore has always to be 
developed individually. Nevertheless, merger management including HR need to understand and 
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5.2 BASIC PARAMETERS  
5.2.1 Integration Strategy 
It has become evident that well-performing HR departments are aware of the need of an HR 
strategy which is aligned to the M&A strategy. The strategy is to be understood as a line of action 
drafted on the results of the situation analysis and is finally to be translated into actions which are 
implemented by allocating resources and controlled in the course of operationalization (Wirtz 2012: 
140). It implies that management is willing to discuss and HR is able to understand business strate-
gy. According to the research results, this is the first stumbling stone, because HR’s involvement in 
strategic thinking is low. HR is requested to be pro-active, call for strategy explanation and should 
have the competence to develop a HR strategy. Top management on the other hand is requested to 
invest in HR and accept a leap of faith. This might become a common approach between top man-
agement and HR representatives which could also strengthen the relationship.  
It is necessary that merger management displays the motives for the M&A, be it strategic, fi-
nancial or personal (Wirtz 2012: 63–78). Strategically driven motives, in particular, refer to synergy 
effects with increasing value and relate to the market, performance or risk and are largely long-
term oriented. If strategic and market-driven, M&A is to preserve or strengthen power, market ex-
pansion or competition. If strategic and performance-driven, M&A are to integrate functional units 
alongside the value chain by using common resources and skills. In case of strategic and risk-
driven transactions, diversification is intended to reduce risk potential and can be short- or long-
term. Financially driven M&A often have short- or mid-term goals and reasons are profit increase 
or tax reduction. A wide field of problematic transactions are induced due to personal motives of 
which the principal agent theory is the underlying theoretical approach. HR needs to start off a 
discussion with top management and get a deeper understanding of the it because the consequenc-
es HR has to face will mainly depend on the strategic motives of the M&A. In order to be able to 
provide adequate merger support, these effects need to be anticipated. If personal motives are in 
the foreground of an M&A, it might be difficult to motivate staff in case they do not benefit from it. 
If financial reasons are in the focus, staff needs to be informed about how this is contributing to the 
overall business and how they can be a part of it. Strategic goals might be the most complex ones, 
but widely accepted because they are often supposed to add to the long-term survival of the organ-
ization. Irrespective of which M&A strategy is taken, HR should act according to it.  
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There are various integration scenarios which need to be approached differently by HR and 
would also affect HR to a certain extent. One of the relevant concepts in this context refers to the 
criteria of organizational autonomy and strategic interdependency (Wirtz 2012: 313). If both are 
low, a holding would normally be generated which allows the target to remain legally independ-
ent, but discretionary power remains with the buyer. Reasons might be that profitability is low and 
therefore only management know-how is transferred. Changes are restricted to financing, and im-
provement of the quality of personnel and resources as well as management skills. HR might be-
come involved and get a mandate to support, but remains rather detached from the organization 
itself. If the need for organizational autonomy is high but strategic interdependency low, a stand-
alone model should be chosen. This might for example happen if the target is acquired by financial 
investors and supposed to remain legally independent so that buyers can profit from high value 
creation of the object being bought. In the case of a holding structure and a stand-alone, organiza-
tional changes are marginal and a full integration scenario is not indicated. Consequently, HR’s 
responsibility and involvement could be low. 
In case the need for organizational autonomy and strategic interdependency is high, partial 
integration similar to a symbiosis is usually chosen. A symbiosis aims at a full release of synergy 
potential. Profitable target business parts are integrated, but also preserved to be harmonized with 
the buying organization. Other target functions are either maintained if viable for those integrated 
or liquidated. This is a greater challenge for HR because the target is torn into bits and pieces but 
the individual business parts are maintained. The standardization of those individual parts in-
cludes product and market development as well as research, but also salary adjustments of which 
HR would be responsible. Furthermore, the liquidation of non-key functions and remaining parts is 
prone to harm employee motivation. (Wirtz 2012: 314). The highest level of integration is by ab-
sorption. If the need is high for strategic interdependency and low for organizational independ-
ence, the target would be absorbed. All activities of both companies are consolidated and a new 
strategy and organizational redesign is developed. Full integration will demand the highest effort 
from HR in terms of challenge, resources and competencies. Standardization, coordination and 
harmonization do not only have to be carried out for some parts of the organization, as is the case 
with a symbiosis, but for all organizational processes. Interferences with customers and suppliers 
can lead to serious incidents. Hence all integration measures are planned along daily business of 
both organizations in order to ensure smooth business processes. If the focus lies on a continuous 
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business operation, the integration speed is decisive. This also demands the highest level of compe-
tences and resources from HR because it is the most complex scenario to manage. (Wirtz 2012: 315).  
The following approach mainly focuses on an absorption scenario in which the integration is 
to be managed using a long-term strategy supported by an HR project organization. Since strategy 
options are manifold and must be tied to the business context, a situation analysis could generate 
information on a HR-relevant business environment as well as competencies and resources. How-
ever, the project organization will be a core element of the integration strategy. Depending on the 
strategy and the current setup of the HR department at that time, it might become evident that HR 
also has to transform. If this is the case and HR is no longer just the driver for HR-relevant issues, 
but also part of the transformation, it adds much more complexity to the situation. There are nu-
merous concepts existing of how HR could re-design itself, but the revised HR BP concept is the 
most well-known and established one. Despite its popularity a thorough examination should be 
done if and how it could be applied to the organization. HR transformation according to the HR BP 
concept is supposed to start from the outside and needs a clear understanding of the business con-
text to provide the basic principles for the future organization (Ulrich et al. 2009). Nevertheless, 
there are some pitfalls to be aware of. Action should not come before rationale which goes hand in 
hand with the idea that strategy and transformation have to be based on the business requirements 
of the future business model. Furthermore, HR strategy must not be developed in isolation from 
the business strategy and has to focus on adding business value instead of solely optimizing HR. 
Another pitfall to watch out for is if there is resistance to transform in some parts of the HR organi-
zation, because the benefits are not seen. Eventually HR transformation must be tied to the overall 
business success and this means agreement with top management. HR transformation should not 
be an end in itself but instead be for the sake of the organization. In case the HR department has 
not yet met top management’s expectations in terms of strategy and business model alignment, this 
could be a chance to reorganize in the course of the M&A project. The HR project organization, 
which is responsible for the M&A implementation and organizational change, could be set up as a 
prototype of a new HR organization as there is a high risk that the present HR organization will 
become overstrained. To transform itself and at the same time drive the transformation of the or-
ganization might overburden HR staff. 
Therefore, it would be less risky to not transform itself at the same time, but instead focusing 
on the M&A project first. HR could see the M&A through by setting up an HR project organization 
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along the project. The creation of a time-limited HR project organization could be designed in line 
with top management’s expectations leaving enough room for the rest of HR to handle day-to-day 
business. If this HR project organization has proven to be successful at the end of the PMI phase, it 
does not need to be dissolved, but could be re-integrated as part of the existing HR organization 
and and be completely absorbed in it. In this way the HR department would also be transformed, 
but at a later point of time. The project organization could either be given new goals or start with 
the transformation of HR, if required. Apart from successfully driving the M&A project, HR would 
have created a new organizational part which has proven to come up to top management’s expecta-
tions. This could serve as a draft of how to further re-design HR. 
5.2.2 Project Organization 
The existing structure of many HR operating systems needs an additional element in order to 
address the challenges produced by the complexity and rapid change of an M&A scenario. The 
solution is a second operating system, i.e. a project organization, devoted to the design and imple-
mentation of the M&A strategy and characterized by an agile, network-like structure and a more 
flexible set of processes. The new operating system should continually assess the business and the 
organization and reacts with greater agility, speed, and creativity than the existing HR department 
could do at that point of time. It complements rather than overburdens the traditional hierarchy, 
thus freeing the latter to do what it’s optimized to do. By this, strategic change can be accelerated 
(John P. Kotter 2012). 
Depending on the strategy, HR would have to define drivers and supporters for the M&A 
scenario to be of an independent project organization for the time of the M&A project. A project 
organization functions as a timely restricted network with a common goal and is officially over 
after the project has come to an end. A network is “an arrangement of intersecting horizontal and 
vertical lines: a spider constructs a complex network of several different kinds of threads“ and a 
support network is “a group of people who exchange information and contacts for professional or 
social purposes” (Oxford University Press 2014). A project network allows access to complemen-
tary resources, risk sharing and cost reduction. If applied in an M&A scenario, usual risks can be 
neglected, such as to lose competence, to yield control and become dependent (Vanini & Borchert 
2014: 218–219). To set up a project network, the project members have to be selected, resources and 
responsibilities have to be allocated, actions have to be adjusted by tools and information channels 
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and the outcome has to be evaluated accordingly. Above all, it is crucial to evade opportunistic 
behavior which could endanger project success (Vanini & Borchert 2014: 221).  
Before the organization comes into effect, a business case should be built to give management 
full insight into risks and chances. Beforehand, the question must be answered why transformation 
is to be driven by a project organization for the benefit of the whole organization and the HR de-
partment at the same time. In the next phase, the stakeholders’ view is taken to define value crea-
tion. Next comes the design of the project organization with respect to structure, products, process-
es and service to be considered by line managers as well (Ulrich et al. 2009). This project organiza-
tion is intended to be in effect as long as the integration has not come to an official end, sometimes 
even longer. This might be months or years and the longer it is intended to exist, the more stable 
and long-term oriented it should be. It includes allocation of resources such as time, money and 
people. Taking part in a project organization might eat up more time and effort than the original 
work of the present job role. If M&A tasks were allotted to members of the HR department without 
giving them a special project mandate, backup facilities should be provided in case day-to-day 
business does not allow HR employees to spare time for such tasks. Notably in the case of line 
managers, these issues have to be discussed and agreed upon with business unit leaders. Nothing 
speaks against diverse forms of labor division if flexibility is given and the desired output is 
reached. This could be role or job sharing, full or part-time, the involvement of external and inter-
nal specialists, upon request or fully assigned to the project, and virtual or local inclusion. Most 
important is the fit of the individuals to the team working efficiently and matching the demand for 
work assignments (Nachbagauer 2014).  
It is important that the project organization is composed of an interdisciplinary team and pro-
ject members have ’x-shaped‘ project management skills. These include the disposition and ability 
to network and build up trustful relationships, courage and openness towards interdisciplinary 
teamwork, being self-organized and self-reflective and creating not only a network but also a 
framework for the project (Weßels 2014a). The setup of the project organization is crucial for the 
success of the project and bears a high risk in terms of mismanagement if not chosen carefully. As 
mentioned before, management responsibility has to be addressed and clearly defined. If the views 
of board, line and project managers differ significantly and this does not become apparent before 
the project is started, it might diminish the success of the merger drastically and will not cast a pos-
itive light on HR performance due to a lack of transparency (Kienbaum 2011). Even if role expecta-
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tions of executives, line and project managers are agreed upon at the beginning, the evaluation of 
these may deviate in the course of the M&A project. Both line and project managers are requested 
to get a more realistic view of the key players including themselves. The project manager is ex-
pected to be a strong fight for the project and ensure sustainability. In the context of an M&A pro-
ject, this means line management and HR would have to align the role expectations at the begin-
ning and the evaluation of these in the course of the project in order to minimize risk potential.  
When the project organization has been set up and goals as well as tasks and responsibilities are 
agreed upon, content becomes relevant. The integration competence of individual contributors and 
external resources which is crucial in the course of an M&A project are communication, change and 
project management skills as well as the ability to network and co-operate.  
 
5.3 INTEGRATION COMPETENCE  
5.3.1 Project Management  
A project management approach has proven to be highly effective for integration because it 
has the necessary institutional, functional and instrumental dimension. The institutional dimension 
comprises the project group constitution and the individual roles to take. The functional dimension 
describes responsibilities and tasks and the instrumental one relates to the tools used for imple-
mentation (Wirtz 2012: 121–122). Change project management differs from the traditional approach 
in which a thorough analysis is done, goal and milestones are clearly defined, workstreams allocat-
ed according to time and owner. Once the goal is set, the proceeding needs can be discussed on a 
regular basis and project members can work in loose co-operation. In contrast to this, change pro-
jects are situated in a complex and dynamic environment and influence factors strongly interact. A 
comprehensive situation analysis is a challenge, the goal is hard to measure and the ideas and per-
ception of the individual project partners vary significantly. These conditions do not allow detailed 
planning because they become obsolete due to time pressure. In addition, change processes are 
extraordinary and stressful for all those involved (Streit 2013). Accordingly, change management 
tools differ from traditional ones. Those limited to change projects relate to communication, team 
development, conflict management and change resistance, others can be applied to both kind of 
projects and can be adapted. The starting analysis in a change project is less comprehensive and 
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should involve different stakeholders. A target corridor is created instead of clearly specified goals. 
In the course of the project, the focus lies on co-operation, the alignment of views and proceedings 
due to ongoing change of variables relevant for project success. The controlling cockpit must in-
clude only the most important KPIs in order to be measured fast and easily. Milestones are content-
related instead of time-limited. Even more than in traditional project management, goals have to be 
transparent and clear to management and employees because success heavily depends on their 
commitment (Streit 2013). The project architecture is to ensure transparency, efficiency, manage-
ment and controlling of the project by defining workstreams, owners and time frames. Project 
members constantly have to share information, align and possibly re-negotiate goals and alter 
workstreams. The team also has to inform the sponsor with multiple consultation loops to assure 
alignment (Streit 2013). 
Agile change methods can also be applied in project management. Basic principles are fre-
quent and intensive co-operation and interruption of working processes in order to redefine the 
standpoint, if necessary, and realign goals accordingly. The framework for these negotiation pro-
cesses in the course of the project should include the following elements. The role description for 
the team lead and those involved defines the scope of responsibilities and competences. In order to 
keep up a continuous sponsor dialogue this task could be transferred to a team member to avoid 
coordination problems. The next step is to set up regular team or workstream meetings on a rea-
sonable basis so that necessary adjustments can be dealt with in due time. And finally, stakeholder 
communication to discuss goals and proceedings thoroughly has to be taken care of. Project man-
agers must have a high level of self-responsibility, flexibility and communication. There are cul-
tures which are more open to agile change projects than others. These are characterized by frequent 
communication regardless of official reporting lines, an open feedback culture and the willingness 
to accept criticism. Line managers have a strong sense for co-operation towards each other and fo-
cus on the issue instead of playing power games (Streit 2013). Traditional project managers have to 
be tested for their change competence because project management skills are helpful, but not suffi-
cient for success. As mentioned before, the project manager is held responsible for creating a com-
mon understanding of project goals, change processes and roles, which are the foundations for 
team development and ensure rules of co-operation that focus on success-crucial behavior and risk 
factors (Kienbaum 2011).  
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There are areas where HR needs to take action and which have not been handled properly be-
fore in general. Regular status quo meetings help to reflect and keep up a common understanding 
of the current project situation. Project management has to ensure that resources and time invest-
ment is defined and provided, but also commitment and time buffers if things turn out differently 
than planned. Key role allocation should be combined with full or at least partial release from day-
to-day routine business, especially if the members belong to another core business unit. Further-
more, project management has to ensure coordination and communication between project team 
and line management. In many cases this is neglected and reduced to just one agenda point in 
regular meetings where the importance and urgency might get lost. This is crucial because the  big-
gest part of the transformation needs to be carried out by staff and management. Project manage-
ment also has to guarantee that implementation measures are feasible and tested or evaluated by 
line managers in advance. Furthermore, focus groups, chosen from different business units and 
levels, would help to assess solutions and provide early feedback if implementation obstacles 
should occur. Personnel development for focus roles, such as HR BP and leaders, in terms of coach-
ing and facilitating career perspectives for key persons, is likewise crucial.  
Apart from the handling and proceedings with regard to project management experience, 
role expectations have turned out to be most crucial (Kienbaum 2011). Executives, line managers 
and project leaders have different roles according to their position which have to be clearly defined 
and agreed upon. The role of executives, for example, is to present a change story in order to get 
staff and line managers on board and coach them. One method to start discussions and integrate 
different views would be a round table, inviting a small group of employees and top managers to 
answer frequently asked questions. Executives have to take care that their perception is in line with 
other stakeholder groups, irrespective of what they believe is right or wrong in terms of measures. 
Line managers should be convincing role models and develop their change competence in order to 
consult and coach. Regular and frequent communication cascades get and keep staff on board.  It 
needs to be a dialogue because one-way communication is not sufficient. The role understanding of 
project leads should be to develop and coach others to build up change competence, e.g. for key 
players of the project.  
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5.3.2 Team Transformation 
An M&A scenario can trigger stress factors and cause insecurity, anxiety or even fear in em-
ployees intensified by the imagined or real loss of control. Each organization, team or individual 
experiences critical phases in a change situation and the reactions naturally follow what is per-
ceived and interpreted. The phases shock, resistance, insight, acceptance, exploration, reflection 
and integration outline a change loop. They can lead to motivational deficits and attitude changes 
which finally manifest in behavioral changes that are likely to impede the M&A integration, e.g. 
nurturing low performance due to a lack of interest, absorbing peer communication at work, start-
ing unproductive discussions about work assignments and infighting or key player layoffs 
(Scharfenkamp 2002: 192). The ”merger syndrome“ is traced back to four psychological conse-
quences which can be observed at the behavioral level e.g. decreasing work quality and motivation, 
dissatisfaction, inner resignation and termination of work contract, increasing absence rate, upward 
fluctuation and falling productivity (Fischer & Wirtgen 2000). Not all employees will be concerned 
with the M&A. Some might be impartial, they wait and see and can be influenced positively by an 
early and meaningful information management. Others might end up in a vicious circle because 
change is not seen as opportunity but as a threat. Behavioral and value sets of employees could be 
questioned and this might lead to psychological restraints such as insecurity, fear of losing inde-
pendence and identity as well as disorientation (Wirtz 2012: 122–123). In general 50% of staff mem-
bers are impartial, 30% are open for a change and 20% might be change-resistant (Aldering 
& Hutten 2008: 313–329). Team transformation of change-resistant staff members is crucial since 
they could strongly influence those who are still of two minds about the M&A project. After the 
groups have been identified, active opinion leaders could be identified and actively involved as 
multipliers to change mindsets (Gut-Villa 1997).  
An organization can only be successfully transformed if the majority actively co-operates and 
accepts change. Since self-determination of those involved is a strong indicator for success, the 
teams including leaders have to take responsibility for change. HR can provide a setting which eas-
es change and instruct and train leaders how to enable change. Those who drive the change pro-
cess, apart from the project team, e.g. line managers, key players, multipliers and change agents, 
need to be resilient The new work environment faces change more frequently, work-related tasks 
have become more interdependent and knowledge work has increased. Frequent change implies 
that ambiguity will impede productivity unless managers help staff to anticipate, contextualize, 
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prioritize and respond to frequent change which in turn results in more agile employees accepting 
change more quickly. A work that has become more interdependent implies that the organization 
must enable and encourage a broader network at different levels with an integrated workflow sup-
ported by technology and providing clear direction of how to make use of it. Networking has to be 
encouraged likewise and should be perceived as being helpful for the organization. Furthermore, 
knowledge work requires access to relevant information to ease decision making and use infor-
mation technology effectively. Thus, in a change scenario teams need to adapt quickly and behave 
pro-actively. Good collaborators work well with and through others throughout the whole organi-
zation and on all levels thereby influencing stakeholders and contributing to cross-functional pro-
jects. The rise in knowledge requires strong analytical skill to prioritize work, assess problems and 
make decisions (CEB 2012). In an M&A scenario, employees with these characteristics are suited as 
role models in order to change people’s minds and open up new perspectives. Especially network 
performance can boost business outcomes, increase revenue and profit. It is no longer only indi-
vidual task performance, but network performance that contributes to the enterprise. Network per-
formance is to be understood as an employee’s effectiveness at meeting their own performance 
goals and contributing to the performance of others (CEB 2012: 26). 
Integration speed has to be considered carefully because harmonization of all processes takes 
place parallel to day-to-day business. Either a revolutionary or an evolutionary approach is chosen, 
some M&A experts opt for a combination of both approaches (Gerds & Schewe 2009). A revolu-
tionary approach is at high speed and risk potential lies in wrong decision-making due to complex-
ity of the project and excessive demands towards staff. Advantages are that the organization can 
refocus faster on the market and management competences and responsibilities are clearly ex-
pressed to avoid uncertainty. The strongest argument for a revolutionary approach is that value 
enhancement potential is boosted. Evolutionary approaches are fertile ground for innovation which 
needs an organizational framework to be anchored properly (Bieger, Knyphausen-Aufseß & Krys 
2011). For example the knowledge funnel is to provide a reliable formula for success that can be 
applied constantly or adapted to renewing circumstances (Martin 2009). Organizations tend to shy 
away from innovations and rather stick with standard processes. Knowing without reasoning 
seems frightening and intuitive acting is still a little suspicious to some line managers. Analytical 
thinking does not have to be given up, but it can be enriched by the exploration of knowledge and 
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both methods can coexist in a balance to bring out the best of business performance (Lafley 
& Charan 2008).  
Peer coaching within the network as a temporary support by those who have previously been 
involved in change initiatives and have built up competences, could support others who are not as 
experienced. Although coaching is a broadly accepted development tool in a business context, it is 
rarely applied to change situations (Sackmann 2013). It could help building up coping strategies, 
speed up the change loop in order to ensure integration of new behaviors and finally increase sus-
tainability. It helps line managers to find their roles in the change context more easily and is worth 
the investment as they are role models for their team. Moreover, they are in charge of organization-
al change as representative of the organization (Winkler, Lotzkat & Welpe 2013). As a line manager 
is the functional interface between individuals and the organizational system, his or her contribu-
tion to change is crucial (Fatzer 1996). A concept that has come up recently is that of the enterprise 
leader, i.e. someone who has profound analytical skills, takes different perspectives and generates a 
mindset that includes networks or alliances which helps to create and deliver stakeholder value. 
This kind of leader focuses on the success of the whole enterprise, even if only responsible for one 
out of several business units. This type of leadership includes strategic, business, people and organ-
izational skills (Gerard Seijts et al. 2008).  
Cross-enterprise leadership capability is a construct that is comparable to the hybrid thinker 
meaning key players who act as catalysts and provide the glue for an organization to stick together 
by the way they motivate and perform. It is the role modeling, not just the individual skill-set, that 
drives the change. The organization, especially HR, needs to watch out for these individuals, inter-
connect them and make them key driver of change. Other research shows that enterprise leaders 
not only manage individual tasks (task performance) or lead their teams to fulfill their collective 
tasks and assignments (team task performance), they also improve the performance of others and 
use their contribution to improve their own performance (leader network performance) and lead 
their teams to be network performers outside of the immediate team (team network performance). 
Teams with enterprise leaders are supposed to reach a 12% revenue increase, 20% higher customer 
satisfaction, 23% more innovations and a 30% rise in engagement (CEB 2015). Today’s enterprises 
are complex adaptive systems and which many managers are unaware of. So far organization, as-
sets and processes have been the pillars for enterprise leadership, but newly social networks, me-
dia, and applications also count to it (Colabria 2015). Relating these findings to team transfor-
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mation, the only way to transform a team is by engaging networkers, hybrid thinkers and enter-
prise leaders to drive change. They will have the highest rates of individual turnarounds of those 
who are reluctant to change. As team transformation is not about putting a plan in practice but 
about how to change people’s minds. These mind-setters need to be identified and given the power 
of implementation. All goals and actions must clearly be in line with project management and 
communication strategy. HR needs to identify and motivate individuals from within the organiza-
tion to support their ideas and measures. In return, management will be held responsible for the 
transformation of their team and will not feel left alone because they get a framework of how to 
proceed and can fill it with actions relevant for their business unit. 
5.3.3 Information Dialogue  
Professional internal communication can be a value driver and success factor for a company 
and shape organizational change, especially in M&A context (Zerfaß & Piwinger 2014). It can be 
specified as a “two-way process of reaching mutual understanding, in which participants not only 
exchange (encode-decode) information, news, ideas and feelings, but also create and share mean-
ing. In general, communication is a means of connecting people or places“ (WebFinance Inc. 
2009b). According to the “Four Ears Model”, communication can be disturbed because a message 
has four connotations, i.e. to inform, to appeal, to reveal oneself and to address the relationship. 
The recipient unconsciously chooses the predominant one, puts the information in a context and 
interprets it in a subjective way (Schulz von Thun 1984). The term information can be defined as 
“data that is accurate and timely, specific and organized for a purpose, presented within a context 
that gives it meaning and relevance, and can lead to an increase in understanding and decrease in 
uncertainty” (WebFinance Inc. 2009a). In case media are used in a business environment, such as 
emails or phone, and both sender and recipient are located a different social environment or busi-
ness context, the pieces of information are to be interpreted and cannot be objectively decoded. 
Every interpretation might also be a misinterpretation if the message was understood incorrectly. 
Therefore staff is answered open questions, but the sender has to be sure that the information is 
processed in the intended manner. Communication is an entity of selected information, messages 
and interpretation. These create a social system which is interlinked with the psychological one and 
is kept up as long as the communication loop is stable (Luhmann 2010). With respect to communi-
cation, the focus lies on HR-relevant internal communication towards executives, management and 
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employees. Legal information closely connected to the works’ council and external communication 
to investors or the public are not part of the discussion. 
Change communication is subject to certain restraints and especially in the context of an 
M&A project, the opinion, attitude and behavior of employees and leaders or managers can be crit-
ical. The situation in an M&A could be that employees are suspicious towards new owners, and 
they might fear to lose their jobs. But also misunderstandings and assimilation problems due to 
cultural differences might arise. Leaders and employees all of the sudden find themselves in a 
competition because they might have to prove that they are competent at their jobs they have done 
so far. It is unclear whether they will find career opportunities ahead or individual restraints. The 
new business model in comparison to the old is in question. What comes on top for both interest 
groups is that there might be a relocation or even restructuring coming up (Pfannenberg 2013: 93–
103). Change communication would have to anticipate these fears and set up a communication 
concept which strategically and systematically addresses these fears by means of a communication 
tool mix. Thus the term information dialogue is chosen on purpose, because it implies that after the 
information is given, a dialogue should be started. It seems contradictory since a dialogue already 
includes information and most information models have a recipient and sender. But the double 
effect is intended in order to stress that information has to be processed in a dialogue instead of 
only being spread. Internal information dialogue demonstrates continuity, creates transparency 
and builds trust and thereby can keep management and staff on the ground. Besides information, 
the goals of internal communication in the post-merger phase are to cool down emotions, ensure 
loyalty and support and integrate cultures (Pfannenberg & Müller 2013).  
The communication concept and media mix have to ensure that all issues are directed at the 
relevant target groups right from the beginning of Day One. If HR does not have communication 
experts at hand, it needs to involve specialists who have the skills to set up a communication con-
cept and implement it according to the needs of the M&A project. Just as project management is a 
skill that cannot be learned within a short period of time and in the setting of a complex M&A envi-
ronment, communication is a skill that is an integral part of the M&A project. The competencies to 
manage a complex project and communicate accordingly do not need to come from within the HR 
department. They can be delivered by other internal or external resources. This has to be pointed 
out to merger management as well and HR has to make clear  what can and cannot be deliver so 
that it has to be contributed by third parties. M&A goals, strategy, content and measures must be 
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translated into a long-term communication concept considering the first 100 days of the M&A. 
Since digital transformation is advancing, the media concept must include communication chan-
nels according to target groups. While some employees may use mobile phones and the Internet, 
others may still prefer letters to process the information. However, channels have to be chosen care-
fully and HR needs to act as an advisor on how to best reach different target groups. Communica-
tion specialists should take over the design, set up and implementation of the communication con-
cept, which is a different area of expertise and therefore will not be part of the discussion in depth. 
Apart from information dialogue, the implementation efficacy is important and HR needs to give 
proof that it steers the process continuously and successfully. As top management is the target 
group, HR has to come up with a language that is familiar to top management. In general top man-
agement is used to make decisions and follow-up measures on the basis of facts and figures. The 
best way for HR to make itself understood is to express progress in the same way and give a high-
level executive summary with key performance indicators about what is going on in terms of 
M&A. 
 
5.4 IMPLEMENTATION EFFICACY 
5.4.1 Controlling   
Discussions about HR value creation automatically lead to the question how HR should give 
evidence of the results once the value has been defined. There are numerous categories of KPI re-
porting available, from complex financial calculations to a simple record of personnel expenses. But 
the direct connection between investment and HR practices combined with the business strategy is 
often neglected (Ulrich 1997b). The number of upcoming studies about empirical evidence that the 
company’s and HR’s performance are interrelated has increased in recent years. Strong HR systems 
will promote the emergence of an organizational climate arising from collective perceptions of em-
ployees. Therefore HR management systems processes can enhance organizational performance 
and make employees collectively focus on strategic goals of the organization. Productivity, market 
value and sales rise significantly with the quality improvement of HR practices supported by KPIs. 
All these relate to business strategy and thereby prove that HR can have a measurable impact on 
economic outcome (Bowen & Ostroff 2004). Another study explored progressive HR practices, such 
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as staffing selectivity, training and incentive compensation and revealed a strong connection with 
perceptual measures of organizational performance, e.g. productivity, turnover and financial re-
sults (Delaney & Huselid 1996). But the development of reliable and valid measures of HR man-
agement systems remains a major challenge because there are no two studies that measure HR 
practices in the same way. Obviously, there is no standard measurement system to compare HR 
efficiency to each other. Performance always has to be linked to the economic outcome of a compa-
ny and research would have to rely on a sample of similar companies in terms of industry, size etc. 
to at least provide valid and reliable data for a comparison.  
Most financial departments need numbers and figures from HR. For a start it would help to 
enrich data with further KPIs to measure the operationalization of HR’s strategy and performance. 
HR controlling is supposed to inform, control and manage by giving systematic, early and user-
friendly information on HR management to be made available to all decision-takers and stakehold-
ers. Controlling is to evaluate HR management in terms of efficiency and target achievement. Man-
agement refers to the identification of reasons for inefficient HR instruments and the elaboration of 
alternatives (Holtbrügge 2005: 251 ff.). In most companies, the main tasks for HR controlling are to 
prepare strategic decisions (74%), disclose personnel expenses (63%), add to corporate reporting 
(48%) and be an early warning system for future developments (36%). Only then comes HR’s value 
contribution to overall business success (24%) and the efficiency of the HR department (24%) 
(Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e.V 2007b). This shows that HR controlling could, but 
normally does not deliver information on HR value creation. By taking advantage of existing con-
trolling tools and adapting relevant ones to the M&A scenario, the situation could change.  
The majority of enterprises make use of the same range of controlling instruments. These are 
quantitative and standardized reports on planned versus actual facts and figures relating to inter-
nal or external benchmarking, or both. Fewer take advantage of qualitative KPIs (53%), process 
analysis (33%) or controlling and cockpits (28%). Human capital evaluation is at the bottom of the 
list (2%). Common data sources are payroll, accounting, personnel information systems, employee 
surveys, target achievement documentation etc. (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Personalführung e.V 
2007b). During HR DD numbers and figures have already been collected to prepare the buyer’s 
decision. This profound information basis offers a broad variety of data to be exploited for PMI 
controlling. Depending on HR’s strategy these data have to be sorted out with respect to usefulness 
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and importance. HR has to define value creation in line with the business strategy and thereby de-
termine a mix of qualitative and quantitative information to cover most important HR-relevant 
areas. These data should be presented to top management in order to show project success on a 
regular basis. Thus a management cockpit which provides a clear basis for decision-taking is help-
ful. The cockpit setup has to be agreed by top management before the integration starts. Even bet-
ter, it is already a product of the HR DD phase or HR has already been using such a cockpit before. 
Nevertheless, HR should rely on the controlling instruments which are available.  
Project networks should undergo performance measurement, which is an approach to quanti-
fy the achievement of individuals and the project organizations by means of a central measurement 
variable, which is the KPI. A multifunctional measurement is needed because, in this case, success 
is not only financially-driven but also showing in qualitative and quantitative KPI relating to non-
financial project goals. The interdependency of cause and effect has to be monitored closely. To this 
effect, the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) would be a suitable tool to measure the success of a project 
network because strategic goals can be operationalized and assigned to workstream owners. (Vani-
ni & Borchert 2014: 228–230).  In the context of organizational learning it can be an important ele-
ment assuming that corporate culture provides a nourishing ground. Criteria for organizational 
learning are if members are motivated to learn and self-develop and if customer expectations and 
satisfaction are analyzed. Another criteria is, if synergy potential is created by know-how transfer 
of interdisciplinary teams and diversity of opinions and experiences are integrated in an atmos-
phere of constructive debate. Members should be capable and willing to reflect on experiences 
along the value chain and be open to benchmarking. It needs a future-oriented, optimistic but real-
istic tenor, and a permanent improvement of one’s own performance with respect to organizational 
structure, value-creating processes, technological infrastructure and competence profile of employ-
ees (Kunz 2001: 289–294). One characteristic of the BSC, which promotes cross-functional learning 
processes, is that it focuses on core areas of strategic relevance, such as finance, markets and cus-
tomers, processes, innovation and learning. Furthermore the BSC links up strategic goals with op-
erational KPIs and creates transparency. Action plans are steadily redefined and updated so that 
they constantly relate to prioritized performance in the value chain, milestones are clearly defined 
and a time frame is set. Finally goals can be interconnected with sub-scorecards that are interlinked 
with individual performance management systems. If not seen as a rigid controlling instrument but 
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a flexible tool to fit into the organizational context, the return on investment can be high in the long 
run (Kunz 2001). 
Given the context of complex system, a BSC, once designed for the M&A, can serve as a base-
line, but needs to be adjusted and supplemented in order to reflect a changing environment in the 
long run (Colabria 2013). It might occur that after a while different KPIs are available which make 
more sense, or they could be illustrated in a more precise and outcome-oriented way. Therefore, the 
BSC should be checked continuously with respect to crucial figures and facts to ensure that M&A 
project goals will be reached. A BSC is no rocket science, but to set it up for a complex project and 
keep it updated in the course of a long-term action plan is a challenge. With respect to financial 
know-how HR should take advantage of financial specialists or external consultants in order to 
define the right criteria. There is a huge selection of KPIs available and the challenge is to define the 
exact measurement criteria that connect to the outcome to be achieved. 
5.4.2 Work Approach   
In an M&A project it is important to give guidance to employees and it would be fatal to ig-
nore negative individual attitudes. HR and line managers have the responsibility and power to 
navigate employees through this change process. If the HR system and practices are weak, the mes-
sage that comes across might be even more subject to individual interpretation. Recipients may 
unintentionally construct their own version of this message and justify their own behavior. HR has 
no chance to take immediate action and to guide these processes (Bowen & Ostroff 2004). Success-
ful change initiatives rely on the co-operation of line management or even on building project 
teams of leaders as in the case of a large automotive company. This company intended to become 
strategic market leader in a special field and their change initiative was intended to make the 8000 
employees understand and become a part of it. The main pillars for this project architecture were to 
get line managers on board and to assign responsibility, to qualify and trigger dialogue, to mobilize 
staff, to evaluate target achievements and make them transparent, and to create awareness and un-
derstanding for change. This example shows that the principles of participation were successfully 
applied (Forster & Wiegand 2013). 
In order to ensure systemic learning and sustainability, there are some conditions that should 
be considered in the implementation phase. Line managers and employees have to be integrated 
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early in order to get their consent. Already during the starting period, a mixed team representing 
staff from different hierarchies and business units should be involved. It is crucial that manage-
ment and staff believe in the strategic development of employees on the basis of innovative and 
creative potential. Customer satisfaction should be part of milestones and KPIs and be taken as a 
serious indicator for progress. Constant and regular reviews help to align those involved and from 
time to time relevant business units should be asked to join. The BSC is to be controlled and man-
aged by business units and must not be delegated to staff functions because this could endanger 
commitment and closeness to business. After the implementation phase has been completed suc-
cessfully, which may approximately last up to one year or more, the process has to be evaluated 
accordingly. In the end, it will not be the perfect design and implementation of a BSC that will cre-
ate value to the organization, but the stakeholders and players with their motivation, learning atti-
tude and perseverance (Kunz 2001: 284–294).   
There are some key conditions to be considered for dialogic change. Above all, a trustworthy 
sponsor is needed to make resources available and support emergent change. The sponsor should 
be kept in the information loop about the progress. The goal should relate to a meaningful future so 
that those involved can identify even better with the change. Work meetings allow socializing to 
engage commitment and plan actions. Emergent change cannot be forced upon the team members. 
There must be room for the team to provoke new thinking and catalyze self-generated change 
(Bushe 2013). These criteria apply to a number of dialogic change tools. In an M&A scenario the DT 
work approach could trigger the interplay of change initiatives on different integration levels. It 
harmonizes perfectly with project management and could be the kick-off for the HR workstream 
part. DT takes up the idea of the U-Theory with its process of inner transformation. At the same 
time, it is a project-based workflow around complex problems and goes with the conditions of a 
change situation. Also the idea of interdisciplinary co-operation is taken up, because the HR-related 
workstream should fall back on non-HR members, such as workers‘ council, line managers and key 
players of different business units, external and internal specialists and consultants, etc. Size and 
composition of the group has to be adjusted to the business strategy, organizational context and 
resources available. As early as possible, but shortly before the deal is closed at the latest, HR 
should present the concept to its sponsor, i.e. M&A management, and have it approved. Any sub-
streams to the HR workstream should proceed the same way, but need to be explained and guided 
by an experienced trainer or project manager. DT relies on he project team’s empathy, creativity 
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and rationale to find a solution on how to approach a problem. The question has to be defined 
clearly upfront by the project manager who also has to provide profound information material and 
first insights into the problem. In the case of an M&A integration kick-off, for example, this could 
be how to implement the BSC. Strategy and goals need to be set by M&A management in co-
ordination with those responsible for HR. 
As there is no default solution to the problem, change environments generate a fertile ground 
for innovation processes. Innovation is hard work and teams must be willing and able to undergo 
such a process. Innovative organizations develop innovation ability on the basis of three creative 
elements: friction, decision-taking and agility. Creative friction is the ability to develop ideas 
through discussions and debates. Creative agility is the ability to test ideas fast and to analyze and 
adapt results accordingly. Creative decision-taking is the ability to integrate diverse and contradic-
tory ideas. Team spirit, consisting of three elements – common goal, values and rules – is fostered 
to encourage the willingness for innovation The goal provides a sense-making reason for the team, 
values provide a framework for what is important to the team, and rules define how to approach 
conflicting situations. The problem with innovation in some organizations is that the principles of 
traditional leadership do not allow planting this framework into an organization without having 
one’s leadership skills put into question. Some principles may look awkward. Especially the phase 
of creative agility with try and error, prototype developing and fast lifecycle testing are common in 
certain areas of research, but typically not part of a team process. Project leaders see themselves 
confronted with certain paradox leadership ideas, e.g. support but confront at the same time, ex-
periment but ensure performance, improvise but structure, be patient but also put pressure on oth-
ers, reinforce bottom-up initiatives but also intervene top-down. This contradictory leadership be-
havior is essential to build and keep up an innovative team spirit as well as readiness to innovation 
(Brandeau et al. 2015). The project lead has to be experienced in these kinds of processes in order to 
guide the team through the M&A project. Culture must allow this approach and the proceeding 
needs to be backed up by the sponsor resprectively M&A management. By applying these princi-
ples of innovation, the project team members are multipliers for an innovative culture which vice 
versa fuels change.  
A major critique of this approach is that it is time-consuming, costly and dependent on the 
process owner. The group has to reserve time and resources and has to stay together until the pro-
cess has come to an end. In a business context this might be hard to realize. Instead of falling back 
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on a method, individuals with the right mindset could replace the process of DT. The idea of hy-
brid thinking replaces the group process and assigns the ability to be empathic problem-solvers of 
complex intellectual difficulties to individuals on the basis of an interdisciplinary approach. Hybrid 
thinkers would act as a catalyst and multiply the effect, especially if put into key positions (Patnaik 
& Mortensen 2009). DT has been rightly discussed controversially, because it is not a ground-
breaking new idea and has been practiced under different names in similar ways before. Neverthe-
less it allows a structured approach and takes into account the internal customers’ and stakehold-
ers’ views (Gürtler & Meyer 2013). In the end it is not the method which will ensure a successful 
work approach, but the culture of being open to innovation and change. M&A are of such a com-
plex nature that the interplay of all facets can raise the probability to come to the desired result. Still 
there are numerous risks which could arise and make it a challenging journey. This journey does 
not start after the deal is closed just because it has become official. A thorough preparation of the 
project organization is necessary beforehand and the work method must be defined clearly if the 
project organization is to be successful. 
 
5.5 LEVERAGE MODEL 
5.5.1 Prototype 
A leverage model for M&A can only be a prototype focusing on the most crucial, generally 
known M&A success factors. It needs to be amended or supplemented by other relevant indicators 
for success since every M&A is different. The foremost task is to know the organizational strategy 
and define HR’s own strategy in line with it. It has to be agreed upon with top management and 
HR has to commit to it. Depending on the strategy, the project organization will have to be set up 
allowing access to the common knowledge of the organization. The project organization should 
also have been discussed in advance, because individuals are human capital resources who have to 
be at least partly set free from their usual tasks in order to participate. Led by HR, the project or-
ganization should also include hybrid thinkers, enterprise leaders and networkers from other rele-
vant business units. HR functions as an interface to stakeholders from different hierarchy levels 
and should have selected members for the project organization in the pre-deal phase. The HR pro-
ject organization must not solely consist of HR representatives since different perspectives of the 
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organization are needed. As a matter of fact, there is no rule as to how many seats should be allo-
cated to HR or to business units. It has to be decided on the basis of the strategy, but it is essential 
that relevant competences and resources are provided and all is tailored to the particular M&A 
needs.  
As described before, Information Dialogue and Project Management are foremost dependent on 
skill-sets in order to guarantee success. Information Dialogue may be strongly driven by communica-
tion specialists. If so, there should be at least one seat to be filled with someone who can make sure 
that communication is carried out properly and to the full extent. Furthermore, contact points need 
to be defined and integrated both in the information stream and the project organization. Team 
Transformation refers to organizational change as transformational competence is essential, but at 
the same time implementation efficacy is also crucial. As hybrid thinkers, enterprise leaders and 
networkers have to fully understand the project goals and outcomes some of them should be an 
integral part of the project organization. The workstream can include numerous members of the 
organization. In contrast to Information Dialogue, one person would not be sufficient and several 
multipliers are recommended to ensure that knowledge transfer takes place throughout the organi-
zation. Leads should be generated for every group as main point of contact. Nevertheless, it is not 
sufficient if only the leads take part in the project meetings, instead participants should rotate in 
order to make use of the full potential of those involved. Apart from the lead, further subgroup 
members have to be available so that the group is able to take decisions in line with organizational 
needs. These group members should be chosen according to their interconnectedness with the or-
ganization, because the are role models to the organization and have the power to influence. HR 
can, but does not need be part of this group.  
Finally, the Project Management should be driven by a highly competent lead as it is a de-
manding, long-lasting and complex project structure. Under no circumstances should this respon-
sibility be given to someone with only little experience as this could foredoom the project to failure. 
As the workstreams Information Dialogue and Project Management mainly rely on competence in-
stead of organizational transformation, these leads need to be given further resources, such as a 
team consisting of other specialists, in order to ensure success. It would be best to allocate individ-
ual specialists to their fields of expertise. Substream leads make sense for Project Management spe-
cialists, e.g. allocated to different business units, either content- or matrix-wise to Team Transfor-
mation and Information Dialogue. Furthermore, other specialists should give support in the course of 
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the project. In order to be efficient and effective all leverage factors relevant to M&A and HR must 
be considered and completed by transparent economic KPIs to be measured during the process.  
On the basis of the M&A strategy, HR’s strategy has to be clear and the project organization 
set up. Depending on the M&A project the specified model could also integrate other elements, 
Information Dialogue, Team Transformation and Project Management are success-critical. HR should 
take the lead for HR-related project management in order to ensure that all HR-related success 
drivers are analyzed and taken into account. Information dialogue is highly important to actively 
engage staff and guide employees along the process. Team transformation includes early teamwork, 
leadership influence and key player retention with respect to cultural alignment. The elements 
shown in the model below are believed to be most critical in M&A scenarios, but enterprises are 
challenged to adapt the model to their individual M&A project needs. 
 
 
Figure 44: PMI Leverage Model 
  
As discussed before, the organizational transformation process would become much harder if 
HR was part of the transformation process itself. But even then, HR would have to begin at some 
point, and what might start as the establishment of an HR project organization could later be inte-
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grated into HR structure. Either helpful practices could be transferred into daily business, or parts 
of the project organization, e.g. a so far non-existent change management department. The genesis 
of an “auto-poetic system” could be a crucial turning point in the history of an HR department 
(Zeleny 1981). The term “auto-poetic system” stems from system theory suggesting that communi-
cation is more than the addition of single elements. Instead it is embedded into a strong environ-
mental context with reciprocal effects. An auto-poetic system exclusively consists of communica-
tion instead of subjects and individuals and operates in a constant and self-renewing cycle (Luh-
mann 2010). HR is challenged to rebalance its own business and constantly reshape its own pro-
cesses.  
Apart from the organizational structure, HR organizes workflows that could induce irre-
versible changes. It has responsibility to guide and up-skill line managers along the M&A project in 
order to drive Team Transformation. The natural decline of information density during the M&A 
project from top to bottom has to be managed by digital transformation tools addressing the target 
groups by media channels. In the digital age, it is not only the message but the wrapping it comes 
with. The more genuine the media, the more likely the message is to be accepted and understood. 
Modern communication goes a the choice of communication tools and channels resulting in a 
communication mix which certainly must be compliant with data security confidentiality levels. 
Modern media, such as messenger, twitter, apps, etc., would instantly provide pieces of infor-
mation so that the recipient is well-informed and up-to-date. Especially in the case of M&A, rumors 
spread very fast, but modern communication tools could be faster. Younger generations might ap-
preciate this information policy which, of course, would not replace dialogue and debates in order 
to process information. But if this was combined with an open-feedback culture and supportive 
management, the chances are high to turn the situation into a less fearful one. Change can take 
place on different levels, either operational or organizational. Whereas organizational changes, e.g. 
the 3-pillar model, have proven to be difficult and not always successful, the changes of processes 
and workflows that start off with a project organization being set up for a specific purpose in a lim-
ited period of time, offer much more freedom for try and error. If not successful, the project struc-
ture could be given up after the project is completed and the original HR organization would stay 
the same. If proven to be successful, parts or processes of the project organization could support 
the HR department and be integrated. It might become evident that the whole organization has 
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accepted the project organization as an integral part of the whole organization. In this case, it might 
not be dissolved afterwards, but given other goals and contents.  
5.5.2 Cockpit 
According to secondary assumptions, HR strategy and performance criteria measured by in-
dicators need to be defined and followed up. Future people and organizational demands as well as 
HR’s competence have to be taken into account. The BSC provides a strategic approach to rely on 
all the above mentioned aspects and adds financial factors. Looking back at the starting point of an 
M&A, it becomes clear that if KPIs have not been set up properly, HR has no evidence to prove its 
success to top management in the end. Therefore, it is not sufficient to just set up a project organi-
zation. Instead, a cockpit needs to be developed and handled throughout the whole process. The 
tool has to fulfill at least two criteria, i.e. providing transparency for management and being easy-
to-handle. Complicated financially-driven model kits would be of no help to HR because it often 
does not have the competence to master those properly. However, the illustrated BSC provides a 
framework that is genuinely understood and can be applied more easily by non-financials. HR suc-
cess drivers in M&A perfectly match the four fields of the BSC, i.e. financial, customer, process and 
development perspectives.  
 
Figure 45: PMI Cockpit 
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The figure shows the combination of the Leverage Model elements, BSC and DT process. The 
financial perspective relates to the data collected in the DD and other HR-relevant KPIs. It also in-
cludes KPIs for Information Dialogue, replacing the customer-oriented perspective, Project Manage-
ment corresponds to the process-oriented perspective, and Team Transformation refers to both organ-
izational and individual development. Once set up and continuously tracked, the BSC provides 
verifiable results with respect to HR`s effectiveness and efficiency and is a basis to improve HR’s 
reputation. Thorough planning done by HR project management combined with a work approach 
bringing flexibility and constant realignment during the process could finally increase economic 
outcome.  
An easy-to-handle combination of accurately chosen HR-relevant KPIs measuring the success 
of the M&A project gives proof of the progress that is made by HR. On the one hand, the model 
needs to provide transparency for top management, and on the other hand, KPIs have to be opera-
tionalized and based on HR-related processes. Assuming that HR cannot fall back on a financial 
specialist with immediate access to HR-related KPIs at hand, those have to be defined at the begin-
ning of the M&A project. It is recommended that HR makes use of a financial specialist who could 
either be the person who has been in charge of HR controlling before the M&A started, or it could 
be an M&A specialist, either internal or external. Regardless of which option is chosen, HR-related 
KPIs have to be identified. The KPIs already available can be compiled and finally the most crucial 
ones are to be interlinked in order to set up a cockpit. The number of KPIs depends on the strategy 
and the size of the M&A, but a choice of five to ten is recommended. With respect to the financial 
perspective of the BSC, HR DD data serve as basis for financial KPIs, but the data volume has to be 
checked and selected according to strategic goals with the focus on value creation. If the selected 
KPIs are not sufficient, others should complement the collection. It is the idea to finally come up 
with a significant cockpit which gives project and M&A management the chance to quickly and 
easily understand the situation on the basis of financial performance indicators.  
The part of the BSC which refers to the process-oriented Project Management perspective fo-
cuses on milestones, time frame, working packages, meeting attendance, integration and constant 
re-alignment of the views of project members, sponsor information obstacles etc. thereby relying on 
change tools and methods. The development-related BSC perspective corresponds with Team 
Transformation and refers to the idea of participation and change mechanisms including learning 
processes and innovation. These have to be defined thoroughly for the integration and non-HR line 
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managers, professionals, etc. are asked to provide input. HR may have some thoughts or ideas, but 
at this stage customer orientation is most important. The same applies to Information Dialogue which 
is actually the customer-oriented part of a BSC. The organization or other business units, but also 
HR, should be supplied with a professional M&A communication concept aligning all key messag-
es and media on a timeline. Various feedback loops should be planned in order to start and keep a 
dialogue as honest as possible. Information comes first, but the messages sent should be processed 
intensively by means of a two-way communication. A multi-faceted approach is helpful by ad-
dressing as many employees as possible with regard to their individual way of listening and un-
derstanding. The communication concept must include a broad variety of media which are sent 
simultaneously in order to not lose time and be more effective. The HR department should rely on 
internal or external communication specialists and must not stop emphasizing the importance of 
the dialogue and feedback intention of all communication measures.  
 
   
Figure 46: PMI Cockpit according to Phases 
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After the goals for all separate parts have been defined, relevant KPIs need to be designed. 
This is also part of the DT approach and when the whole concept is approved, measures and ac-
tions follow, e.g. how to fill the BSC in more detail. The implementation phase is as important as 
the design phase and the project manager has to focus on development and relevant milestones. 
After all project members have understood the situation and agree on the basic question, its inten-
tion and the challenges this might bring, the DT process could continue until the prototype BSC is 
finished. After being approved by M&A management, it is handed over and tested by substream 
leaders. They repeat the process with their team, and, if necessary, with the help of the project lead 
or another trainer who is able to guide them according to the DT method. After all subgroups have 
undergone this process, BSC outcomes are to be integrated. This is the responsibility of the HR 
workstream lead. It is a continuous and iterative process and the implementation must be in line 
with the organization. Once main and sub-BSC are final, which should ideally not take longer than 
a few weeks, the project lead is to measure results constantly by having operations meetings with 
the top management. The idea is to involve different business units and hierarchy levels by a par-
ticipate process that is guided by line managers and transparent to the whole organization. The 
communication department should repeatedly inform about progress and align the various com-
munication tools. The DT process helps to revive the momentum for change after the project has 
begun and keeps it going by means of participation. Starting the project kick-off with the help of 
DT would offer a chance to integrate all relevant parties and cascade it down from top to lower 
management levels and finally employees – and bottom up in return to make it a permeable and 
consistent approach.  
Of course, the Leverage Model elements are the placeholder for the elements each organization 
hast to choose in line with their own individual M&A project. They only represent the success fac-
tor fields which have to be verified in the present organizational context and should be substituted 
if believed to be unhelpful. The first draft of the BSC should be developed early in the pre-deal 
phase. Since the confidentiality level is high, only few members of the M&A management might be 
allowed to be involved. HR has to initiate and follow-up the process on a very high strategic level, 
most probably by the CHRO who could be the only one to be informed about the M&A ahead. In 
addition to this small group of insiders, a handful of those who have a stake in the long-lasting or-
ganizational development and are available at that point of time should also be involved. The first 
draft has to be agreed upon by M&A management. When the DD phase starts, the circle of insiders 
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is opened up to specialists who collect DD data of various kinds. In this phase, the HR project lead 
should emphasize the financial part of the BSC or HR-related DD data that determine the buying 
price. If postponed to PMI, it will become even harder to set up this part of the BSC. Those who join 
the process at a later stage in PMI have no information about the intentions and ideas of the merger 
management and the knowledge might be at risk to get lost. Preferably DD data is collected at the 
very beginning of the PMI phase in a kick-off with the HR integration project team and followed up 
in the course of the process. Certainly the data has to be aligned with M&A strategy and be 
acknowledged by M&A management. If HR has the lead and is part of the steering committee at 
the same time, all actions can be harmonized. Despite thorough planning unexpected risk factors 
may arise and become stumbling blocks to the project management team. These constraints could 
be tackled by the innovative approach which expects the unexpected without neglecting analysis or 
structured planning. Other tools supporting employee participation could also be helpful.  
Sustainable results are highly important for a long-term strategy. The leverage model and the 
cockpit alone cannot guarantee successful integration since it lies in the hands of those setting up 
and implementing it. Furthermore, the adaptation to the individual business case, business model 
and strategy is crucial to success, even if there may be many other obstacles. The change process is 
complex and dynamic so that constant alignment is needed. Even if it works for one M&A project, 
it cannot be taken as a blueprint for the next one. Instead it has to be deliberately prepared anew by 
those involved. Constant dialogue during the change process is one success factor and copying the 
model would neglect this. In the end, success is evaluated by M&A management and the sponsors 
of the project. If not agreed upon very early or if overall business goals happen to change, the mod-
el is no longer reliable. If corporate culture allows change, it will be easier to buy-in and get com-
mitment from staff and line managers as well as workers‘ council. The success of the model will be 
hard to measure as it is, apart from other factors, dependent on industry and company size. Best 
practice exchange, cross-sectional and long-term studies would help to understand the complexity 
and dynamics of it. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
The starting point of this dissertation was the drama that HR generally becomes involved in 
M&A only to a minor extent and too late. The course of the M&A with decisions made and actions 
taken can neither be influenced adequately in time nor revised at a later point of time. This situa-
tion strongly correlates with the reputation HR has and how it is perceived by executives. There-
fore, HR needs to approach an M&A scenario systematically, i.e. defining a strategy and outcome 
and thereby delivering additional value to top management. With respect to M&A, various present 
and future HR challenges were examined and special HR-related aspects illustrated. In the re-
search, the scenario was described from different experts’ views with the intention to isolate basic 
success parameters and develop a model to improve HR’s impact on M&A projects in the long run. 
The following aspects were examined more thoroughly. 
The HR function faces drastic changes due to global trends affecting business needs and eco-
nomic outcome. But compared to other business units, most HR departments are reactive and less 
progressive. Global trends such as the digital knowledge explosion, fluid organizations and con-
verging cultures are core characteristics of the new work environment. The fast pace of new infor-
mation technologies turns the work environment upside down. Change has become the rule in-
stead of the exception. Due to globalization, borders have become more permeable so that inflexible 
organizational systems and structures start to crumble or even break. Navigating through this 
changing and growing international landscape gets tougher. Additionally, business becomes more 
demanding. Expert knowledge is no longer sufficient for internal customers who nowadays call for 
an HR strategy and operating model aligned to business needs. The transformation of the HR func-
tion is not an easy undertaking as the implementation into the existing business landscape is very 
difficult. Successful examples are rare, especially if sustainability and measurable economic out-
come are desired results. Often HR is not used to delivering facts and figures, setting up holistic 
performance measurement systems and creating additional business value. Instead HR functions 
are overloaded with inherent changes in day-to-day business which they hadn’t to deal with in the 
past for which reason outsourcing HR remains a threat. HR is required to reinvent itself in this fast-
changing environment in order keep up the pace and be prepared for multiplex challenges. 
One of these multiplex challenges is the increasing number of M&A and HR’s involvement in 
the process. Depending on the nature, size and strategy of the M&A, but also on HR’s formation, 
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competence and reputation, both the time and depth of involvement can vary. HR involvement can 
start with the buying decision, DD or even just shortly before PMI – all approaches are existent. But 
in PMI at the latest, it is likely that HR will become heavily involved because it has to fully opera-
tionalize M&A strategy for HR-relevant products, services and processes. If the change is not wel-
comed by staff because it might bring major disadvantages, the organization may suffer from the 
post-merger blues. In this case, morale is low and HR has a hard time to drive integration. Besides, 
a cultural mismatch is one of the most underestimated deal breakers. Leaders, talents and other key 
players contribute tremendously to the human capital value of a company and, if demotivated, the 
project might be doomed in the long run. Apart from workers‘ council cooperation, staff buy-in is 
crucial. Proper change communication can help employees to actively process information and mo-
tivate them to take part in shaping the process. Since all loose ends have to be tied up and con-
trolled in line with strategic goals, project management provides a setting to integrate all these ele-
ments and steer the process. The list of influence factors to be considered by HR is extensive and 
therefore the main success and risk factors should be in the focus if given the mandate to bring the 
project to a favorable end. These findings led to the research question of how HR could increase its 
level of influence and involvement in M&A projects in order to become a sparring partner to top 
management. 
The basic research question was how HR could add value to top management in the context 
of an M&A, backed up by two hypotheses. First, that HR plays a minor role in M&A, and second, 
that after an M&A project has been completed HR has become aware of its low performance and 
has identified the areas where performance improvement is needed. It was further assumed that 
HR is no sparring partner to the executives’ team due to poor performance. This raised the question 
what criteria would have to be met so that HR could close the gap and define HR-related success 
factors. Moreover, it was assumed that HR is not aware of future organizational challenges with 
regard to the market environment and the business model. This led to the question how to define a 
strategy in line with the business, deduce actions and measure the progress. Eventually, it was as-
sumed that HR lacks the competence to reach these goals, thus implying that HR needs to improve 
its competences. Throughout the interviews it became clear that individual statements remained 
valid and differed only slightly despite varying M&A project strategies, business sizes and indus-
tries. Most importantly, HR’s attitude was seen as a risk factor, which has been confirmed by other 
studies in which it is described as a misaligned self-concept of change project parties involved. In 
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other words, there is not only a gap in expectations concerning business-critical risk factors, there is 
also a gap between HR’s self-perception and internal customers’ views, especially top manage-
ment.  HR’s involvement increases in the course of the M&A project, and so does HR’s influence, 
nevertheless HR is rarely involved in the decision-taking in the pre-merger phase. It is mostly 
asked to deliver and analyze HR DD data and is for sure given responsibility for HR-related issues 
in PMI. Top management expects HR to handle the deal smoothly and professionally with respect 
to HR DD and PMI. Main risk factors are if HR has the wrong attitude, does not ensure organiza-
tional integration or does not hold management responsible. On the other hand, major success fac-
tors are talent management, added value, change, communication and culture management. Only 
data analysis and controlling are given as both risk and success factors. Certainly, HR is required to 
use its tools properly. However, smooth handling of HR-related issues only serves as basic qualifi-
cation to be part of the game, but is still far from being accepted as an equal player. 
HR’s role understanding has to change towards a strategic focus and definition of the value 
proposition. At the same time HR has to change its behavior from being reactive to driving the pro-
ject in a future-oriented way. The existing HR organization and its portfolio determine strategy 
involvement and the mandate HR is given for the M&A transaction. HR’s quality and output need 
to be related to HR’s strategy. Nevertheless, mostly HR has a hard time to fully come up to the ex-
pectations. It lacks fundamental information about the M&A transaction and competence with re-
spect to the challenges ahead. Therefore, it has to do a gap analysis, up-skill or buy-in competences. 
A major HR optimization need lies in creating value, understanding economic implications, driving 
change and organizational transformation, but also in being pro-active and visible. HR’s role un-
derstanding has to change towards taking the driver’s seat and not just focusing on technical inte-
gration. The foremost step to take is to become aware of its own low performance and top man-
agement’s contrasting role expectations. The lack of pro-activeness and visibility questions HR’s 
reputation and its self-concept. The M&A-relevant skills HR should have is strategic and business 
understanding, value creation and controlling. HR has to understand the principles of change of 
which change communication, cultural awareness and project management skills are the most cru-
cial ones. It does not matter whether HR operates on its own or is supported by other internal or 
external specialists as long as it reaches the expected outcome. Change needs to be driven by an 
overall concept and the storyboard should be transparent to line management and employees alike 
taking advantage of their participation in the process. 
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Based on these results, the next steps on the way to strengthen HR’s partnership with top 
management are to show economic implications along M&A with respect to the new business 
model. Besides HR needs to be outcome-driven and focused on facts and figures. HR has to ana-
lyze, revise and adapt its self-perception and identify possible gaps in competence and skills with 
respect to the present M&A scenario. Apart from taking advantage of external specialists, what 
does a blueprint for taking action look like? The Leverage Model has been developed in order to pro-
vide a framework of how to tackle M&A scenarios. It takes up crucial risk and success factors and 
serves as a prototype on the way to successful integration. Apart from elements such as HR strate-
gy and project organization, the M&A-relevant perspectives relate to financial drivers and trans-
formation as well as project- and communication-related competences. The Leverage Model is sup-
plemented by a strategic tool to create value, manage and control M&A project success with the 
help of a KPI cockpit. This prototype developed for M&A scenarios needs to be adapted and sup-
plemented in line with each M&A case. Model and cockpit are supposed to help HR to better steer 
the project and meet top management’s expectations. It thereby integrates the most crucial risk and 
success factors which have proven to be stumbling blocks along the process. Each HR department 
has to find its own way to become a strategic and reliable business partner to top management, but 
some key aspects are certainly more important than others. If the basis is a realistic self-concept that 
matches top management’s perception as well, it can serve as a profound baseline to see gaps and 
adjust quickly and connect effectively with the rest of the organization.  
HR does not demand too much of itself, but it demands the wrong things of itself. It must 
face the fact that its self-perception and present performance do not match top management’s ex-
pectations. In fact, self-perception and present performance are misaligned in major fields. One 
reason for this misalignment comes from the long way HR has taken over past decades, i.e. from an 
administrative assistant to a development-focused training provider up to what it is today. The 3-
pillar concept is certainly only one piece of the puzzle and obviously not the solution for all HR 
departments. HR has no long history in being required to be efficient and effective in the way it is 
doing business and so far there have rarely been harsh consequences. Even more, it seems as if 
business has resigned with the fact that HR has been a low performer ever since. So the first step is 
to acknowledge that in many cases HR is neither a strategic business partner, nor does it meet top 
management’s expectations or is courageous enough to start an open dialogue about these issues.  
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Apart from HR-specific knowledge, HR surely desperately needs entrepreneurial skills, or-
ganizational competences and a process understanding in order to meet today’s global challenges 
and guarantee long-term success. Also networking, innovation as well as data analysis and inter-
pretation are necessary. In return, hopefully a new awareness of the HR business will develop and 
logically entail changes that will be more promising with regard to an improved HR’s reputation. 
Since the Leverage Model and Tool are a first draft of a prototype version, they have to be tested, ex-
amined, improved and validated in the context of real M&A scenarios. Furthermore, they have to 
be compared to existing models and amended and aligned to all coming state-of-the-art findings. 
Assuming that the awareness of the importance of HR’s performance will be growing, there is hope 
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Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) are legal transactions in which one party takes over another one 
or two parties merge. The following questions refer to M&A projects which aim at long-term in-
tegration. M&A projects may vary in terms of volume and internationality. The HR Due Diligence 
describes analysis of human resource capital in order to determine the buying price and risks that 
go with it. 
 
The term Human Resources is a synonym for Human Resources department which is an integral 
part of and permanent institution within the company. This Business Unit consists of members 
who take care of respective HR-related business. Excluded are interims from other business units 
or external or internal consultants who act on a part-time basis. 
 
An expert is to be defined as an authority with special knowledge in the field in question. Due to 
this special knowledge the expert is very competent and experienced and has a deeper under-
standing of M&A. Depending on the expert role the issue is seen from different angles which may 
be consulting, financial, executive or HR-related. Main focus is on the overall experience instead 
of single projects which may, nevertheless, be quoted. 
 
Participant- and M&A-related Specifics 
 
 Interviewee: age, nationality, education, work experience and present job role 
 M&A involvement: kind, volume, phases, role and years  




1. Which role does HR take in the context of M&A projects? 
2. At which point of time and how is HR involved in the course of M&A? 
3. What does the top management expect from HR in M&A projects? 
4. How does HR take influence in the course of M&A? 
5. Which are HR-related function and tasks in the context of M&A? 
6. What are HR strategies in M&A and how are they implemented? 
7. What are the HR-related success factors concerning M&A?  
8. How does HR monitor and measure M&A project success?  
9. What kind of competences does HR need to have to successfully drive M&A projects? 
10. How can HR improve in order to effectively drive M&A projects? 
11. In which way are HR Due Diligence results exploited in the integration phase? 
12. How does HR control M&A communication for interest groups? 
13. Which role does HR take in the project organization in the integration phase? 
14. How does HR consider corporate culture issues in the integration phase? 
15. At which point of time and how is employee co-operation supported actively?  
16. What are HR-related risk factors in the context of M&A? 
17. Do you see other crucial points which have not been mentioned yet? 
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